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Zusammenfassung
Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit wurde die Einfa hionisation von räumli h ausgeri hteten Wasserstomolekülen im Stoÿ mit

200 eV

Elektronen experimentell untersu ht. Zum ersten

Mal konnte bei dieser Reaktion ein umfassender Satz vollständig dierentieller Wirkungsquers hnitte (FDCS) gemessen werden. Dabei bestimmten wir die Ausri htung der
Moleküla hse anhand der Emissionsri htung der Fragmente des zerbre henden Ions na h
dem eigentli hen Stoÿ. Das hierbei entstehende Proton wurde koinzident mit den beiden
freien Elektronen des Endzustandes detektiert. Dazu verwendeten wir ein eigens modiziertes Reaktionsmikroskop und ausgefeilte Auswertungsmethoden. Bei der direkten
Ionisation in den Grundzustand von H2

+ konnten bestehende Modellre hnungen über-

prüft werden. Zusätzli h wurde die Winkelverteilung von Auger-Elektronen, die dur h
dissoziative Autoionisation von H2 entstehen, gemessen. Frühere Ergebnisse kinematis h
unvollständiger Experimente wurden bestätigt, aber die FDCS zeigen Strukturen, die
bisher unbekannt waren. Darüber hinaus wurden dierentielle Wirkungsquers hnitte für
zufällige Ausri htung bei zwei vers hiedenen Werten des mittleren Kernabstandes ermittelt. Diese Ergebnisse liefern wi htige Argumente für die aktuelle Diskussion über den
Grund beoba hteter Unters hiede in der Dynamik von Elektronenstöÿen mit Atomen
auf der einen und Molekülen auf der anderen Seite.

Abstra t
Within the work presented here, single ionisation of spatially aligned hydrogen mole ules
by

200 eV

time, a

ele trons was studied in a kinemati ally

omprehensive set of fully dierential

omplete experiment. For the rst

ross se tions (FDCS) was obtained for

this pro ess on a mole ular target. The dire tion of the internu lear axis was derived
from the fragment emission of post- ollision disso iation of the residual H2
fore, a protoni

fragment was dete ted in

+ ion. There-

oin iden e with the two nal-state ele trons

using a dedi ated rea tion mi ros ope and sophisti ated data analysis. For dire t ionisation into the ioni

ground state, existing theoreti al

ross se tions for aligned mole ules

were tested. Additionally, we observed mole ular frame angular distributions of Auger
ele trons emitted through disso iative autoionisation of H2 .

Earlier ndings of kine-

mati ally in omplete experiments were reprodu ed, but the FDCS reveal stru tures so
far unknown. Furthermore, for random alignment, dierential

ross se tions at two dis-

tin t values of the mean internu lear distan e were obtained, providing new arguments
in the

urrent dis ussion on the nature of dis repan ies observed between atomi

mole ular

ollisions.

and
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1 Introdu tion

Collisions of

harged parti les with mole ules are fundamental rea tions important in

many natural phenomena and te hni al appli ations. Here, inelasti
the internal energy of parti les is

intera tions where

hanged are of signi ant relevan e. Many o

uren es

manifest in plasmas, among these are glow dis harges, northern lights or interstellar
nebulae. In re ent years, addiditional interest has arisen from the elds of biophysi s
and medi ine where

harged parti le impa t on living matter has been studied moti-

vated by the development of new treatments su h as heavy-ion

an er therapy (Kraft

(2000)). Here, ele tron-indu ed mole ular pro esses play an important role in the eient destru tion of tumor DNA (Boudaiffa et al. (2000)).
Most of the appli ations and natural o

uren es have in

ommom that a large num-

ber of rea tions take pla e at the same time. In order to

omprehend the underlying

physi s

ompletely, knowledge of the single

omplete information of any spe i
tions (FDCS) that

ollision dynami s is indispensable.

rea tion is

ontained in fully dierential

an be obtained in kinemati ally

The

ross se -

omplete experiments where all

nal state momenta are known. In ele tron impa t single ionisation there are usually
three parti les, two ele trons and one ion. If the initial state momenta are well-dened,
the dete tion of two fragments is su ient to fully determine the kinemati s, due to
momentum

onservation.

Su h measurements were pioneered on an atomi

target by

Ehrhardt et al. (1969). Thereby, the two nal state ele trons are measured in
iden e, styling this kind of experiment as

(e, 2e).

oin-

The traditional set-up uses angle

and energy sensitive analysers to dete t ele trons ex lusively with a dened momentum
ve tor (see overview in Coplan et al. (1994)). Up to now, various atomi

spe ies have

been studied with this method over a wide range of impa t energies (Kheifets et al.
(2009); Naja et al. (2008); Röder et al. (1997)).
Theoreti al modelling of fundamental few-body dynami s, su h as ele tron impa t
ionisation, turns out to be very

hallenging, be ause for su h problems the S hrödinger

equation is not analyti ally solvable. Only for the simplest rea tion,
hydrogen, methods exploiting massive parallel

(e, 2e)

on atomi

omputing have been developed that are

believed to deliver exa t solutions of the three-body problem at low impa t energies

1 Introdu tion
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(see Bray (2002); M Curdy et al. (2004)). In any more general

ase, approximations

have to be made. This led to the development of a vast number of theoreti al models
that fo us on spe ial targets, impa t energies and
predi tions
these

ollision geometries. As no general

an be made, experiments have always been important to verify and guide

al ulations.

Mole ules, from simple diatomi s (e.g.

Hussey and Murray (2002); Murray

(2005)) to larger systems (e.g. Kaiser et al. (2007); Li et al. (2009); Vos et al. (1997))
have also been widely investigated using traditional
atoms, mole ules

set-ups.

However, unlike

ontain internal degrees of freedom. Most important, they

in spa e and, hen e,

hange the relative position of the

to the in oming beam. Obviously, this
In traditional

(e, 2e)

an rotate

onstituent nu lei with respe t

an have an ee t on the

(e, 2e) experiments, this information is lost, be

ourse of the

ollision.

ause only ele trons are de-

te ted and they operate with a gas target, where the mole ules are randomly aligned. On
the theoreti al side, obtaining FDCS for aligned mole ules is the intuitive way in many
models (Colgan et al. (2008)). Hen e, to
se tions, the

ompare with available experimental

ross

al ulated results have to be averaged over all possible alignments. Addi-

tionally, a model has been designed that dire tly implies a randomly aligned mole ular
target by treating the nu lei not point-like but as spheri al shells (Gao et al. (2005a )).
The most fundamental and pre ise test of theory

an only be delivered by experimental

FDCS, where all kinemati al variables in luding the alignment are known. This
generally a hieved in two ways: First, mole ules

an be

an be aligned by a strong ele tri

eld,

su h as delivered by a laser (Larsen et al. (1999)). This method usually suers from
very low repetition rate unsuitable to

(e, 2e)

oin iden e measurements. Furthermore,

besides possible perturbation of the initial state by the laser, it is only appli able to a
handful of spe ies that have a highly anisotropi

polarisability. Another approa h is to

derive the inital alignment from the momenta of fragments if the mole ules disso iates
in the wake of the

ollision.

Here, the a hievable

ount rates depend on the relative

probability of a disso iative rea tion. Additionally, in order to measure fully dierential

(e, 2e)
in

ross se tions with mole ular alignment, one has to dete t three or more parti les

oin iden e, namely at least one ioni

fragment and two ele trons. One of the benets

of this approa h is the possibility to study hydrogen, whi h is an ideal test
theories involving mole ular

ase for

ollisions.

Being one of the simplest neutral mole ules, hydrogen has played an important role
in the foundation of mole ular physi s and has, therefore, been investigated intensely
during the last

entury.

Early studies fo ussed on the opti al spe trum and the

on-

lusions drawn from it about its stru ture (see Ri hardson (1934) and referen es

5

therein). In the 1930s also the rst ele tron impa t ionisation experiment obtaining total (Bleakney (1930)) and dierential (Mohr and Ni oll (1934))
performed.

ross se tions were

In the following years, large interest was payed to disso iative ionisation,

establishing methods to learn about the dependen e of the total

ross se tion on the

mole ular alignment (Sasaki and Nakao (1935a ,b , 1941)). Later not only the angular
distribution but also the energy of the resulting protoni

fragments was studied in de-

tail (Crowe and M Conkey (1973); Dunn and Kieffer (1963); Kieffer and Dunn
(1967); Köllmann (1978); Van Brunt and Kieffer (1970)) allowing to identify three
distin t disso iation
i ally

omplete

hannels for single ionisation. At the same time, the rst kinemat-

(e, 2e)

measurements on randomly aligned H2 were done by Jung et al.

(1975); Weigold et al. (1973). These experiments as well as later ones (Cherid et al.
(1989); Milne-Brownlie et al. (2006); Stai u Cassagrande et al. (2008)) did only
dete t ele trons and

ould, therefore, provide no information on disso iating ions.

On the other hand, studies on aligned hydrogen mole ules have re ently been performed in several other settings.

Mole ular frame angular distributions of ele trons

emitted by one-photon single ionisation have been the rst fully dierential

ross se -

tions obtained in any rea tion of H2 (Hikosaka and Eland (2002, 2003); Ito et al.
(2000); Lafosse et al. (2003)). Surprisingly, a break of mole ular symmetry
observed when dierent disso iation

ould be

+ ion interfere (Ferhannels of the residual H2

nández and Martín (2009); Martín et al. (2007)). In a similar manner, photo-double
ionisation of hydrogen was studied kinemati ally

omplete for known mole ular align-

ment (Gisselbre ht et al. (2006); Weber et al. (2004)). Moreover, the angle between
the mole ular axis and the polarisation was found to be an important parameter of proesses in strong laser elds, observed in photo-ele tron distributions (Staudte et al.
(2009)) as well as in spe tra of high harmoni

radiation (Chen et al. (2009)).

Ioni

ollisions with aligned H2 were also investigated, but FDCS were not obtained, be ause
up to now it was not possible to x the

ollision geometry simultaneously with the

internu lear axis (Dimopoulou et al. (2005); Laurent et al. (2006)).
A rst attempt to

ombine a traditional

(e, 2e)

set-up with an ion dete tor to a

the mole ular alignment and, hen e, provide fully dierential
by Takahashi et al. (2004), but due to the small angular a

ess

ross se tions was made
eptan e of the apparatus

only statisti ally insigni ant results were obtained (Takahashi et al. (2005)). These
problems

an be over ome using a rea tion mi ros ope. Su h an apparatus allows the

simultaneous dete tion of ele trons and ions over essentially the full solid angle and
layed the foundations for this work.
et al. (1996) into ion-atom

The te hnique was introdu ed by Moshammer

ollisions. A review on the general set-up

an be found in

1 Introdu tion
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Moshammer et al. (2003); Ullri h et al. (2003), more te hni al details in Fis her
(2000, 2003). Sin e traditional

ollision experiments measured FDCS only at spe ial

geometries, formerly unknown stru tures

ould be unveiled with the new te hnique that

provided three-dimensional images of ele trons emitted in ion-atom

ollisions (S hulz

et al. (2003)).
The experiments presented in this work were performed by using a dedi ated rea tion
mi ros ope for ele tron impa t ionisation studies, whi h was rst designed for in ident
energies of more than

500 eV (Dorn et al. (1999, 2001)).

The set-up was

i antly by Dürr (2006) to open the window to low-energeti

hanged signif-

ollisions. Simultaneously,

the resolution was improved. With this advan ed rea tion mi ros ope ben hmark studies of unpre edented quality on single and double ionisation of helium were performed
(Dürr et al. (2006a ,b ); Ren et al. (2008)). Still, the energy a

eptan e for ions was too

small to dete t fragments of mole ular disso iation that are ne essary to determine the
alignment. Therefore, a larger ion dete tor was installed by Haag (2006), but FDCS
for the single ionisation of H2
i an e, mainly

ould not be obtained due to the la k of statisti al signif-

aused by the small fra tion of rea tions with a disso iating mole ular

ion. On the other hand, many events were lost be ause in omplete dete tor information
was available. Therefore, in this work mu h eort was put in the improvement of analysis routines to re onstru t signals e iently and in rease the number of valid triple
oin iden es signi antly. Consisten y

he ks were applied to ex lude false information.

The impa t energy during this work was
times larger than the
binary

hosen to be

200 eV,

whi h is about eleven

orresponding ionisation potential. At this intermediate energy,

ollisions between the proje tile and a target ele tron are the dominant rea tion,

but higher-order ee ts or intera tions with the ioni
Only protons with an energy of less than

0.5 eV

ore also play a signi ant role.

were dete ted, whi h are predominantly

+ ions in their ground state. For this ionisation
reated from H2
oreti al models

an routinely provide fully dierential

hannel existing the-

ross se tions, allowing a dire t

omparison with our results.
In the next hapter of this work a wider introdu tion into ele tron impa t ionisation of
mole ules and espe ially H2 will be given. After that, we will briey des ribe the rea tion
mi ros ope while

hapter 4 deals with methods used to analyse the experimental data

and to obtain fully dierential
experiment in terms of a

ross se tions.

Additionally, the performan e of the

eptan e and resolution will be dis ussed.

Chapter 5 will

present the results and ndings obtained for the single ionisation of aligned hydrogen
mole ules.

7

2 Ele tron impa t ionisation of
mole ules

This

hapter intends to provide ba kground information on the experiments performed

during this work. We will start with a general introdu tion into ele tron-mole ule
lisions and dene fully dierential

ross se tions. Then we will dis uss the

symmetry in the analysis of mole ular pro esses before taking a

ol-

on ept of

loser look on the hydro-

gen mole ule. Methods to align mole ules in spa e and the expe ted resulting ee ts are
des ribed briey after giving a short overview on theoreti al models for the
of fully dierential

al ulation

ross se tions for ele tron impa t ionisation of mole ules.

2.1 Introdu tion into ele tron-mole ule ollisions
Several rea tions

an o

ur when an ele tron hits a mole ule. The simplest one is elasti

s attering, where the internal energy of the mole ule is not
inelasti

hanged. Several types of

pro esses are possible, depending strongly on the impa t energy of the ele tron.

At lowest energies rotational, vibrational and ele troni
dominate, but there

ex itations of the mole ule

an also be ele tron atta hment where a usually metastable or

short-lived negative mole ular ion is formed. These inelasti

pro esses have in

that they go along with well-dened energy transfers and are, hen e,
Finally, when the impa t energy ex eeds the
removal of an ele tron be omes possible.

ionisation potential

As this ele tron

an

alled

ommon

resonant.

of the mole ule the
arry away any nite

amount of energy, the energy transfer is not xed for ionisation, whi h is the rea tion
we have studied in the present experiment.

200 eV whi h is
ules (15.4 eV ) that

The impa t energy was

mu h higher than the rst ionisation threshold for hydrogen mole

were examined. In this impa t energy range, ionisation is the dominant
Its general form

ollision hannel.

an be expressed by the following rea tion s heme:

e− + H2 → 2e− + H2 + .

(2.1)

2 Ele tron impa t ionisation of mole ules
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Figure 2.1: Geometry of the ionising

In some

ases, ionisation

ollision.

an indu e disso iation of the mole ular ion:

e− + H2 → 2e− + H + H+ .

(2.2)

Within these general s hemes several ionisation me hanisms are possible.

These are

dis ussed for hydrogen mole ules in se tion 2.3.
Before looking at the pro esses in detail we want to introdu e the general

geometry

as presented in gure 2.1. The

the in oming proje tile's momentum
threshold, asymmetri

p~0 .

z

axis is arbitrarily

ollision

hosen as the dire tion of

As its energy is mu h larger than the ionisation

energy sharing between the two nal state ele trons is very likely,

be ause the proje tile is usually losing only a small part of its energy. Hen e, in good
approximation, we
whereas

pe2
~

an label the fast ele tron

as the

(x, z)-plane

of our

the momentum transfer

x

p~e1 ,

q = p~0 − ~pe1
~

s attering plane spanned by p~0 and
oordinate system. The x omponent of the

an dene the

ollision-based

s attered proje tile's momentum is by

positive

with momentum

refers to an ele tron initially bound to the mole ule and eje ted during the

ollision. Without loss of generality, we

p~e1

s attered proje tile

onvention always negative. As a

onsequen e,

is also lo ated in the s attering plane but has a

omponent. The emitted ele tron's momentum as well as the mole ular axis

are not restri ted to the s attering plane. Hen e, their orientation has to be hara terised
by the two angles
into the

(x, y)

φ

and

θ.

The azimuth

plane has with the

x

φ

is dened as the angle a ve tor's proje tion

axis, while the polar angle

θ

spans between the

2.1 Introdu tion into ele tron-mole ule ollisions
ve tor itself and the

z

axis.

The probability for a rea tion to o

se tion σ

9

total ross

ur is usually des ribed in terms of its

whi h is dire tly linked to a measured integral event rate

Rtotal

by

Rtotal = σ · n · I · l
where

n

(2.3)

is the target density,

I

the parti le

length of the intera tion zone. The total
kinemati s for given

urrent in the proje tile beam and

l

the

ross se tion, therefore, in ludes all possible

ollision parameters. For mole ular hydrogen the most pre ise total

ross se tions over a large range of impa t energies have been measured by Straub et
al. (1996) as published in updated form by Lindsay and Mangan (2003). In mole ular
ionisation several me hanisms are possible at the same impa t energy, for example dissoiative and non-disso iative rea tions. If these
rates

Rpartial , partial ross se tions

also published partial

an be distinguished by measuring

partial

an be determined. The above mentioned authors

ross se tions for disso iative and non-disso iative ionisation but

without further distin tion of the dierent me hanisms. This was done theoreti ally by

Liu and Shemansky (2004) who found good agreement with the available experimental
data.
An even
kinemati

loser look

an be obtained by measuring the

onditions. These are

alled

dierential

integral of the dierential ones over all

E

is dened by the energy

angles

φM , θM

and

ψM .

be ause the total

Ω for ea

h outgoing ele tron, respe tively.

onsider its orientation given by the three Euler

Hen e, the fully dierential

∂ (7) σ/∂Ee1 ∂Ee2 ∂Ωe1 ∂Ωe2 ∂φM ∂θM ∂ψM . By

ross se tion is the

onditions. For single ionisation the kinemati s

and the solid angle

In a mole ule we additionally have to

ross se tions for well-dened

1
onvention,

ross se tion would be given by

the solid angles of the ele trons are

treated as a single variable by most investigators in the eld. For a sele ted rea tion
hannel, the

hange

Q

in the target's internal energy  the inelasti ity of the

is xed. Therefore, due to energy
ea h other and only one

onservation,

and

an be used to dierentiate the

is usually the emitted ele tron's energy

Ee2 .

Ee2

ross se tion. In literature this

/∂Ee2 ∂Ωe1 ∂Ωe2 ∂φM ∂θM ∂ψM .

further redu ed by the symmetry of the target and/or the

Therefore, one speaks of
1

See for example

Coplan

omplete kinemati s

et al. (1994).

ross se tions

an be

ollision. For example, only

hara terise the orientation of a linear mole ule

ve-fold dierential

ross se tion

∂ (6) σ

ross-se tion dierentiation to des ribe the

two angles are ne essary to

are not independent from

Hen e, the fully dierential

for ele tron impa t single ionisation is given by
The degree of

Ee1

ollision 

∂ (5) σ

ompletely.

/∂Ee2 ∂Ωe1 ∂Ωe2 ∂φM ∂θM

for

2 Ele tron impa t ionisation of mole ules
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these systems.

In spheri ally symmetri

systems, viz.

mole ules, the full kinemati s are even des ribed by

atoms or spheri ally averaged

triply dierential

ross se tions

∂ (3) σ/∂Ee2 ∂Ωe1 ∂Ωe2 .

A fully dierential

ross se tion, e.g. ve-fold dierential in the

is related to the spe i

event rate

R(Ee2 , Ωe1 , Ωe2, φM , θM )

ase of linear mole ules

by

R(Ee2 , Ωe1 , Ωe2, φM , θM ) =
∂ (5) σ
∂Ee2 ∂Ωe1 ∂Ωe2 ∂φM ∂θM
where

∆E

and

∆Ω

(2.4)

· n · I · l · ∆Ee2 · ∆Ωe1 · ∆Ωe2 · ∆φM · ∆θM

refer to the energy and solid angle intervals for whi h the rate was

measured. In traditional

(e, 2e) experiments like in Ehrhardt et al. (1969) ele

trostati

analysers are employed to dete t events for one set of energies and angles at a time.
Hen e, the spe i
By

ount rate and the fully dierential

ross se tion is measured dire tly.

hanging the position of the analysers and their voltages, the parameter spa e

an

be s anned sequentially. This te hnique was also used to obtain ve times dierential
ross se tions for aligned hydrogen mole ules by Takahashi et al. (2004). But, with
the higher degree of dierentiation, the event rate was signi antly lower than in the
same experiment with randomly aligned mole ules (see Takahashi et al. (2003)) and,
a

ordingly, the statisti al signi an e of the data was rather poor (Takahashi et al.

(2005)).

With our set-up, the rea tion mi ros ope, whi h will be explained later, we

an measure events over a large portion of the parameter spa e at on e, needing orders
of magnitude less time to

The

olle t the same amount of data.

ross se tions and, hen e, the experimental rates are proportional to the square

of the quantum me hani al matrix element
quantum state

|ii

to the nal state

Tif = hf | ǫ̂ |ii =
where

ψi

and

ψf

Z

|f i.

|Tif |2

for the transition from the initial

The matrix element is given by

ψf∗ ǫ̂ψi dr

(2.5)

are the initial and nal state wave fun tions, respe tively, and

operator governing the transition. In a

ǫ̂

is the

omplete treatment of ele tron impa t ionisation

this has to be the sum of the target system's Hamilton operator and the intera tion term.
We will dis uss this in se tion 2.4.

2.2 Group theoreti al des ription mole ular symmetry
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2.2 Group theoreti al des ription mole ular symmetry
Symmetry is an important

on ept in the des ription of mole ules. Mathemati ally, it

an be expressed in terms of
eld. Ea h mole ule
geometry. One

point groups

introdu ing the ideas of group theory into this

an be assigned to a symmetry point group a

ording to its nu lear

an now state that the Hamiltonian and all observable properties of the

system have to be invariant under all operations belonging to the respe tive symmetry
group (Pernpointner (2008)). This does, for example, apply to the spatial probability
density of the ele trons. It is, however, not ne essarily true for wave fun tions. They
also be anti-symmetri , i.e.

hange their sign under the appli ation of

within the symmetry group. In this

ase the observable

in terms of the point group.

2

|ψ|

irredu ible representations

system must trans-

(irreps). The number of irreps in a group is

ne ted to its amount of symmetry operations.

D∞h

ertain operations

will still be fully symmetri

In a group theoreti al notation the wave fun tions of a symmetri
form like

an

on-

Hydrogen, for example belongs to the

group, whi h has an innite amount of mirror planes and two-fold rotation axes.

Therefore, there is an innite amount of irreps. Within an irredu ible representation
ea h symmetry operation is identied by a
matrix in this representation. The

whi h are shown for some groups in appendix A.2.

The orbitals of the hydrogen mole ule and its ion
they belong to (see potential energy

symmetri
D∞h .

irrep whi h has the

whi h is given by the tra e of its

hara ters of all irreps of a given point group are usu-

hara ter table

ally summarised in a

hara ter

an, hen e, be labelled by the irreps

urves in gure 2.2). Ea h point group has a

hara ter

1

+
for ea h operation. This is Σg in the

Having des ribed the states of a mole ular system in terms of symmetry we
sele tion rules for transitions between dierent states. One
(2008)) that the matrix element
produ t of the irreps
symmetri

D

representation

Tif

tiplying ea h
a

⊗

A2 ⊗ B1 = B2 .

an derive

(see equation 2.5) is not vanishing if the tensor

asso iated with

ψi , ψf

and

ǫ̂

is at least

ontaining the fully

A:

between two representations

hara ter of

hara ter table one

ase of

an show (Pernpointner

D(ψi ) ⊗ D(ǫ̂) ⊗ D(ψf ) ⊃ A
The tensor produ t

fully

D1

with the respe tive

(2.6)

D1 , D2

an be evaluated by mul-

hara ter of

D2 .

With the help of

an in this way qui kly see that for example in

C2v

symmetry

However, when degenerate irreps are in luded, the result of the tensor

2 Ele tron impa t ionisation of mole ules
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produ t is not ne essarily a single irredu ible representation but a dire t sum
In

C∞v

for example,

if one of the

Π⊗Π

+
−
equals Σ ⊕ Σ ⊕ ∆. In su h a

⊕ of su

h.

ase, equation 2.6 is fullled

onstituents of the dire t sum is the fully symmetri

representation.

2.3 Stru ture and ionisation me hanisms of the hydrogen
mole ule
The hydrogen mole ule H2 and its positive ion H2

+ are representatives of the simplest

mole ular systems in nature. Therefore, they often a t as a ben hmark system for physi al models on mole ules.

They are usually the most extensively dis ussed mole ules

in physi s textbooks su h as Bransden and Joa hain (2003). Espe ially the spe trum of the neutral mole ule has been widely studied over a long time sin e the 1920s
(see Ri hardson (1934)), while the stru ture of the positive ion

ould only be ome

resolved later via photoele tron spe tros opy by Conford et al. (1970).
A hydrogen mole ule

onsists of two protons and two ele trons.

distan e between the two nu lei is

r0 = 1.40 a.u.2

The equilibrium

Be ause of the dierent mass of the

nu lei and the ele trons it is a good approximation to treat their motion separately. Here,
it is assumed that the ele trons adopt instantaneously to hanges in the nu lear geometry
and that no energy is ex hanged between the ele troni
is

alled the

adiabati

or

Born-Oppenheimer

and mole ular subsystems. This

approximation. It leads to the

on lusion,

that the motion of the nu lei is governed by a potential energy surfa e that is dierent for
ea h ele troni

state. For a diatomi

like hydrogen, the potential energy surfa es

are only fun tions of one variable, the internu lear distan e

r.

They

V (r)

an be visualised

in a potential energy diagram su h as gure 2.2.
The ele troni

part of the mole ular wave fun tion employs orbitals similar than

for atoms whi h, however, have to transform like irredu ible representations of the
mole ule's symmetry point group ( ompare se tion 2.2).

A simple way to

the mole ular orbitals is the linear

orbitals (LCAO) approa h,

whi h

ombines ele troni

ombination of atomi

wave fun tions of atomi

hydrogen

onstru t

entred at either nu leus.

We will not des ribe this method here but refer to Demtröder (2003), p. 55. The
resulting orbitals are labelled by the irredu ible representation a
transform. The lowest lying orbital of H2 is
ombination of two atomi
2

Value taken from

Bransden

1s
and

1σg

and is

orbitals. It is the only o
Joa hain

(2003), p. 520.

ording to whi h they

onstru ted by the symmetri
upied orbital in the ele troni

2.3 Stru ture and ionisation me hanisms of the hydrogen mole ule

Figure 2.2: Sele ted potential

urves of the hydrogen mole ule and its

13

ation.

Indi ated

are the following three ionisation pathways: (a) non-disso iative single ionisation
(SI), (b) ionisation-indu ed ground-state disso iation (GSD) and ( ) ionisationex itation (IE). See text for details.
(1983);

Sharp (1970).

The

urves are drawn after

Guberman
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ground state,

3
X 1 Σ+
g.
4

Ele tron-impa t ionisation of H2 has been studied for many de ades.
a range of ionisation pathways

ould be identied. We will introdu e them briey here

as they are important to understand the results of the
the observed rea tion

By the time,

urrent experiment.

Most of

hannels are typi al for mole ules. We illustrate them using the

potential energy diagram in gure 2.2. A

ording to the

Fran k-Condon prin iple 5

all

rea tions involving ele trons happen along a verti al line in this diagram meaning that
the internu lear distan e is essentially un hanged during the transition. As we always
start from the ground state of H2 the spatial population probability of the nu lei
denes a

Fran k-Condon region

of internu lear distan es were ele troni

|ΨN |2

transitions are

possible (grey shade in gure 2.2).
The simplest and most likely ionisation pro ess (arrow (a) in gure 2.2) is the nondisso iative removal of one ele tron were the remaining mole ular ion is in a bound
state. It is

alled non-disso iative single ionisation and abbreviated in literature as SI.

There is only one ele troni

bound state in H2

dierent equilibrium internu lear separations
usually

+ , the

r0

X 2 Σ+
g

ground state. Due to the

in the neutral and the ion, the latter is

reated in ex ited vibrational states. Their distribution is given by the

Condon fa tors

whi h are the overlap integrals of the vibrational wave fun tions for

the two ele troni

states. For hydrogen, the highest probabilities are obtained for nal

vibrational quantum numbers around

2 (see Ni

holls (1968)). However, there are also

non-vanishing Fran k-Condon fa tors for the ionisation into the vibrational
of the ioni

ontinuum

ground state, whi h might happen at small internu lear separations at the

edge of the Fran k-Condon region, as indi ated by arrow (b) in gure 2.2. This
is

alled

Fran k-

ground-state disso iation

atom in its ground states.
of a few atomi

hannel

(GSD) and nally results in a proton and a hydrogen

In the disso iation pro ess, they gain a net momentum

units, as, for example,

al ulated in a quantum me hani al model by

Feuerstein and Thumm (2003). Of ourse, the repulsive states of the mole ular ation
may also be a

essed dire tly in an

ionisation-ex itation

(IE) pro ess. An example is

shown as ( ) in gure 2.2. However, a mu h larger energy transfer is needed, be ause
the ex ited states

ross the Fran k-Condon region at more than

ground state. As this is mu h higher than the energies of the
limits, the dieren e is transferred into the kineti
3

27 eV

above the neutral

orresponding disso iation

energy of the fragments whi h

an

When labelling orbitals, usually lower ase letters are used, while apital letters denote the symmetry
of omplete states.
4
For early works see e.g. Bleakney (1930) and referen es therein.
5
see Condon (1947).

2.3 Stru ture and ionisation me hanisms of the hydrogen mole ule
be between

6

and

12 eV
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for hydrogen (see Dunn and Kieffer (1963)). In total, at the

impa t energy studied in this work,

8%

of all single ionisation events are disso iative

(Straub et al. (1996)).
A dierent, indire t ionisation pathway is sket hed in gure 2.3, the autoionisation
ollisions by Kieffer and Dunn

(AI) pro ess whi h was rst observed in ele tron

(1967). Here, the neutral mole ule is rst transferred in the

ollision into a doubly-

ex ited state. Only the lowest lying of those is drawn, but there are several bands of
su h levels ea h
of the

onverging to an ex ited state of H2

+ , whi h is the

B 1 Σ+
u

in the

hosen example. All doubly-ex ited states of H2 have repulsive potential

hen e, the nu lei will start separating on e the level is populated. They

ase

urves,

an eventually

fragment into two neutral hydrogen atoms, or, as long as the potential energy is higher
than that of an ioni

state at the

urrent internu lear distan e

ionisation of the mole ule is possible.

r,

a spontaneous auto-

Hereby, an ele tron of the energy

Ee2

whi h

equals the potential energy dieren e of the two states is emitted. However, the nu lei
at this point have already gained a kineti
the ion is formed in its ground state, it
the disso iation energy

D.

If

A−D

energy

A

from their separating motion. If

an be stable, as long as

is smaller than

is positive it will be ome the kineti

the emerging fragments, a neutral atom and an ion.
broad range of ele troni

A

energy of

Autoionisation hen e yields a

and nu lear fragment energies. Most notably in the present

ontext, protons with a momentum of only a few atomi

units are possible that

an,

therefore, not be distinguished from those resulting from ground-state disso iation. For
more information on the disso iative autoionisation of H2 see Ba kx et al. (1976); Hazi
(1974); Köllmann (1978); Landau et al. (1981). We should also note the possibility of
autoionisation through singly ex ited states of H2 . Vibrationally ex ited levels of these
have higher energies than some levels in the ele troni

ground state of H2

+ . Therefore,

autoionisation is possible, resulting in the emission of ele trons with less than

1 eV energy

(see Dimopoulou et al. (2004)) while the ion will not disso iate. These pro esses have
been identied in high-resolution spe tros opy (Dehmer and Chupka (1976)) and
theoreti al work (Herzberg and Jungen (1972)) but they are not expe ted to play
a signi ant role in the non-disso iative ionisation observed in the

urrent experiment,

be ause emitted ele trons with su h low energies are not dete ted due to a

eptan e

limitations (see se tion 4.7.1).
For the detailed study of disso iative ionisation one also needs to know the vibrational
and rotational stru ture of the initial mole ule be ause their energy might be ome
verted into kineti

energy of fragments. As a linear diatomi

on-

mole ule, H2 has only one

vibrational and two, albeit degenerate rotational degrees of freedom. The energy of the
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Figure 2.3: Same as gure 2.2 but with illustration of the autoionisation (AI) pro ess: 1. ex-

itation to a high-lying repelling state of the neutral H2 , 2. disso iative motion of
+
. See text

the nu lei, 3. spontaneous autoionisation into the ground state of H2
for details.
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Figure 2.4: (a) Population probability for rotational states of H2 at the rotational temperature

of

295 K

(red) and

202 K

(blue), (b) population probability for vibrational states

of H2 at the vibrational temperature of

295 K.

2.4 Brief overview on (e, 2e) theory
rotational states

ER (J)

is given by

~2
= J(J + 1) · 7.54 meV
2I0

ER (J) = J(J + 1) ·
where

J

17

is the rotational quantum number and

(2.7)

I0

is the moment of inertia at the

For the latter, we use the value given by Bransden and

vibrational equilibrium.

Joa hain (2003). The distribution of rotational states in an ensemble at temperature

T

is given by a Boltzmann distribution

PT (J) =
Here,

kB

PT (J):

ER (J )
1
· e kB T .
Z

is Boltzmann's

(2.8)

onstant and the normalisation fa tor

Z

is the integral of

PT (J)

over all quantum numbers. We have plotted the distribution of states at room temperature and the rotational temperature in our experimental target ( ompare se tion 3.2)
in gure 2.4(a). One

an see that the ground state

At the lower temperature, states with
ensemble.

J ≥2

J =0

is by far the most dominant.

ontribute only less than

3%

to the total

The vibrational states of the hydrogen mole ule are of mu h higher energy than the
rotational ones. From Herzberg (1950) and Herzberg and Huber (1979) we
the approximate energies

EV (v)

an get

as a fun tion of the vibrational quantum number

EV (v) = 0.546 eV · (v + 1/2) − 0.0150 eV · (v + 1/2)2
whi h, for small
as

v:
(2.9)

v , agrees well with the values obtained from more exa

t potential

urves

al ulated for example by Koªos and Wolniewi z (1975). The vibrational states

are also Boltzmann distributed analogous to equation 2.8. Figure 2.4(b) shows the result
for room temperature. As one
ground state is

ould expe t from the high energy of the states, only the

ontributing signi antly, with the probability for the rst ex ited state

−10 .
already being 10

2.4 Brief overview on (e, 2e ) theory
Even the simplest

(e, 2e) pro

ess, ionisation of atomi

problem and, hen e, has no general analyti
methods have been developed that

hydrogen

onstitutes a three body

solution. However, for this spe i

laim to be numeri ally exa t at low

rea tion,

ollision energies.

For all other situations, approximations have to be made in order to

al ulate

ross

2 Ele tron impa t ionisation of mole ules
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se tions. This is espe ially true for many-ele tron atoms and even more for mole ules
where the time-independent des ription of the target already approximates. Generally,
the available theoreti al models for ele tron impa t ionisation
groups, applying either

perturbative

or

non-perturbative

an be divided in two

methods.

The rst approa h

models the ionisation as a small perturbation of the target system while the se ond
treats the system in its full
solve the

omplexity. Among these are ab-initio methods that try to

omplete S hrödinger equation of the system numeri ally.

A vast number of models have been developed so far, therefore, no
overview
to

an be presented here.

Instead, we will fo us on methods that

al ulate fully dierential single ionisation

an be used

ross se tions for aligned mole ules and

those mentioned in the dis ussion of our results in
theories

omprehensive

hapter 5. A general review on

(e, 2e)

an be found in Coplan et al. (1994), while Gao et al. (2006a ) have dis ussed

dierent

al ulations for hydrogen mole ules.

Re ent developments are des ribed by

Colgan et al. (2009 ). Throughout this se tion atomi
used and

units (see appendix A.1) are

onstants being one are omitted.

2.4.1 Perturbative approa hes
Born approximation. Hereby, the Hamilunperturbed term Ĥ0 and the intera tion potential V̂

Many perturbative theories are based on the
tonian is separated into the

Ĥ = Ĥ0 + V̂
where

Ĥ0

itself

(2.10)

ontains two separate parts for proje tile and target. First we

onsider

the eigenstates of the unperturbed system

(Ĥ0 − E) |i, f i0 = 0
where

|ii0

and

|f i0

(2.11)

are produ ts of the respe tive (free) proje tile and target wave

fun tions in the initial and nal state.

As mentioned before, these equations are in

general not analyti ally solvable, hen e, numeri al approa hes, su h as the Hartree-Fo k
method (see e.g. Demtröder (2003), p. 75) have to be applied here as well.
The full or perturbed states

Ĥ :
(Ĥ − E) |i, f i = 0.

|ii

and

|f i,

on the other hand, should be eigenstates of

(2.12)

2.4 Brief overview on (e, 2e) theory
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Formal solutions of these equations are given by

|i, f i = |i, f i0 + Ĝ+
0 V̂ |i, f i

(2.13)

whi h is known as the Lippman-S hwinger equation with the Green operator

Ĝ+
0 = lim

ǫ→0

1
E − Ĥ0 + iǫ

.

(2.14)

Equation 2.13 only impli itly solves the S hrödinger equation be ause the resultant
states

|i, f i

equation
element

are also found on the right-hand side.

However, the Lippman-S hwinger

an be inserted iteratively into itself, yielding the following series for the matrix

Tif :

Tif := hf | V̂ |ii = hf |0 V̂ |ii0 + hf |0 V̂ Ĝ+
0 V̂ |ii0 + . . .
This is

alled the

intera tion

V̂ .

Born series

The series

whi h

(2.15)

orresponds to an expansion in powers of the

onverges faster if the intera tion is weak. Espe ially for high

proje tile velo ities, it is often su ient to use the rst term of the series only. Su h
theories are

lassied as

The intera tion

V̂

rst Born methods.

is usually taken to be the Coulomb potential between the proje tile

ele tron and the target parti les.

In a mole ule, there are generally

K

nu lei and

N

ele trons that have to be in luded:

Here,

V̂ = −

K
X
k=1

~ k − ~r
R

~ k , ~rn
R

and

~r are the

respe tively.

Zk

Zk

is the

+

N
X

1
.
|~r − ~r|
n=1 n

(2.16)

oordinates of the nu lei, bound ele trons and free proje tile,

harge of nu leus

k.

This

omplete treatment of the mole ular

target is ne essary if alignment-dependent results are to be obtained.
averaged

For alignment-

ross se tions the redu tion of all nu lei to a single one lo ated at the

of mass with ee tive

harge

an atom-like des ription.

Ze

entre

an be used for further simpli ation and introdu es

Additionally, the intera tion of the proje tile and outgoing

ele trons with the other target ele trons is not always treated separately, but the

passive

ele trons indu e the

alled a

hydrogen-like

olle tive ee t of redu ing the nu lear potential. This is

des ription or the

frozen ore approximation.

A dierent approa h to treat diatomi

mole ules within the framework of the Born

series was taken by We k et al. (2001). In their

two-ee tive entre

approximation the
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Coulomb eld of both nu lei is in luded, but it is assumed that the ionisation takes
pla e in the vi inity of one of the nu lei. As this model does not intrinsi ally average
over mole ular alignments it

an in prin iple

al ulate fully dierential

ross se tions

for aligned mole ules.

Traditional rst Born approximation
In literature,

rst Born approximation

(FBA) usually denotes the spe ial

ase where

the in oming as well as outgoing proje tile is des ribed by a plane wave and, hen e,
intera tion-free. The eje ted ele tron is expressed by a so- alled Coulomb-wave whi h
is a solution of the S hrödinger equation where the potential term is proportional to
the inverse distan e to the

entre of mass.

In su h a way, the ionisation of atomi

hydrogen is redu ed to an ee tive two-body pro ess. The transition matrix element
is then proportional to

hf |0 exp(i~
q · ~r) |ii0

whi h for small values of

to the expression for an ele tri -dipole indu ed photo ionisation.
good agreement with
(1987)) this is also

(e, 2e)

alled the

|~q|

be omes similar

As the FBA yields

experiments at high proje tile energies (Duguet et al.

dipole regime.

Chara teristi

for these experiments is the

maximal emission of the se ond ele tron in the dire tion and opposite to the momentum

q~, produ ing the typi al dipole pattern. The two parts of this distribution are
alled binary and re oil peak, be ause in a lassi al pi ture the forward maximum would

transfer

orrespond to a binary

ollision while the ele tron

an only be emitted in the ba kward

dire tion when it was re-s attered by the nu lear potentials.

2.4.2 Non-perturbative approa hes
Espe ially at lower impa t energies the des ription of the proje tile as a plain wave is
a bad assumption. Therefore, non-perturbative wave fun tions have been developed for
the initial and nal states

|i, f i0 .

In this

ase, the transition matrix element

an be

al ulated by the rst element of equation 2.15.

BBK or 3C-wave method
Brauner et al. (1989) have suggested a so- alled 3C wave fun tion for the nal state
in ele tron impa t ionisation of atomi
parti les is governed by the
boundary

hydrogen.

Here, the intera tion of either two

orre t two-body Coulomb potential, thus satisfying the

onditions for the three-body S hrödinger equation in the limit of innite

separation. Cal ulations of FDCS using the 3C wave fun tion (also

alled BBK after its
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inventors) are quite popular be ause they lead to good agreement with single ionisation
experiments even at impa t energies as low as
eort. In the

urrent work we are also going to

but need little

ompare our

omputational

ross se tions for alignment-

al ulations using the BBK method. Re ently, Stia

averaged hydrogen mole ules with
et al. (2002)

200 eV

ombined the 3C wave fun tion with the

two-ee tive entre

approximation

to model single ionisation of H2 without negle ting its mole ular nature. For high impa t
energies this has so far provided good agreement with available experiments (Stai u

Cassagrande et al. (2008)).
approximation or

The method that is

mole ular BBK

is

apable of

alled

mole ular three- ontinuum

al ulating alignment-dependent

ross

se tions (e.g. Stia et al. (2003)), whi h up to now have not been tested experimentally.
This theory also provides a simple way to des ribe two- entre interferen e, whi h we
will dis uss in se tion 2.5.3.

Distorted wave methods
Another frequently used des ription for the in oming and outgoing ele trons are

waves
metri

distorted

whi h are solutions of the one-parti le S hrödinger equation in a spheri ally symdistortion potential

U.

while for the nal state ioni

For the proje tile,

U

is derived from the neutral target

potentials are used. Distorted waves do not in lude the re-

pulsion between the two outgoing ele trons, also

alled

post- ollision intera tion

(PCI),

leading to a shift of the angular positions of the binary and re oil peaks away from the
dire tion of the s attered proje tile. Its importan e in reases for smaller impa t energies. In the so- alled distorted-wave Born approximation, PCI is treated pertubatively
using the Lippman-S hwinger equation. At high and intermediate proje tile energies,
in lusion of the rst order was found to be su ient (M Carthy and Zhang (1989);

Zhang et al. (1992)). Alternatively, Haynes et al. (2003) suggested to multiply the two
nal state distorted waves with the ele tron-ele tron Coulomb intera tion term used in
the BBK method. This so- alled 3DW method

ontains PCI to all orders of perturbation

theory and Jones and Madison (2002) showed that it satises the asymptoti
ary

onditions of the Coulomb three-body problem.

with experimental triply dierential

bound-

It delivers reasonable agreement

100 eV , for
(2005b , 2006b )).

ross se tions at impa t energies below

atoms as well as for randomly aligned mole ular targets (Gao et al.

2.4.3 Ab-initio methods
With the in rease in
parallel pro essing,

omputational power and availability of large

ab-initio

lusters for massive

numeri al solutions of the ele tron impa t ionisation prob-
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Figure 2.5: FDCS

al ulated with the TDCC method for the ionisation of aligned H2 at

35.4 eV impa t energy. The nal state ele trons are dete ted with equal energies
E1 = E2 = 10 eV and emission angles θ1 = θ2 = ξ in the plane perpendi ular to
the in oming beam. Taken from

Colgan et al. (2008).

lem have be ome feasible. Today there are two frameworks that are believed to deliver
exa t solutions of a dynami

three-body problem. This

of helium or ele tron impa t ionisation of atomi
First

ame the exterior

an be double photoionisation

hydrogen.

omplex s aling (ECS) approa h by Res igno et al. (1999),

whi h solves the time-independent S hrödinger equation for
ary

onditions using a transformation of the real

this approa h, triply dierential

orre t asymptoti

oordinates into

ross se tions for low-energeti

bound-

omplex ones. With

(e, 2e)

on atomi

hydro-

gen were obtained in ex ellent agreement with experiments (for a review see M Curdy
et al. (2004)). Unfortunately, the extension of the ECS framework to
more

ollisions involving

omplex targets and espe ially mole ules was seen unlikely up to now. Re ently

however, Tao et al. (2009) used an adapted form of ECS to
fun tion of the ele tron in the H2

al ulate the stati

wave

+ ion and prospe ted modelling of mole ular s attering

problems in the future.
Another numeri al approa h that provides an exa t solution of the Coulomb threebody problem (Bray (2002)) is the

onvergent

lose- oupling (CCC) framework orig-

inally developed by Bray and Stelbovi s (1992) to study

ollisional ex itation.

It
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expands the wave fun tion using a nite number of pseudo-states or partial waves. The
size of the expansion is gradually in reased until

onvergen e with the exa t eigenstates

of the time-independent Hamiltonian is found. This method is also restri ted to pure
three-body problems, but ele tron impa t ionisation of light atomi
lium was su

essfully

approximation, i.e.

al ulated (see e.g.

Dürr et al. (2006a )) using the frozen- ore

an ee tive one-ele tron target.

sions were introdu ed into this framework.
with

(e, 2e)

spe ies su h as he-

Up to now, no mole ular exten-

Due to the usually very good agreement

experiments on helium we will use CCC results for this pro ess to

he k the

BBK- al ulation used for alignment-averaged hydrogen mole ules.

Time-dependent lose- oupling
The time-dependent

lose- oupling (TDCC) approa h also expands the wave fun tions

as a series of partial waves. But dierent from the CCC method these fun tions are used
to solve the time-dependent S hrödinger equation, whi h is then repla ed by a set of
lose- oupled partial dierential equations. The numeri

solution of these

orresponds

to a time-evolution of a spatial wave pa ket. It was found by Bott her (1985) that
this over omes the need of nding the asymptoti
TDCC was rst applied to

form of the wave fun tions in spa e.

al ulate fully dierential

ross se tions for

(e, 2e)

on atomi

hydrogen by Colgan et al. (2002) and has sin e then been applied to a

ouple of

ele tron and photon impa t ionisation pro esses (see Pindzola et al. (2007)).
Mole ular ionisation by ele tron impa t was rst studied with the TDCC method by

Pindzola et al. (2006), where total

ross se tions for H2 were

al ulated. Hereby, the

two- entre nature of the mole ule was genuinely taken into a

ount, but the passive

ele tron is not treated rigorously. Instead, a frozen

ore approximation is used where its

intera tion with the outgoing ele trons is represented by ex hange potentials. Building
on this method, Colgan et al. (2008)

al ulated fully dierential

ross se tion for

(e, 2e)

on aligned hydrogen mole ules at low impa t energies. That publi ation was fo ussing
on a geometry, where both ele trons are emitted at equal energies and equal dete tion
angles in the plane perpendi ular to the proje tile beam. In this
in the shape and magnitude of the

ase, large dieren es

ross se tions for dierent alignments were found (see

gure 2.5). Additionally, the results for averaged alignment agreed well with existing
measurements and performed signi antly better than the 3DW model (Colgan et al.
(2009a , )).
Unfortunately, due to limitations in available
not able to

al ulate

(e, 2e)

omputer power, TDCC is presently

ross se tions at impa t energies higher than

≈ 100 eV.

The
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Figure 2.6: FDCS

al ulated with the TDCC method for the ionisation of aligned H2 at
◦
attering angle of 5 and energy

35.4 eV impa t energy. One ele tron is xed at a s
of 18 eV while the angular distribution of the se

ond ele tron in the s attering

plane is shown.

reason is that mu h more partial waves would have to be in luded to be ome a

onvergent

6
energies .

Therefore,

solution of the time-dependent S hrödinger equation than at lower
a

omparison with our results is not possible. Additionally, the very spe ial geometry

presented in gure 2.5 is not a

essable in the

urrent work, be ause equal energy sharing

of the outgoing ele trons is very unlikely and only ele trons with lower energies

an be

dete ted in the plane perpendi ular to the in oming beam. Therefore, we asked James
Colgan to

ompute FDCS albeit at low impa t energy but for an asymmetri

geometry

where one (fast) ele tron has a xed s attering angle, while the angular distribution of
the se ond ele tron in the s attering plane is plotted. This is the usual way in whi h
we will present our experimental results. As one

an see in gure 2.6 the

ross se tions

for dierent mole ular alignments show mu h less dieren es than for the perpendi ular
geometry. This might be due to the fa t that the inuen e of the nu lei is smaller for
emission in the s attering plane than in a perpendi ular plane.

6

Below 50 eV impa t energy, usually partial waves up to an angular momentum quantum number L
of 6 (Colgan et al. (2008)) are in luded. In the very re ent al ulations for helium at 102 eV the
maximum L was extended to 20 (Colgan et al. (2009b )).
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2.5 Aligned mole ules
Collision experiments with mole ules in the gas phase always suer from the problem of
random alignment and orientation. Hereby, alignment is usually quantied as ensemble
average of the squared

osine of the angle

θ

between the mole ular axis and a xed

line. Orientation, however, is dire tional and dened as the ensemble average of

cos θ .

In order to show orientation the mole ule itself must not employ inversion symmetry.
Consequently, the homoatomi

an be aligned, but not oriented.

hydrogen mole ule H2

+ ion.
The same holds true for the H2

However, when this disso iates it will nally

lead into one neutral atom and one proton. Hen e, disso iation destroys the inversion
symmetry and introdu es the possibility of orientation.
Studying aligned hydrogen mole ules is the fo us of this work. Generally, there are
two approa hes to x the mole ular alignment for

alignment

a-priori

the mole ules are for ed to align along a xed-in-spa e axis by an external

eld before the
the

ollision studies: First, in

ollision takes pla e. The other way is to determine the alignment after

ollision and is, hen e,

alled

a-posteriori

alignment.

2.5.1 A-priori alignment
Spatial alignment of gas-phase mole ules is possible using strong linearly polarised light
from a laser. Thereby, an ele tri

dipole is indu ed in the mole ule whi h will

quently align along the polarisation axis.

onse-

This method was suggested by Friedri h

and Hers hba h (1995) and up to now su

essfully applied by several groups to vari-

ous mole ules (Holmegaard et al. (2009); Kumarappan et al. (2008); Larsen et al.
(1999)). However, only mole ules with a high anisotropi

polarisability

an ee tively

be aligned with this method. For hydrogen the intensity of the laser would have to be
ve orders of magnitude higher than for example for iodine (see Friedri h and Her-

s hba h (1996)). But even for iodine the realisation of an
be di ult.
align

Here, a moderate laser intensity of

1×

ollision experiment would

1015 W/m2 might be su ient to

old I2 mole ules, but the fo us must be broad to

over the full intera tion region

whi h is dened by the overlap of the ele tron beam with the target gas. Assuming a
very optimisti

ele tron beam fo us of

0.1 mm2

and a realisti

pulse duration of

10 ns

1 J per pulse. Lasers delivering su h pulses usually have
repetition rates of only a few 10 Hz whi h is four orders of magnitude smaller than what

one would need an energy of

we typi ally use during our experiments. Nevertheless, the te hnique was already applied by Hoshina et al. (2003) for ele tron dira tometry of aligned mole ules, where
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.7: Illustrations of the symmetry

onsiderations made by

Dunn (1962). ~k is the

ol-

lisional symmetry dire tion whi h is (a) parallel and (b) perpendi ular to the
mole ular axis.

mu h higher ele tron beam intensities

an be used.

A dierent approa h for a-priori

alignment applied to ele tron dira tion was re ently introdu ed by Re kenthaeler
et al. (2009): They have

reated mole ules with a well-dened alignment by sele tive

photodisso iation of a larger mole ule.

2.5.2 A-posteriori alignment
The alignment of a linear mole ule

an also be determined in the wake of a rea tion, if it

auses the mole ule to disso iate. Then the momentum ve tors of the fragments might

axial re oil approximation as introdu ed by Zare
(1967) applies. It holds when the initial rotational energy ER of the system is negligible
small ompared to the kineti energy EK transferred to the fragmenting parts of the

point along the mole ular axis if the

mole ule.

Otherwise the mole ule will rotate faster than it disso iates and, thus, the

information of the initial alignment is lost. We will address this problem in se tion 4.8.3
and nd out that in the present experiment the error
signi antly to the

aused by the rotation

ontributes

ombined total un ertainty, but it is not larger than other error

sour es.

2.5.3 Alignment-dependent ee ts
Symmetry arguments
Anisotropies in the angular distribution of protons emerging from ionisation-ex itation
of H2 were already measured by Sasaki and Nakao (1941), but at that time

ould

only be explained for pure ex itation of the mole ule (Sasaki and Nakao (1935a )). A
universal model for alignment-dependen e of disso iation pro esses indu ed by ele tron
impa t was introdu ed by Dunn (1962). Here, a
introdu ed.

ollisional symmetry dire tion

The transition operator transforms like the fully symmetri

group belonging to the

ompound system of the mole ule and

~k.

~k

is

irrep of the

This means that
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(a)

(b)
+
Σ+
g → Σg photoionisation with (a) parallel and (b) perpendi ular alignment of the mole ular

Figure 2.8: Expe ted angular distribution patterns of emitted ele trons for a

axis.

ǫ

is the ve tor of the os illating ele tri

eld.

the symmetry of the hydrogen mole ule is redu ed to
mole ular axis and to

C2v

in the perpendi ular

C∞v

when

~k

is parallel to the

ase (see illustrations in gure 2.7).

The orbitals of the initial and nal states now have to be expressed in terms of the
redu ed point group, whi h
appendix A.2. One

an be done easily using the

hara ter tables provided in

an then apply equation 2.6 to verify if the

ross se tion between

two states for the distin t geometry is vanishing or not. Applying this for hydrogen we
nd that

+
Σ+
g ↔ Σg

transitions are allowed for both symmetries, but

+
Σ+
g ↔ Σu

have

vanishing amplitudes for perpendi ular alignment. This means that ionisation of ground
state hydrogen mole ules into an
anisotropi

Σ+
g

ioni

state should be rather isotropi

and strongly

+
for transitions into Σu symmetry.

However, it was already stated by Dunn (1962) that for ele tron impa t ionisation
the denition of the symmetry axis

~k

is di ult. Exa tly at the ionisation threshold the

proje tile beam represents a good symmetry axis, be ause the outgoing ele trons have
both zero energy and

an, therefore, be des ribed by spheri ally symmetri

waves (Dunn

and Kieffer (1963)). But above threshold, no general predi ation on the symmetry
of the outgoing ele trons

an be made. Dunn and Kieffer (1963), therefore, try to

explain the results for ele tron impa t ionisation in analogy to ex itation, where the
momentum transfer

q
~

onstitutes the

ollisional symmetry axis. Using the formulation

of Zare and Hers hba h (1963) they

an explain the angular distributions of protons

+ ionised by ele trons with energies
2 +
resulting from the A Σu disso iative state of H2
ranging from the threshold to

1500 eV.

Hereby, they deliberately negle t the properties

of the emitted ele tron whi h is a major interest of this work.
We thus want to use symmetry arguments to learn about the mole ular-alignment
dependen e of the ele tron emission patterns.

These

an be reasonably well applied

dipole approximation is often used
q formally repla
momentum transfer ~

for ionisation by very fast ele trons, where the

to

explain the results (see se tion 2.4). Here, the

es
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the polarisation ve tor leading otherwise to exa tly the same dipole operator as for
ionisation by a single photon. Thus, we maintain the symmetry group of the target and

D∞h symmetry the dipole
+
operator transforms like Σu when it is aligned parallel to the mole ular axis and like
express the operator by an irrep of this. For hydrogen and its

Πu

in the perpendi ular

state

D(ψf )

ase. In equation 2.6 the symmetry representation of the nal

an be separated in a term for the remaining ion,

angular emission pattern of the se ond ele tron,

D(ψion )

and one for the

D(Ωe2 ):

D(ψi ) ⊗ D(ǫ̂) ⊗ D(ψion ) ⊗ D(Ωe2 ) ⊃ A
Considering a
symmetri

+
Σ+
g → Σg

(2.17)

representation for parallel alignment

ase. This leads to a

D(Ωe2 ) ⊗ Σ+
u has to ontain the fully
and D(Ωe2 ) ⊗ Πu for the perpendi ular

ionisation the produ t

Σu and Πu symmetry of the emitted ele

trons' angular distributions,

whi h has been approved experimentally for photoionisation by Hikosaka and Eland
(2003); Lafosse et al. (2003). The resulting emission patterns are sket hed in gure 2.8
where one

an see that there is a tually no

the ve tor of the ele tri

hange in the distribution with respe t to

eld for the two mole ular alignments.

+
Σ+
g → Σu ionisation, the angular distribution
+
tron has to transform like the Σg irrep in the parallel ase and like Πg

On the other hand, for a
ele

of the emitted
for perpendi -

ular alignment of the mole ule. Espe ially the latter was well reprodu ed experimentally
by Hikosaka and Eland (2002). As shown in gure 2.9 there are

hara teristi

dier-

en es between the emission patterns for the two alignments dire tions.
Summarising the simple symmetry arguments for the two extrem
and very fast ele tron impa t we

ases of very slow

an state that ionisation from the hydrogen ground

+
state into a Σg state of the ion should show little dependen e on the mole ular alignment.
This would be the

ase for the ground-state disso iation

hannel whi h was the main

fo us of this work. Consequently, ionisation into ungerade states (or autoionisation via
ungerade states) have to

ontribute when strong alignment ee ts are observed.

Two- entre interferen e
A

ompletely dierent ee t expe ted in s attering with homonu lear diatomi

mole ules

is the interferen e of outgoing parti le waves emitted from the two indistinguishable
s attering

entres. This was predi ted for photoionisation by Cohen and Fano (1966)

and observed in various experiments (Akoury et al. (2007); Rolles et al. (2005)). In
re ent years, Stia et al. (2003) have derived a similar ee t for the fully dierential
ross se tions of ele tron impa t ionisation using their mole ular BBK method (see
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.9: Expe ted angular distribution patterns of emitted ele trons for a

+
Σ+
g → Σu

pho-

toionisation with (a) parallel and (b) perpendi ular alignment of the mole ular
axis.

ǫ

is the ve tor of the os illating ele tri

se tion 2.4). The resultant ve-fold dierential
A2

eld.

ross se tion for a homoatomi

an be expressed in terms of the triply dierential

ross se tion for the atom A:

pe2 − ~
q ) · ~a)] · ∂ (3) σA
∂ (5) σA2 = 2 · [1 + cos ((~
where

p~e2

the ve tor

mole ule

(2.18)

is the momentum of the emitted ele tron,

~q

the momentum transfer and

~a

onne ting the two nu lei. Note that equation 2.18 and the following ones

in this se tion are written in atomi
one are omitted. The term

units (see appendix A.1) and

[1 + cos ((~pe2 − ~q) · ~a)]

is

onstants equal to

alled the interferen e fa tor

I.

It

be omes zero (destru tive interferen e) for

(~
pe2 − ~
q ) · ~a = π(2n + 1)
and

2

(2.19)

( onstru tive interferen e) for

(~
pe2 − ~
q ) · ~a = π · 2n
where the integer
respe tively.

n

(2.20)

represents the order of the interferen e minimum or maximum,

As the s alar produ t

(~pe2 − ~q) · ~a

orthogonal, a general enhan ement of the
Due to the la k of ve fold dierential
mole ules, equation 2.18 has not been

be omes zero if the two ve tors are

ross se tion for this geometry

an be expe ted.

ross se tions for ele tron impa t ionisation of

onrmed experimentally up to now, but hints of

the two- entre interferen es have so far been seen in doubly and triply dierential data in
ele tron (Chatterjee et al. (2008); Kamalou et al. (2005); Stai u Cassagrande
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et al. (2008)) and ion-impa t studies (Misra et al. (2009); Stø hkel et al. (2005);

Stolterfoht et al. (2001)).
The best prove of this model would be the observation of at least rst order destru tive
interferen e in the 5DCS. However, at the impa t energy used in the present experiment,
equation 2.19

an hardly be satised, even for

n = 1.

This is related to the fa t that the

De Broglie wave length espe ially of the emitted ele tron is typi ally too large in
parison with the internu lear distan e to observe interferen e under present
To over ome this one

om-

onditions.

ould either use either faster ele trons (done e.g. by Chatter-

jee et al. (2008)) or a dierent mole ule with larger internu lear separation. Noble gas
dimers are good

andidates for this purpose. First hints for two- entre interferen e in

ele tron impa t ionisation of Ar2 were found by Pflüger (2008).
Within the framework of their mole ular BBK

al ulation Stia et al. (2003) also

averaged equation 2.18 over all alignments to get an expression for the 3DCS of mole ular
ionisation:

∂

(3)


sin (|~
pe2 − ~q| · r)
σA2 = 2 · 1 +
· ∂ (3) σA .
|~
pe2 − ~q| · r


(2.21)

This formula was in re ent years popular to explain experimental
high impa t energies, espe ially for the

ross se tions at

omparison of H2 with helium (see Stai u

Cassagrande et al. (2008)). Therefore, we will also

ompare 3DCS

equation 2.21 to our results for randomly aligned mole ules.

al ulated using
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3 The rea tion mi ros ope
This

hapter introdu es the experimental set-up used for this work, whi h is a rea tion

mi ros ope espe ially designed for ele tron-atom

50

and

200 eV.

ollisions at in ident energies between

The ma hine is extensively des ribed in Dürr (2006). Later, the ion

dete tor was enlarged to allow studying ele tron-mole ule

ollisions where disso iation

is involved (see Haag (2006)). Here, we will only des ribe the parts of the set-up briey
and point out
Briey, we

hanges made during this work.
ollide ele trons (se tion 3.1) with a mole ular gas jet (se tion 3.2). Re-

leased harged parti les are proje ted by the spe trometer (se tion 3.3) onto two position
sensitive dete tors (se tion 3.4).

We dene the

dire tion of the proje tile beam. This
are aligned parallel to the

(x, y)

of our laboratory frame in the

orresponds the spe trometer axis. The dete tors

plane, while the gas jet is propagating in

The whole experiment is set up in a va uum
bomole ular pumps. Additionally, a
region. In this way we

z -axis

ryogeni

−y

dire tion.

hamber whi h is pumped by several turpump is used in the

an maintain a pressure of

a hydrogen gas jet.

1 × 10−8 mbar

entral spe trometer
even when operating

3.1 Ele tron beam
The proje tile ele tron beam is

reated from a tipped thermal

set on an arbitrary potential relative to the
kineti

energy at

alled

200 V were used. The athode is
Wehnelt ylinder whi h is ususally 20 V more

athode, preventing ele trons from passing through it.

needle pulses of

20 V

to the Wehnelt

at a repetition rate of up to

200 kHz.

(FWHM), judging from the ele troni
Be ause of its spa e
the beam path. To

an be

ollision point, thus dening the ele trons'

ollision. During this work

by a modulator ele trode,
than the

athode whi h

ylinder we

an

en losed
negative

By adding positive

reate bun hes of

≈ 104

ele trons

The length of these bun hes is approximately

1 ns

pulses.

harge the ele tron bun h grows in diameter as it travels along

ompensate this, a three element ele trostati

in gure 3.1 is used to fo us the beam after leaving the

lens system as shown

athode. During this work the
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Figure 3.1: S hemati

ylinder

drawing of our ele tron gun. All lenses, the

athode and the Wehnelt

an be set on arbitrary potentials. One plate of ea h pair of dee tors is

grounded, while the other one is on adjustable potential.

lens system was usually operated in de elerating mode, meaning that the
on negative potential with respe t to the
in

x

and

y

dire tions

athode ( ompare gure 3.1). Dee tor plates

an be used for minor

beam position. Alignment of the beam is

orre tions of the horizontal and verti al

ru ial for sound performan e of the whole

experiment, sin e the ele tron bun hes have to travel through a

60 mm long and 4.6 mm

wide tube in the ion dete tor without hitting the wall, whi h would
ele trons.

reate ba kground

Then, a good overlap with the target gas must be a hieved.

un ollided ele trons should go into a
they would

entral lens is

5 mm

Finally, the

wide hole in the ele tron dete tor, be ause

reate ba kground hits otherwise.

To monitor the properties of the proje tile beam at the intera tion point, a

40 mm

diameter mi ro hannel plate dete tor (see se tion 3.4.1) with an atta hed phosphor
s reen

an be moved into the spe trometer by a linear manipulator. The plates amplify

the beam

urrent, thus

reating an image on the s reen even for sub-nA proje tile beams

as typi ally used for the experiment. Through an opti al viewport the image of the beam
an be monitored using a
was fo ussed to

amera. Within the resolution of the beam dete tor the beam

learly less than

0.5 mm

diameter.

3.2 Mole ular target
High resolution momentum spe trometry of a mole ular rea tion requires well-dened
momenta of the initial parti les. This is espe ially

ru ial for the neutral target mol-

e ules, whose thermal momentum at room temperature may well be in the order of a
few atomi

units, whi h is

omparable to the momentum they gain during an ionising

ollision.
An ideal gas

an be

ooled by adiabati

letting gas initially at temperature

expansion.

Te hni ally this is realised by

Ti and pressure Pi expand through a small nozzle with

3.2 Mole ular target
diameter

d

into a

the values were
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hamber with mu h lower pressure

Pi = 5 bar, Pb ≈ 2.6 ×

jet. In the nozzle the parti les are a
sound, hen e, the name supersoni
realised is

alled the

onditions.

As a

elerated and eventually ex eed the lo al speed of

expansion. The volume where the supersoni

zone of silen e, be

ause the gas

Pb .

ow is

annot sense downstream boundary

onsequen e, the nal pressure in the jet

from the ba kground pressure
beam

Pb . For the present experiment,
d = 30 µm for a hydrogen gas

10−3 mbar and

Pf

be omes independent

By introdu ing a small skimmer inside this area a

an be formed in whi h the supersoni

experiment, a se ond skimmer is further

ow is prevented from

ollapsing. In our

ollimating the beam and removing parti les

with high transverse momentum (see gure 3.2).

An additional dierential pumping

stage separates the jet system from the main experimental
mole ular beam is guided through this main

hamber.

The

ollimated

hamber into another dierential pumping

stage. By this means the pressure in the experimental

hamber is hardly disturbed by

parti les from the gas jet. Te hni al details on the jet system used in this experiment
an be found in Höhr (2004), p. 37.
The properties of a supersoni
several

jet

an be derived from gas dynami s, but are subje t to

orre tions in order to mat h with experimentally determined values. Therefore,

we will only summarise the main results here.
jet is the

A

hara teristi

property of the

ooled

terminal speed-ratio

S∞ =

vjet

(3.1)

vtherm

between the propagation speed of the jet

vtherm

1

vjet

and the thermal velo ity of the mole ules

in the moving frame. It is mainly dependent upon the initial pressure, the nozzle

diameter and properties of the gas. The notation

S∞

is

hosen to indi ate that the ratio

represents the situation long after the expansion. With the formulae given by Miller
(1988),

Tf,k

S∞

an be used to relate the initial temperature

with the nal temperature

in the expansion dire tion of the jet:

Tf,k = Ti
A

Ti

1
γ
γ − 1 S∞ 2

(3.2)

ording to Miller, the temperature and, therefore, the momentum distribution per-

pendi ular to the propagation dire tion is always smaller than the longitudinal value.
Hen e, the upper boundary for the momentum resolution will be governed by
1

Tf,k .

In

For a omprehensive overview see Miller (1988), a good rea tion-mi ros ope related summary was
given by Langbrandtner (2007), pp. 4655.
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Figure 3.2: Creation of a supersoni

and two

gas jet by supersoni

onsequent skimmer stages.

separates the main rea tion

equation 3.2,

γ = df +2/df ,

γ

is the heat

where

df

expansion through a small nozzle

An additional dierential pumping stage

hamber from the jet system.

apa ity ratio, whi h in ideal gases is

onstant and given by

is the number of a tive degrees of freedom. At room temperature

and below, vibrational a tivation does not play a role in most of the small mole ules,

γ = 1.4 for small linear mole ules su h as H2 . Hydrogen has indeed
◦
2
a heat apa ity ratio of 1.41 at 20 C, but the value in reases with falling temperature.
We an determine an ee tive value for γ in our jet by measuring the jet's velo ity vjet
hen e,

df = 5

and

whi h is given by

vjet =
where

m

s

γ
2kB
·
· Ti
m γ−1

(3.3)

is the mass of the individual mole ule and

measurement will be dis ussed within the

kB

is Boltzmann's

onstant. The

alibration se tion 4.4.

To estimate the nal longitudinal temperature we use the room temperature value of

γ.

With the experimentally determined speed ratio for H2 from table 1 in Winkelmann
(1979)

S∞ = 24, Tf,k = 1.76 K

is

al ulated for our jet parameters using equation 3.2.

This leads to a three-dimensional momentum distribution width of

0.56 a.u..

the un ertainty in these values might be very large, su h that we will
to experimental values in se tion 4.8.3.
following these

The density of the jet

However,

ompare them

an also be

al ulated

onsiderations as done e.g. by Ferger (2006). For a similar jet geometry

(espe ially the same diameter of the nozzle) as used here but helium gas and a reservoir
pressure

Pi of 10 bar a parti

le density at the

ollision point of

1 × 1018 1/m3 was obtained.

It has to be noted that in our jet the rotational degrees of freedom are hardly

ooled.

A

ording to gure 3 in Winkelmann (1979) the nal rotational temperature rea hes

2

At low pressure and low temperature, hydrogen's heat apa ity ratio a tually approa hes the theoreti al value for ideal monoatomi gases, 5/3. See Hilsenrath et al. (1960), table 6-6.
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Figure 3.3: S hemati

drawing of the advan ed rea tion mi ros ope for ele tron-mole ule

ol-

lision studies.

0.69 · Ti = 202 K.

But this

reates no

ompli ations for our experiment, be ause we do

not have the resolution to test rotational ex itation during the ionisation pro ess, hen e,

the initial rotational state distribution has not to be known exa tly. On the other hand,
rotation
the

an potentially destroy the information on the mole ular alignment during

ollision. We will dis uss this problem in detail in se tion 4.8.3. Additionally, as

vibrationally ex ited states are not playing any role even at room temperature ( ompare
gure 2.4(b)), we do not have to

are about vibrational

ooling in the expansion.

3.3 Spe trometer
The

entrepie e of the rea tion mi ros ope is the spe trometer whi h en ompasses the

ollision point, where the ele tron beam meets the gas target.
is given in gure 3.3.

The spe trometer images

through homogeneous ele tri

Through the

drawing

harged parti les onto the dete tors

elds. During this work the ele tri

to 400 V/m and oriented in

300
10.7 × 10−4 T

was usually in the order of
eld was xed to

and magneti

A s hemati

and oriented in

+z

−z dire

eld

tion while the magneti

dire tion.

ombined elds it is possible to map parti les leaving the

ollision in

any dire tion onto two-dimensional dete tors. Nevertheless, the three-dimensional momentum information is retained, be ause the parti les' time-of-ight is measured along
with their nal
for negatively

(x, y)

position. Two dete tors are ne essary, one for positively and one

harged parti les, sin e the ele tri

eld a

elerates the

harges into dif-
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ferent dire tions.
their dete tor

In our

ase the only negative parti les are ele trons, hen e, we

ele tron dete tor

while the dete tor for positive fragments is

alled

all

ion

dete tor.
After being a

trons y through eld-free spa e
fullling the

la = 110 mm, the ele length is ld = 220 mm. By

elerated in the spe trometer over the length

ondition

ld = 2la

alled the

drift

region. Its

the nal time of ight

from its initial position. In this way we

an

t

is in rst order independent

ompensate for the nite extension of the

overlap between ele tron beam and target gas. This ee t is
ions with high kineti

alled

time fo ussing.3

For

energies as in fragmentation rea tions, the ee t of the dierent

starting point is marginal, therefore, we have omitted their drift region. This also dereases the time-of-ight of the ions, making the data a quisition easier and allowing to
perform the experiment at higher repetition rates. Additionally, the angular a

eptan e

is signi antly improved by this measure ( ompare se tion 4.7). However, due to

on-

stru tion reasons, the ion dete tor is not dire tly tou hing the spe trometer, resulting
in an ee tive drift length of

35 mm.

3.4 Position sensitive dete tors
For this work, the experiment was equipped with two similar position sensitive dete tors.

80 mm for ea h of them, with a hole at the position
tors employ mi ro hannelplates (MCPs) to amplify

The diameter of the a tive region was
of the spe trometer axis. The dete
the signal

reated by a single parti le by means of an ele tron

then determined using

hexagonal delay-line anodes

as ade. The position is

(hex anodes).

3.4.1 Mi ro hannel plates
An MCP is an array of many mi ros opi

se ondary ele tron ampliers that are oriented

parallel to ea h other. These ampliers are

hannels of

≈ 25 µm

diameter in a

1.5 mm

thi k glass disk with ele trodes on its front and ba k side. An in ident parti le hitting
the wall of a

hannel

reates se ondary ele trons.

the ele trodes leads to a

1 kV

applied between

eleration of the se ondary ele trons towards the ba kside and,

hen e, multipli ation of the ele tron
is further enhan ed by tilting the

4

A voltage of

loud (see gure 3.4). The number of wall

ollisions

◦
hannels by 8 with respe t to the surfa e's normal

ve tor.
3

Time fo ussing for both ele trons and ions in our rea tion mi ros ope was in detail studied
in Pflüger (2008), pp. 7173.
4
Reviews on MCP dete tors and their performan e are found in Fraser (2001); Wiza (1979).
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Figure 3.4: Working prin iple of a mi ro

hannel plate, from

Pflüger (2008).

Usually, two MCPs are sta ked, giving rise to an ampli ation of up to
operated at a voltage of

2 kV

the MCP voltage that

an be

width of a few

ns

over the total sta

5
k.

oupled out via a

when

The ampli ation invokes a drop in
apa itor. The resulting signal has a

and is used to measure the time-of-ight of parti les.

A problem arises at our ele tron dete tor, be ause
inside the

1 × 108

hannels and that are

reate an in iden e there.

onsequently a

feedba k ions

that are

reated

elerated towards the ion dete tor,

The time-of-ight of these feedba k ions was in the same

order of magnitude as the time-of-ights of the ions we wanted to measure. To redu e
the amount of ions a

elerated out of the ele tron dete tor we sta ked a third MCP in

front of the two existing ones, with the third MCP having a smaller resistan e between
front and ba k side, so its applied voltage was lower than the other MCPs', resulting in
small ampli ation in the rst plate and, hen e, a lower probability of ion generation.
In order to a hieve a good dete tion e ien y, the in ident parti les are a

elerated

to an appropriate energy before hitting the front side of the MCP. This is a hieved
by pla ing a grid

≈ 5 mm

away from the plate's surfa e. In this way, we

homogeneous and strong ele tri

eld between grid and MCP without disturbing the

other elds in the experiment. Ele trons are a

2.5 keV . The dete
6
than 50 %.
5
6

an apply a

elerated to

200 eV

and ions to at least

tion e ien y for both kind of parti les is under this

onditions better

See for example Suzuki and Konno (1993) on the gain hara teristi s of MCPs.
For ele tron dete tion e ien y see Fraser (1983), for ions Krems et al. (2005);
(1999).

Straub

et al.
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Figure 3.5: Working prin iple of a delay-line anode.

of the ele tron

t1

and t2 are the signal propagation times

loud to either end of the wire. The dieren e is proportional to

the position along the

x

oordinate. For two-dimensional information at least two

layers are ne essary.

3.4.2 Hexagonal delay-line anode
A

delay-line anode

7

is basi ally a long wire wound around a at insulator

as shown in

gure 3.5 and generally introdu ed by Lampton et al. (1987). It is usually on
positive potential with respe t to the ba k side of the
oming from the MCP sta k is a
the wire. This

hannel plates. An ele tron

elerated towards the delay-line and deposit

200 V
loud

harge on

harge travels as a signal in both dire tions. The dieren e between the

arrival times at the ends t1 and

t2

is proportional to the position along the

x

oordinate

perpendi ular to the dire tion of the wires:

x=

v⊥
· (t1 − t2 )
2

(3.4)

v⊥ is the ee tive propagation speed of the signal in the dire tion of x. It is given
by v⊥ = c · ∆x/lw where ∆x is the oordinate distan e between two windings of the wire,
lw the ir umferen e of one winding and c the speed of light. In our analysis pro ess,
v⊥ is not used but al ulated indire tly by normalising the range of oordinates to the

where

physi al size of the dete tors.
The arrival times of the signals are measured using
(CFDs). With these, we

an determine the

onstant fra tion dis riminators

entral time of the signal independent from

its amplitude, whi h is varying largely from event to event.
determine the

entroid of the ele tron

Therefore, we inherently

loud, whi h is so large that it hits several windings

of the delay-line wire at on e. Consequently, the position resolution

δx

is not limited

by the spa ing of the individual windings but more by the timing ele troni s. We
7

an

Sometimes, for example in Keller et al. (1987) delay line read out anode also des ribes a dete tor
onsisting of stripe anodes that are onne ted with ea h other via delay ables.
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(b)

Figure 3.6: Design of the hexagonal anodes used as (a) ele tron dete tor, (b) ion dete tor.

The grey disks represent the areas

overed by the MCPs and, hen e, the a tive

dete tion regions.

a hieve up to

δx = 0.5 mm.

Several layers of delay-lines
the wire. By

an be sta ked, as a part of the ele tron

loud

ann pass

areful adjustment of the voltages on the layers, equal signal strength

an

be a hieved (see Sobottka and Williams (1988)). However, we keep ea h layer on
the same potential.

This redu es the amplitude of the signals by up to one half, but

they are still su iently high. At least two layers are ne essary to get two-dimensional
information. In this work there were two reasons, why we had to implement three layers
of delay-lines. First, to in reases the multi-hit
se ond, the need of a

apability for the ele tron dete tor and

entral hole in the ion dete tor. Their general designs are shown

in gure 3.6. Be ause of the overall shape the term hexagonal delay-line anode or

anode

is used.

The multi-hit

apability of a standard, two-layer delay-line dete tor has been analysed

by Ali et al. (1999). However, with the ele troni
about

hex

25 %

equipment that we use a dead area of

of the dete tor surfa e for a se ond in iden e

10 ns

after a rst hit remains

(see Jagutzki et al. (2002), gure 4 (a)). As we always have to dete t two ele trons
and dieren es down to

10 ns

in the arrival times are possible, we use a hex anode,

where the redundant information from three layers restri ts the multi-hit dead area to
a spot in the

entre of the dete tor where we do not dete t parti les any how, due to

the hole in the MCPs ( ompare gure 3.6(a)). A two-layer delay-line anode

ould also
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Figure 3.7: S heme of our data a quisition system.

be used e iently for multiple hits if the

onstant fra tion dis riminators with a dead

time of

30 ns

These

an later be tted with line shapes to nd the proper times. Da Costa et al.

were repla ed by Flash-ADCs that a quire the

(2005) have shown that dead times as small as

1.5 ns

omplete shape of signals.

an be a hieved. Appli ation of

this method in rea tion mi ros ope measurements was dis ussed by Kurka (2007).
The

hannel plates of the ele tron dete tor have a

tered proje tiles
ele trons

entral hole, su h that the uns at-

an pass through without hitting and, thus, saturating it. The beam

an be dumped on the delay-line, be ause their number is a few orders of mag-

nitudes smaller than there are ele trons in a
they do not indu e position signals.

harge

loud from the MCPs. Therefore,

However, the ion dete tor needs a hole in both

the MCPs and the delay-line stru ture through whi h the proje tiles
ele tron gun
has to

oming from the

an pass (see gure 3.3). To realise a hole in a delay-line anode, ea h layer

ontain a gap. This dire tly results in two layers not being su ient to

whole a tive region of the

hannel plates. As shown in gure 3.6(b) a hex anode

over ome this problem, be ause a gap in one layer is always
layers ex ept from the

over the
an

overed by the other two

entral hole, whi h is intended.

3.5 Data a quisition
The

onstant fra tion dis riminators used to determine the delay-line and MCP signals'

entre produ e standardised NIM-signals whi h

an be used to re ord the time infor-
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mation with a time-to-digital

onverter (TDC). The TDC is

ontrolled by a VME bus

system whi h sends the data to a PC via an MBS stream server. In total we need to proess 15 time informations: six for ea h hex anode, one for ea h MCP and another one for
the ele tron gun pulser. Therefore, we use a 16
whi h has a time resolution of

100 ps8

hannel Caen V1290 N multihit-TDC,

is able to re ord multiple hits with a dead time of

mat hing mode,

52 µs. It
in trigger

and a maximum measurement period of

5 ns.

meaning that the times of all o

The TDC is operated

urren es are re orded ba kwards in

time with respe t to a trigger. The true (positive) times are determined by subtra ting
the pulser signal from any dete tor signal.
In order to use the data a quisition system more e iently we do not re ord every
event registered by the dete tors, but apply some

oin iden e

onditions on the ele -

troni s side beforehands. First of all, only ele tron MCP signals are standardised by the
CFD that arrive no more than a few

500 ns

after a pulse of the gun. When an ele tron

MCP signal is registered the proje tiles are blo ked for the time when ions are expe ted
to avoid false

oin iden es between

sired time window, a

onse utive pulses. Is there indeed an ion in the de-

valid oin iden e

is re eived and the VME

ontroller is triggered

to read out the TDC. A sket h of the ele troni s system is shown in gure 3.7.
MBS stream server is a software whi h runs on the VME
into a

listmode

le on a remote

we have a dedi ated

omputer over a network

The

ontroller and writes the data
onne tion. In our experiment,

omputer whi h forms a private network with the VME

ontroller,

leaving the data a quisition system independent from any external networking devi es.
The MBS system

an also dire tly stream the a quired data to the

go4

analysis system

(see se tion 4.1) for on-line monitoring of the data.

8

Indeed, the bin size is 25 ps, but this resolution an only be a hieved by sin ere alibration, see Caen
(2006).
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4 Data analysis
In this

hapter we des ribe the pro edures applied to analyse the experimental data

whi h were signi antly extended with respe t to previous works.

Large parts of the

presented methods are performed automati ally by the analysis program whi h will be
introdu ed in se tion 4.1: First of all, the raw data
be

oming from the dete tors has to

onverted into real position information (se tion 4.2). Then, momentum information

an be retrieved (se tion 4.3), whi h has to be

alibrated

al ulated momenta allow to obtain fully dierential

arefully (se tion 4.4). The

ross se tions (se tion 4.5) and the

mole ular alignment (se tion 4.6). Additionally, the performan e of the experimental
set-up is dis ussed, namely its a
Here, the un ertainty

eptan e (se tion 4.7) and resolution (se tion 4.8).

one is introdu ed, a measure to quantify the pre ision in obtaining

mole ular alignment.

4.1 Automated data pro essing
With a rea tion mi ros ope, fully dierential

ross se tions

annot be measured dire tly,

be ause the experiment itself does not dis riminate the nal parti les' angles and energies.

Thus, oine data pro essing plays an important role.

Be ause of the sheer

amount of data (several 100 million TDC events for this work) manual analysis is not
feasible. Hen e, a

ustom-built

omputer program is used. The requirements for su h a

program are manifold: It should basi ally
sele t good

al ulate the dete ted parti les' momenta and

oin iden es automati ally while still allowing easy adjustment of parame-

ters. Additionally, it is favourable to have one program

apable of analysing dierent

experiments without a large programming eort for any single set-up. These
stan es led to the development of the general analysis

ir um-

ode for rea tion mi ros opes

GENERiC during this work.
The system, whi h we will des ribe briey here, is based on two main foundations:
The

Root

framework (see Brun and Rademakers (1997)) developed at CERN whi h

provides a large set of C++

lasses useful for developing data analysis software and the

GSI on-line/oine obje t-oriented framework

go4

(see Adam zewski et al. (2004)).
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Figure 4.1: Flow

hart of the analysis steps in orporated in the GENERiC program.

The latter extends the Root

lasses and, additionally, provides a graphi al user interfa e

where programs designed with Root and go4

an be used for on-line data monitoring

during the experiment as well as for the analysis afterwards.
The GENERiC analysis program is separated into three steps that

an be operated

individually or together. Therefore, distin t interfa e obje ts are dened between the
individual parts. These

an be streamed into the next step or saved into a le, whi h

an later a t as input for the

onse utive a tion. The s hemati

GENERiC is shown in gure 4.1. We start with the

lass

overview of the steps in

MbsEvent whi

h provides TDC

raw data either dire tly from the MBS stream server or from a list mode le. In the

Unpack step these raw data is interpreted

and transformed into

of-ight information whi h are saved into the
are des ribed in se tion 4.2. The following

UnpackEvent

Analysis

orre t position and time-

obje t. The methods used

step works with triple

oin iden es

between an ion and two ele trons only. Here, position and time-of-ight information are
onverted into momenta with the routines being dis ussed in se tion 4.3. The results
are saved as three dimensional ve tors for ea h parti le in
step additionally features histograms useful for the
tion 4.4). In the nal

Fdcs step fully dierential

AnalysisEvent.

The

Analysis

alibration of the momenta (see se -

ross se tions are produ ed. Hereby, the

ombination of measurements with dierent spe trometer settings is implemented. This
over omes the a

eptan e limitations for ele trons that will be dis ussed in se tion 4.7.

GENERiC also fa ilitates the following features:

•

In the

Analysis

and

Fdcs

steps, spe ial modules that

an be a tivated on demand

deal with disso iating mole ular ions and the generation of

ross se tions in the

mole ular frame.

•

Classes for easy handling of ve tor operations in two and three dimensions.

•

Use of two additional dete tor types not dis ussed in this work, namely the twowire delay-line and the wedge and strip anode.
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•

A range of parameters and lter

•

Conguration les to adjust internal settings of the program easily without

•

An interfa e to export a sele tion of histograms from any step automati ally.

onditions that

an be

hanged inside the graph-

i al interfa e or through ma ro les linked with data sets.

ing the program

hang-

ode and the need to re- ompile it.

Spe ial exports s ripts e.g. to

reate images

omparing

mole ular alignments dire tly

an be used in addition.

ross se tions for dierent

During the development of GENERiC, two software design tools were introdu ed to
simplify the implementation of task-spe i

extensions and to en ourage the

ration between dierent groups in improving the general
stored in a

entral repository using the

to distribute them to the other users.
do umentation of GENERiC's sour e

1
Subversion

ode.

First, the program is

system to keep tra k of

Additionally,

2
Doxygen

ollabo-

is used to

hanges and
reate

lear

ode, hen e, making it easier to improve and to

extend it.

4.2 Reading events from the dete tors
A delay-line dete tor ( ompare se tion 3.4.2) produ es time signals whi h have to be
onverted into position information. This is espe ially hallenging for a hexagonal delayline dete tor with

entral hole. Beforehand, the validity of the signals has to be

and ele troni ally lost hits

he ked

an be re onstru ted.

4.2.1 Identifying true events and re onstru tion
A

omplete set of time and position information for a single hit

ontains at least one

MCP signal and two pairs of signals from the hex anode. But espe ially the delay-lines
are prone to false signals. Additionally  most notably for se ondary hits  signals might
get lost due to the dead time of the

onstant fra tion dis riminators. Therefore, valid

information has to be ltered out and lost hits should be re onstru ted where possible.
The simplest

tsum

1
2

he k for information validity on a delay-line is done using the time-sum

whi h is dened as

tsum := t1 + t2 − 2 · tM

(4.1)

Subversion is a state-of-the-art version ontrol system, see Collins-Sussman et al. (2004, 2009)
Doxygen automati ally reates do umentation les in several output formats needing only the original
sour e ode and ode-related omments as an input, see van Hees h (2009)
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Figure 4.2: Results for the re onstru tion of lost se ond hit ele trons: Coordinate dieren e

against time dieren e (a) without, (b) with re onstru tion. The

olour s ale is

logarithmi , ranging from blue for smallest to red for highest event rate.

where

tM

t1

and

t2

are the arrival times of the delay-line signal at ea h end of the wire and

is the time-of-ight signal. As

times is

t1

depends on

x

and

t2

on

−x,

the sum of the two

onstant for any position. This allows us to dene a narrow time window about

8 ns wide,

where the time-sum of a valid position information has to be. As we take the

sum of the delay-line propagation times relative to the in iden e on the MCP, we even
an dene the time window independent from the parti le's time-of-ight and, hen e,
globally for all hits on one dete tor.
Additionally, we will use the

onstant time-sum to re onstru t signals that have not

been re orded properly. Problems arise espe ially in multi-hit s enarios with small time
dieren es between
in one delay-line
One

onse utive hits. This is shown in gure 4.2(a) where the dieren e

oordinate is plotted against the time-of-ight dieren e for two hits.

an see the diagonal

time-of-ight dieren e.

ut-o lines starting at zero

oordinate dieren e and

20 ns

Beyond these lines no events are visible, be ause of lost or

in orre tly re orded data.
First, delay-line signals may be ome asso iated with the wrong hit by the TDC. There
are mainly two reasons for this:
1. Ba kground signals, for example MCP dark

ounts are re orded before a true

signal and, therefore, shift the latter into later bins. This happens predominantly
at the ion dete tor, be ause the parti les arrive several mi ro se onds after the
TDC window was opened, i.e. there is a long time for re ording ba kground.
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2. On the ele tron dete tor, delay-line signals of several hits may rea h the TDC in
a dierent order than the MCP signal and, hen e, the parti les. This is be ause
the propagation time over a

omplete delay-line wire is

120 ns

and, hen e, larger

than the time-of-ight dieren e for many events.

Both problems

an be addressed by permuting over all re orded hits at the two TDC

hannels re ording the times

t1

and

t2

ondition for ea h permutation. If the

of a single delay-line and

he king the time-sum

ondition is fullled, the

orre t signals will be

swapped with false ones.
Due to the dead time of the

onstant fra tion dis riminators it is also possible that

a se ond hit position signal is only obtained on one end of the delay-line wire. Using a

tsum

preset value for the time-sum

t1

and equation 4.1 we

an re onstru t a missing time

by

t1 = tsum − t2 + 2 · tM .
On the other hand, it

(4.2)

an also happen that times are re orded at both ends of the

delay-line, but the MCP signal is missing. This

an be re onstru ted by:

tM = 1/2 (t1 + t2 − tsum ) .

(4.3)

In total, the number of valid triple

oin iden es between a proton and one fast as well

as one slow ele tron is in reased by a fa tor of three by the
re onstru tion methods. But nally there are

ombination of the dierent

ases, where one delay-line layer

resolve a se ond hit. This happens when both the time dieren e and the
dieren e are smaller than the

oordinate

onstant fra tion dis riminator dead-times allow. In this

ase, the information from the other two layers has to be used. We, therefore,
the nal position

oordinates

x

annot

and

y

al ulate

from all three layers of the hex anodes, whi h is

dis ussed in the following se tion. The nal result is shown in gure 4.2(b), where the
dieren e in the nal
hits and the

oordinate

y

is plotted against the time-of-ight dieren e of two

ut-o features from gure 4.2(a) dissapear.

4.2.2 Position al ulation
In the ideal

(x, y)

ase, a hex anode dete tor delivers three

of an in iden e. We label these with

nates is shown in gure 4.3. We

u, v

and

an determine the

oordinates for the planar position

w.

The arrangement of the

x and y

position for any

oordi-

ombination
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Figure 4.3: Arrangement of the planar

oordinates on a hex anode

40
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-20

-40
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yvw al ulated
yuw − yvw .

Figure 4.4: Coordinate

dieren e

of the three

0
yuw-yvw [mm]

from the

v

2

and

4

w

layer of a hex anode against the

oordinates:

xuv = u
yuv = √13 · u −

√2
3

xuw = u
yuw = − √13 · u −

·v

√2
3

(4.4)

·w

xvw = v − w
yvw = − √13 · (v + w)
where
and

v

(xuv , yuv )

stands for the Cartesian two-dimensional information obtained from

and, respe tively, for the other

dieren e for ea h layer is taken

ombinations. One has to take

u

are that the time

orre tly, so that the orientations of the

u, v

and

w

oordinates mat h those in gure 4.3.
In order to

ombine the position information from equation 4.4 to get the nal

oordinates the images

al ulated from any

(x, y)

ombination of layers must overlap spatially.

4.2 Reading events from the dete tors
This is a hieved by s aling the
Additionally, an oset

ow

u, v
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and

tu1

where

values with s ale fa tors

fu , fv

and

fw .

has to be introdu ed for one layer. This extends equation 3.4

to the following set of expressions for the

u=
v=
w=

w

al ulation of the

oordinates:

v⊥/2

· fu · (tu1 − tu2 )
· fv · (tv1 − tv2 )
v⊥/2 · fw · (tw2 − tw2 ) + ow
v⊥/2

and

tu2

(4.5)

are the propagation times of the signal from either side of the the

layer and for the other layers, respe tively. The s ale fa tors and oset
by plotting an

x or y

value

to the value of another

al ulated by one

0

an be determined

ombination of layers against its dieren e

ombination, for example

gure 4.4. The dieren e should be

u

yuv

against

yuv − yuw

as shown in

and independent from the individual

oordinate

value, i.e. the plot should show a verti al distribution.
In this work we have introdu ed a new method to determine the best s ale fa tors

fv

and

fw .

fu ,

It was suggested by Czas h (2005): For ea h event the set of s ale fa tors

is determined where the mat hing between the

oordinate sets is best. These per-event

optimal s ale fa tors are plotted in a histogram where the general fa tors are determined
by taking the mean values of all

ounts. This method proved to deliver ex ellent overlap

of the dierent layers while saving a lot of manual work.

Hex anode without hole
On the ele tron dete tor, the

omplete a tive area of the MCP is

delay-line layers (see gure 3.6(a)). Therefore, we
information for most hits. In this

overed by all three

an use three two-dimensional position

ase we determine the nal

(x, y)

point by averaging

the individual points, but only if their mutual distan es are smaller than a maximum,
usually

0.5 mm.

So we introdu e another measure to remove unreasonable information.

Hex anode with hole
The

entral hole in the ion dete tor and the resulting gap in ea h delay-line layer in-

reases the

omplexity in nding the position information.

First of all, the position

on ea h layer is no longer linearly related to the dieren e of the signal propagation
time. Therefore, equation 3.4 has to be extended to shift the
depending on the side of the gap the hit was o

oordinates up or down,

urring as visualised in gure 4.5: The

raw position signals as obtained from equation 3.4 are distributed symmetri ally around
zero between

−umax =

(−d+h)/2 and

umax =

(d−h)/2 where

d

is the total width of the
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(b)

(a)

( )

Figure 4.5: Re onstru tion of the hole in the distribution of position signals: (a) design of a

hole- ontaining delay-line layer, (b) sample distribution of raw signals before and
( ) after insertion of the hole.

h the width of the hole. The hole itself is not ne essarily entred exated at position uhole whi h is given by either (−d+h)/2 + l or (d−h)/2 − r

delay-line layer and
a tly, i.e. it is lo
where

l

and

r

are the distan es from the hole to the left and right edge of the dete tor,

respe tively. The new

u′ =

(

oordinate

u′

an then be

al ulated as

u − h/2 ; u < uhole
.
u + h/2 ; u > uhole

(4.6)

After the insertion of the gaps in all layers from the geometri ally known widths,
we

an

al ulate the respe tive positions from ea h

ombination of two layers using

equation 4.4. The resulting position images are shown in gure 4.6(a) to ( ). One
see the broad stripes where one of the two

an

ontributing layers has its gap. Apart from

that, ea h pi ture features two small and two large wedges where position is obtained.
We use only the large wedges for further analysis, be ause the majority of points is at
least

overed by one of the large wedges. Furthermore, there is only a very small usable

area in the small wedges, be ause we have to remove additional
at the edges of the holes, where an in reased

3 mm

of the a tive area

ount rate is registered whi h

an only
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Figure 4.6: Position pi tures of the ion dete tor: (a)( ) position

possible

ombinations of delay-line wires. (d)

is logarithmi

al ulated from the three

ombined pi ture. The

with blue representing the lowest and orange highest

olour s ale
ount rate.
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be

ontributed to false position information. Possibly, ele tron

louds falling with their

entroid into the gap of the layer also indu e a signal on the edge of the delay-line and
are, hen e, interpreted to be lo ated outside the gap.
The position information from the large wedges of the three

ombinations of position

oordinates are then merged into a single pi ture. Again, we average between dierent
points were appli able. However, not more then two
point in this

ase. As one

ombinations of layers

oordinate sets are available at any

an see in gure 4.6(d), the positions obtained from dierent

annot be merged perfe tly, resulting in some dead regions and

a de reased spatial resolution of approximately

1 mm.

4.3 Momentum al ulation
The key step in analysing the experimental results is the re onstru tion of the initial
ve tor momentum
dete tor

(x, y),

p
~

from a parti le's time-of-ight

t

whi h is often expressed in the polar

and its in ident position on the
oordinates

(r, ϑ).

In this work

we des ribe the general way of momentum re onstru tion for all kinds of parti les.
Earlier works, su h as Dürr (2006), usually distinguish between ele trons and ions
while espe ially using approximations for the latter, whi h are justied by their high
mass and small momentum gain from the

ollision.

However, as we measure protons

that gain a signi ant momentum from the disso iation of H2
are no longer

onsidered to be good enough.

+ these approximations

Additionally, the

omputational eort

related to the general methods is not dramati ally dierent from that of the approximate
re onstru tion formulae formerly used for ions and we prot from the simpli ation of
having only one algorithm for both spe ies.
The re onstru ted three-dimensional momenta will be represented in the spheri al
oordinates visualised in gure 4.7.
ve tor

p.
~

Here,

|~
p| ≡ p

is the length of the momentum

p~0

Individual parti les will be identied by subs ript indi es, e.g.

proje tile's momentum. The polar angle

θ

is measured with respe t to the

z

for the

axis (whi h

φ is the angle towards
to p
~0 . The spe trometer

is the dire tion of the proje tile beam), while the azimuthal angle
the

x

axis of the ve tor's proje tion on the

(x, y)

and dete tion set-up (see gure 3.3) implies
also use the longitudinal momentum
proje tion to the

(x, y)

plane normal

ylindri al symmetry. Therefore, we will

omponent

pz

and the radial

omponent

pr

of the

plane.

Due to the alignment of both the ele tri

and the magneti

eld along the

motion of the parti le and, hen e, the momentum re onstru tion
two independent problems: The

longitudinal

movement (in

z -dire

z -axis,

the

an be separated into
tion) is governed by a
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ylindri al

oordinate systems used for the dete ted parti les' mo-

menta. See gure 3.3 for the orientation of the

oordinate system with respe t to

the spe trometer and beam dire tions.

onstant a

eleration inside the spe trometer and a

whereas the

transverse

eld, but not by the a

motion (parallel to the
elerating ele tri

onstant motion in the drift region,

(x, y)-plane)

is ae ted by the magneti

eld.

4.3.1 Longitudinal momentum
The motion of the

harged parti les along the

mined by the ele tri

z -axis

of the spe trometer is only deter-

eld. The time-of-ight of a parti le with mass

an initial longitudinal momentum
applied over the distan e

la

and

z
omponent p a

m,

elerated by an ele tri

onsequently moving at

harge

q

and

potential

U

ld

is

onstant velo ity over

given by:

2la

z

t(p ) = m ·

p

pz2 + 2mqU ± pz

+p

ld
pz 2 + 2mqU

!

(4.7)

Hereby the  + sign in front of the momentum in the rst denominator is used when
the parti le is a

elerated in

+z

dire tion and  − otherwise. Equation 4.7

an be de-

rived from Newton's equation of motion for a

harged parti le in a homogeneous ele tri

eld (see Fis her (2000), p. 46). Note that

U

is the potential dieren e experien ed

by the parti le along its path

U=

Z

za
0

−E dz = −E · za

(4.8)
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Figure 4.8: Radial position

r

of the ele tron in iden e on the dete tor against their time-of-

ight.

where

~
E≡ E

is the strength of the ele tri

eld,

za is the z -

oordinate of the parti le at

its exit from the spe trometer region and the intera tion point is lo ated at the origin of
the

oordinate system. Therefore,

qU is positive
spe trometer voltage.

the produ t
as

As there is no analyti

za = la

for ele trons and

for either ele trons or ions.

|U |

−la

for ions. Consequently,

is sometimes also referred to

inverse fun tion to equation 4.7 one has to use a numeri al

pz for a measured time-of-ight t. We
f (pz ) = R(pz ) − t using Newton's method

way to nd the initial longitudinal momentum
do this by nding a root of the fun tion
where

R(pz )

is the right hand side of equation 4.7. Numeri al details of this te hnique

and its implementation

an be found in appendix B. We

an summarise here that the

algorithm always

onverges qui kly to the right value of

stri tly monotoni

over the momentum range of interest.

A major prerequisite of nding the
the absolute time-of-ight

t,

pz ,

mainly be ause

f (pz )

is

orre t momentum with this method is to have

i.e. the time from the

ollision to the dete tor. Instead, we

measure the time ttotal between the last ele tron pulse and the in iden e on the dete tor.
Hen e, we need to know the moment
net time-of-ight is obtained by

t0

of the

t = ttotal − t0 .

ollision relative to the pulse. Then the
We determine

t0

by exploiting a spe ial

feature of the ele tron traje tories: As they start their motion on the spe trometer axis
they will always return to it after a full

y lotron period

Tc = 2π/ωc .

I.e. all ele trons
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whose time-of-ight equals an integral multiple of
an be visualised by plotting the radius
at these distin t times

t

r

Tc

hit the dete tor on the

z -axis.

This

against the time-of-ight, where nodes appear

(gure 4.8). The dieren e between two nodes is

be measured from this image with a pre ision of

0.1 ns.

Tc

and

an

With a rough estimate of the

time-of-ight of the fastest ele trons hitting the dete tor and extrapolation of the node
position ba kwards in time we are able to determine

t0

with a pre ision of about

0.1 ns.

Bz ,

whi h

4.3.2 Transverse momentum
The movement transverse to the
invokes a

y li

ωc =
Again,

q

z -axis

is governed by the magneti

eld

traje tory with the angular frequen y

|q| Bz
.
m

is the

(4.9)

harge and

m

the mass of the parti le.

As mentioned above,

be determined easily from the distribution of the ele tron's in iden e radius
time-of-ight. The radius of the

r
momentum p

Rc =
Rc

:=

p

px2

y lotron motion

an

vs. their

is linearly linked with the initial

+ py 2

pr
.
ωc · m

(4.10)

annot be measured dire tly as we do not know the position of the axis of the

y lotron traje tory (see gure 4.9).
parti le has passed on the
the

Rc

r

ωc

Instead, we

ir le, sin e it is given by

y lotron radius using simple geometri al

Rc =

α

that the

With this, we

al ulate

an determine the angle

α = ω c · t.

onsiderations as

r
2 |sin(α/2)|

(4.11)

and nally the transverse momentum as

pr =

ωc · m · r
.
2 |sin(ωc t/2)|

(4.12)

Sin e we want to use this formula for all kind of parti les, we have to
for small values of the

y lotron frequen y

ωc ,

he k its behaviour

i.e. for large masses or small magneti
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Figure 4.9: Proje tion of a

y lotron traje tory on the dete tor plane and illustration of the
pr and its in-planar angle φ. In this

re onstru tion of transverse momentum
example the

ir ular motion is anti- lo kwise, whi h holds for ele trons in our

experiment.
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re orded after disso iative ionisation of H2 with

trons
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elds. Using l'Hpital's rule

lim pr =

ωc →0
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3

we nd:

r·m
t

(4.13)

This is the linear dependen e of
used in earlier works to

pr

on the position radius

r

divided by the time-of-ight

al ulate the transverse momentum of ions.

The angle of the initial momentum in the transverse plane
also be

al ulated using the geometri

φ=ϑ±
where

to

(4.14)

y lotron traje tory

fragments. A
al ulate of

an

information from gure 4.9

ωc t (mod 2π)
2

ϑ is the polar angle on the dete

takes the

φ := arctan(px /py )

tor plane. The  +-sign is used when the parti le

lo kwise, whi h in our set-up is fullled for positive

ordingly, negative parti les move anti- lo kwise and the  −-sign is used

φ.

Obviously,

φ=ϑ

for vanishing

ωc .

4.4 Momentum alibration
The pre ision in momentum spe tros opy depends
applied elds. Additionally, we

riti ally on the knowledge of the

an use spe ial features of the experimental set-up and

the physi s observed to rene the momentum re onstru tion and, hen e, to improve the
pre ision. Besides, the amount of ba kground events

an be redu ed.

4.4.1 Calibration for ele trons
To

alibrate the ele trons we use energy

tile

E0

energy

onservation. The kineti

must equal the sum of all nal state kineti

Q,

energy of the proje -

energies and the

hange in internal

whi h in ludes the ionisation potential and ex itation energies.

the ion's kineti
ele tron's with

energy with

Ee2

we

EI ,

the s attered proje tile's with

Ee1

and the se ondary

an write

E0 = EI + Ee1 + Ee2 + Q.

(4.15)

Due to the mu h higher mass of the ion we
re orded here, it is typi ally less than
3

Denoting

an usually negle t the term

0.5 eV

EI .

For the ions

and, hen e, smaller than the un ertainties

L'Hpital's rule helps to evaluate limits involving indeterminate forms using derivatives. See for
example Rudin (1976), p. 109.
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pI ,

where only

a slight dependen e is visible (see gure 4.10). Considering the ele trons'

energy sum

in the ele tron energies.

Esum := Ee1 + Ee2

We prove this by plotting

Ee1 + Ee2

against

we get the expression

Esum = E0 − Q.
While

E0

(4.16)

is xed for all events,

Q

depends on the possible rea tion

should, therefore, be ome evident in the energy sum. As one
one dis rete peak in the energy sum
iative ionisation of H2 . For

orresponding to

hannels whi h

an see in gure 4.10, only

Q = 18 eV

is observed in disso-

alibration purposes, we additionally use the energy sum

for single ionisation of helium atoms. measured with the same experimental settings as
hydrogen.

4

Helium single ionisation features two well-distinguishable dominant rea tion

+

hannels: Ionisation into the ground state of He

+

the rst ex ited state He
we

(n = 2)

alibrate our momentum

with

Q2 = 65.5 eV.

Q1 = 24.6 eV

and ionisation into

With the help of these two values

al ulation. Sin e the energy sum

value has to be independent of the individual
this provides another

with

orresponding to one

Q-

omponents of both ele trons' momenta,

alibration parameters. For details see Dürr

onstraint on the

(2006).

4.4.2 Calibration for ions
To

alibrate the ioni

momenta we use non-disso iative ionisation of H2 where we

measure all nal state parti les. For this situation, momentum

onservation yields

p~I = p~0 − p~e1 − p~e2
where

p~I

an

(4.17)

is the momentum of the ion,

p~0

of the proje tile, and

p~e1

and

~pe2

the momenta

of the rst and se ond nal state ele trons, respe tively. With the ele trons being well
alibrated, we

an adjust the

al ulation for the ions to full momentum

To a hieve this, we apply a s ale fa tor to
length ina
eters

x0 , y0

ura ies. For the transverse
and

vjet .

Here,

respe t to the origin of the
4

x0

and

y0

5

onservation .

ompensate for eld inhomogeneities and

omponents we also have to use the shift paramompensate any oset of the

ollision point with

oordinate system. They are subtra ted from the measured

The rea tion mi ros ope itself has been used extensively to study single ionisation of helium, where
good agreement with state-of-the-art al ulations was found. See for example Dorn et al. (2007);
Dürr (2006); Dürr et al. (2006a ,b ).
5
The momentum onservation is he ked graphi ally by plotting the sum of the ele tron against the
ion momentum, see Dürr (2006), p. 74 for examples.
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Figure 4.11: Verti al position for dierent types of ions against their time-of-ight. This data

was taken at a spe trometer eld

E3 = 423 V/m.

The line whose slope is used to

determine the jet velo ity is indi ated.

values of the ion's

(x, y)

oordinates before equation 4.12 is used to

al ulate the mo-

mentum. However, the momentum distribution for the ions will still be strongly shifted
into the

−y dire

whi h was

Ti

tion. This

orresponds to the dire ted velo ity of the supersoni

onstant throughout the measurement, be ause the initial

(see se tion 3.2) were not

in the

y

dire tion by

The jet velo ity

−vjet · m

vjet

hanged. Therefore, we shift the
where

m

where

ase were H2

y

+ ions and protons. Negle ting the
oordinate:

(4.18)

py = −m · vjet + pyollision .

If the

ollisional momentum

pyollision

y
vjet = − .
t
oordinate

and

al ulated ion momenta

y·m
t

The verti al

Pi

is the ion's mass.

eld, we re-write equation 4.13 for the

py =

onditions

an be obtained during the measurement when more than one

ion spe ies is dete ted, whi h in our
magneti

gas jet,

is

0

we get

(4.19)

y

thus depends linearly on

t,

with

−vjet

being the slope. Sin e

the time-of-ight is a fun tion of the ions' mass-to- harge ratio we should be able to
determine this slope by plotting

y

against

t

for dierent ion spe ies whi h is done in
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gure 4.11. The events for both types of ions are indi ated. From the
distributions we

entres of the two

an obtain the jet velo ity as

y + − yH+
= 2940 m/s = 1.34 × 10−3 a.u.
vjet = − H2
tH2 + − tH+
Using equation 3.3, we

(4.20)

an also estimate an ee tive value for the heat

apa ity ratio

during the expansion of the hydrogen gas

γe =

1
1−

2kB T0
m·vjet 2

= 1.39.

(4.21)

The (FWHM) error of determining
the un ertainty of nding the
error for
is

γ

of

0.19,

vjet

has to be a

ounted to at least

500 m/s, owing

to

entre of the distributions in gure 4.11. This leads to an

allowing at least the

on lusion that the ee tive heat

loser to the room temperature value at atmospheri

value at very low temperatures.

apa ity ratio

pressure than to the va uum

Hen e, the estimations made in se tion 3.2 for the

translational temperature of the jet are justied.

4.5 Obtaining fully dierential ross se tions
The obtained momentum

omponents

pz , pr

and

ve tor obje t for ea h parti le. In this way they
in any desired

φ

are stored in a three-dimensional

an easily be a

essed and represented

oordinate system ( ompare gure 4.7). At this stage of the analysis all

momenta are referen ed to the laboratory frame, where the momentum ve tors of the
s attered proje tile will be symmetri
preferred dire tion in the
event around the

z

(x, y)

with respe t to the

plane. Therefore, we

φ

angle be ause there is no

an rotate the momenta of ea h

axis su h that the azimuth of the rst ele tron,

onsidered to be the

◦
proje tile, φe1 always be omes 180 . In this way, the s attered proje tile as well as the
momentum transfer

q
~

are lo ated in the

(x, z)

plane whi h we

all the

s attering plane.

The resulting geometry is depi ted in gure 2.1.
Leaving the mole ule aside for the moment, the ele tron kinemati s is still dependent
on a number of parameters: The energy of one ele tron, whi h through energy
vation also denes the other's, the polar angle of the rst ele tron
alled
and

s attering angle

φe2 .

as well as the two angular

In fully dierential

θe1 ,

onser-

whi h is also

oordinates of the se ond ele tron,

θe2

ross se tions, the distribution of the latter two angles is

usually shown for preset values of energy and s attering angle.

4.5 Obtaining fully dierential ross se tions

Figure 4.12: Spe i
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planes in

Figure 4.13: Out-of-plane angle

α

ollision studies.

with respe t to the

(x, z)

plane.
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Figure 4.14: Denition of the apex angle

alignment

̟

of the

oni al solid angle around a designated

~a.

Apart from the angular distributions over the full solid angle one-dimensional plots
in

ertain planes as shown in gure 4.12 will also be produ ed.

dene a

out-of-plane

angle

α,

whi h des ribes the derivation of the momentum ve tor

from the plane of interest (see gure 4.13). For the
se ond ele tron events where

For this purpose we

|α|

does not ex eed a

ross se tion plots we only use those
ertain limit, usually

15◦ .

4.6 Obtaining mole ular alignment
The measured momenta
the

ollisional re oil

latter

p~I

pre
~

of protons emerging from H2

+

onsists of two

and the momentum gained from disso iation

ontributions:

p~diss .

Only the

ontains the information on the alignment of the mole ular axis. Through mo-

mentum

onservation, however, we

disso iative momentum

al ulate

p~re

using the ele trons and, hen e, the

an be obtained by

p~diss = p~I − ~
pre = p~I −
mH and mH2
~q = ~
p0 − p~e1 is

an

mH
(~q − p~e2 ) .
mH2

(4.22)

Here,

are the masses of the hydrogen atom and mole ule, respe tively,

and

the momentum transfer. Consequently,

transferred to the ioni

system. In the disso iative

~q − p~e2

is the momentum

ase it is shared between the proton

and the neutral fragment, so we have to introdu e the mass ratio mH/mH2

= 1/2

into

As des ribed in se tion 2.5.2, the disso iative momentum ve tor enables dire t a

ess

φM

and

equation 4.22 to get the

orre t disso iative momentum of the proton.

to the alignment of the mole ular axis whi h is dened by the two angles

θM

( ompare gure 2.1).

ionisation

We will usually show the fully dierential ele tron impa t

ross se tions for a xed mole ular alignment.

events where the proton was emitted inside a

Hereby, we will in lude all

one around the dire tion dened by

φM

4.7 A eptan e
and

θM .
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The apex angle

̟

of this

one as dened in gure 4.14 sets the pre ision of

the determination of mole ular alignment.

4.7 A eptan e
Generally, the a

eptan e of the rea tion mi ros ope is given by the ranges of solid

angle and energy that
ele tri

and magneti

an be dete ted. It

an be derived from the strength of both the

eld as well as from the size of the dete tors. Be ause of the large

dieren es in mass and energy we have to dis uss the details separately for ele trons
and ions.

4.7.1 A eptan e for ele trons
In longitudinal dire tion, i.e. along the
momentum

z

axis only ele trons that have a large ba kward

annot be measured. If the momentum

omponent

pze

is negative enough

to over ome the voltage on the ion side of the spe trometer, they are not a

elerated

towards the ele tron dete tor. Ele trons with a high momentum in forward dire tion,
however, will always rea h the dete tor. Hen e, all ele trons with
dete ted. At the lowest used spe trometer voltage,
than

−1.53 a.u.

The a

U = 32 V all ele

pze > −

trons with

pze

larger

omponents is governed by

their traje tories and the diameter of the dete tor (80 mm) and the
spe trometer (70 mm).

y

2eU/me are

are re orded.

eptan e for the transverse ele tron momentum

traje tories in

p

As the dete tor is

dire tion, the a

learan e of the

ir ular, but the spe trometer limits the

eptan e depends on the azimuthal angle

mentum in the transverse plane if the

y lotron radius

R

is between

17.5

φ

of the mo-

and

20 mm.

For simpli ity, we ex lude traje tories in this range and, hen e, have an ee tive maximum radius

Rmax = 17.5 mm.

Below this value, the a

φ.
Rmin = 2.5 mm.

eptan e is independent on

The minimal radius is given by the hole in the dete tor and amounts
The maximal (minimal) value for the transverse momentum

an be

al ulated using

equation 4.10:

prmax(min) = Rmax(min) · e · B

(4.23)

r
r
10.7 × 10−4 T we get pmax
= 1.5 a.u. and pmin
= 0.21 a.u. Using the approximate momentum of the s attered proje tile of 3.6 a.u. we an also al u◦
◦
late the minimal and maximal a epted s attering angle θe1,min = 3.3 and θe1,max = 25 .
With our magneti

eld of
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However, the a

eptan e is further ae ted by the

y lotron motion.

As shown in

gure 4.8, all ele trons whose time-of-ight is an integer multiple of the the
period

Tc

are imaged onto the spe trometer axis.

They are,

y lotron

onsequently, not seen

be ause of the hole in the dete tor, leading to blank spa es in the

overed momentum

spa e during one measurement extending from the bottom of gure 4.15.
In order to ll these a

eptan e holes, we have to perform the experiment at dierent

values of the ele tri

or magneti

spa e to shift.

hose to vary the ele tri

We

eld, whi h will

dete ted transverse ele tron momentum a
measurements at dierent ele tri

ause the holes in the momentum

eld, so the minimum and maximum

ording to equation 4.23 do not hange. Three

elds are ne essary to

over the

omplete

r
r
pmin
and pmax (see gure 4.16). The ele
E1 = 291 V/m, E2 = 364 V/m and E3 = 423 V/m.

momentum spa e between
during this work were

tri

(pz , pr )

elds used

The pro ess of lling up the undete ted areas in momentum spa e has been des ribed
in detail by Dürr (2006). Here, however, we take a slightly dierent approa h.
shown in gure 4.16 there is a large overlap of the a
measurement runs.

eptan e area for the dierent

In order to improve statisti s in these areas we use all available

data sets for a given region in momentum spa e.
between the dierent regions is
available

As

ounts for the

The mismat h in total

ount rate

ompensated by s aling the bin rates with the total

ontributing measurement runs.

This will of

ourse lead to

large dieren es in the statisti al error, but as we are performing an experiment with
low

ount rates and a high ne essary number of total events, it is desirable to in lude

as many events in the nal data as possible.

4.7.2 A eptan e for ions
Limitations on the ion a

+ ions hardly get a
H2

eptan e apply almost ex lusively for protons.

ollisional momentum larger than

dete ted. For the protons, the longitudinal a

1 a.u.

Mole ular

and, hen e, are always

eptan e is given by the same formula as

for the ele trons ex ept that it is limited in forward dire tion. This means that we are
able to dete t all ions with

pzI <

√

2qU · m.

However, this is larger than any reasonable

momentum value in the pro esses studied in this work. Even with the lowest ele tri
eld we

an dete t protons with an momentum of up to

relevant here, the momentum hardly ex eeds

65.7 a.u.,

but for the rea tions

8 a.u..

In transverse, dire tion however, the dete table ion momentum is limited both by the
spe trometer voltage and the extension of the dete tor. There is no dependen e of the
a

eptan e on the momentum angle

φI ,

be ause the dete tor is symmetri

around the
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Figure 4.15: Dete ted momentum spa e for ele trons for a spe trometer eld of

291 V/m
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Figure 4.16: Cal ulated ele tron momentum a

tings used.

eptan e areas for the three spe trometer set-
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Figure 4.17: Ee tive transverse momentum a

10

eptan e areas for protons for the three spe -

trometer settings used.

spe trometer axis. For the limitations on the radial
the magneti

omponent

prI

we

eld, be ause the ions always move mu h less than

π

an safely negle t
on the

y lotron

traje tory and, hen e, will never rea h the maximum distan e from the spe trometer
axis dened by the magneti

eld.

We

an then use equation 4.13 to estimate the

maximum and minimum values of the radial momentum

prI,max(min) = rmax(min)

m
.
t

(4.24)

The time-of-ight is estimated from equation 4.7 using a longitudinal momentum of

prI,max(min)

= rmax(min)

√

2mqU
.
(2la + ld )

0:

(4.25)

40 mm is given by the dete tor leading to an upper limit in the
of 10.3 a.u. for protons at the lowest used ele tri eld value. As

The maximum radius of
transverse momentum

seen on gure 4.6(d), the hole in the ee tive area of the ion dete tor is not

ir ular due to

the position read-out of the hexagonal delay-line. Negle ting this arti ulated stru ture,
we take a minimum radius of

8 mm

larger than the star-shaped pattern, whi h leads to

a minimum transverse momentum of

2.1 a.u..

This a

eptan e applies on the

measured ion momenta, but we are interested in the momenta from the
Hen e, the a

eptan e region is shifted by

mH+ · vjet = 2.5 a.u.

in the

+y

omplete

ollision only.
dire tion, as

shown for the dierent spe trometer voltages in gure 4.17. Importantly, due to the shift
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introdu ed by the jet we are able to dete t protons with zero transverse momentum,
guaranteeing full a
all those

eptan e for protons with

prI < 8 a.u.

oming from the ground-state disso iation

and thus

overing essentially

hannel, at least for negative

py

omponents.

4.8 Resolution
In this se tion, the resolution of the experiment is dis ussed. First, we will derive general
formulae for the spe trometer's performan e, before we take a detailed look on ele trons
and ions. All errors or un ertainties quantied in this

hapter are

full width at half maximum of an assumed Gaussian distribution

onsidered to be the
entred around the

obtained value.

4.8.1 Resolution of the spe trometer
The momentum resolution of the spe trometer is limited by a

ouple of fa tors. First

of all, there are un ertainties in the strength and homogeneity of the elds. These we
an eliminate to a large extend by the

alibration pro ess mentioned above.

It relies

on the fa t that for non-disso iative ionisation more parti les than ne essary to x the
kinemati s are dete ted. The

alibration redu es the remaining un ertainties in the eld

strenths to a magnitude mu h smaller than other error sour es. Consequently, we
safely ex lude them in the following. For the ele trons we
ee t of the nite extension of the
in the a

eleration length

la ,

ollision zone in

z

an

an additionally negle t the

dire tion whi h results an error

be ause time fo ussing is applied.

The main sour e of

un ertainty is the temporal length of the ele tron bun hes, leading to an error in the
measured time-of-ight of
when the

ollision o

1 ns.

Together with the un ertainty in nding the time zero

urs (see se tion 4.3) this adds up to a time un ertainty

δt = 1.01 ns.

δr = δx = δy in the (x, y) plane stemming
from the diameter of the ele tron beam fo us (0.5 mm) and the position resolution
of the dete tors (0.5 mm for ele trons and 1 mm for ions) resulting in an total error
δr = 0.75 mm for ele trons and 1.13 mm for ions. In this se tion, we will not onsider
Morover, there is an isotropi

un ertainty

the un ertainty introdu ed by the thermal motion in the gas target (see se tion 4.8.3),
be ause it

auses a dire t broadening in the momentum spa e and is, hen e, not related

to the imaging properties of the spe trometer.
The resulting errors in the re onstru ted momenta stemming from the initial un ertainties in position

δr = δx = δy

and time-of-ight

δt

an be

al ulated using

Gaussian
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Figure 4.18: Longitudinal momentum resolution

δpz

of the spe trometer for protons at dif-

ferent spe trometer eld values.

error propagation,

requiring the respe tive derivatives. We

an then write the general

form of the longitudinal momentum resolution of the spe trometer:

δpz =

s

1
δt
∂t/∂pz

2

+



With equations 4.7 and 4.8 we

1 ∂t
δl
∂t/∂pz ∂la a

2

(4.26)

an get the full analyti

expression whi h we will omit here

be ause of its length. An example of the resolution in dependen e of the longitudinal
momentum for protons is shown in gure 4.18.
In a similar manner we
tum

an derive the spe trometer's error for the transverse momen-

omponent and the azimuthal angle

m · ωc
δp =
2 |sin(ωc t/2)|
r

δφ =

s

δr
r

2

+

s

ω

c

2

δr 2

δt

+



information.

using equations 4.12 and 4.14:

r · ωc
δt
2 tan(ωc t/2)

2

2

(4.27)

(4.28)

Here, we have to substitute the position

r
omponents p and

φ

r

and the time-of-ight

t

with the momentum

pz in order to present the errors as a fun tion of momentum-related

The result is shown for ele trons in gure 4.19(a) for

δφ. It
the (x, y)

ure 4.19(b) for

should be noted that the errors are independent

isotropi

plane.

in

Using equations 4.26 and 4.27 we

δpr
of φ

and in gand, hen e,

an also derive an expression for the error of the
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Figure 4.19: Momentum resolution of the spe trometer for ele trons in the

ele tri

eld

E1 = 291 V/m:

(a) radial

omponent

δpr ,

(x, y) plane at the
δφ.

(b) azimuthal angle
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polar angle

θ = arctan (pr/pz ),

1
δθ =
2
z
(p ) + (pr )2

q

whi h is often used to present the nal results:

(pr · δpz )2 + (pz · δpr )2 .

(4.29)

Its distribution over the studied momentum region is shown for ele trons in gure 4.20.
A detailed dis ussion of the relevant resolutions for the determination of alignmentdependent fully dierential

ross se tions is given separately for ele trons and ions in

the following se tions.

4.8.2 Ele tron energy and angular resolution
For the fully dierential ionisation
sented in spheri al
momentum ve tor
an be

ross se tions the ele trons' momenta will be pre-

oordinates as shown in gure 4.7.

p the

energy

E=

p2/2m is

Instead of the length of the

ommonly used. The energy resolution

δE

al ulated as:

δE =

p
1
δp =
m
m

q

(pz · δpz )2 + (pr · δpr )2

(4.30)

The resulting error is shown in gure 4.21 as a fun tion of the longitudinal and transverse momentum

omponents at the exemplary spe trometer eld of

omplete longitudinal momentum range
fully a

One

an see the

stru ture in the energy un ertainty whi h is another

y lotron period

Tc ,

hara teristi

onsequen e of the

periodi

y lotron mo-

eld: When the time-of-ight equals an integral multiple of the
all ele trons are mapped onto the

initial transverse momentum

z

axis independently from their

omponent. Consequently, the un ertainty in determining

pr and, hen e, the total energy be omes very large.
with the non-a

over the

overing both fast and slow ele trons over the

epted transverse momentum range.

tion in the magneti

291 V/m

However, these regions

eptan e areas in momentum spa e ( ompare se tion 4.7).

therefore, automati ally removed from the nal data set through
measurements at dierent ele tri

oin ide

They are,

ombination of several

elds.

One of the two ele trons, namely the s attered proje tile, has in most of the events
a longitudinal momentum between

3.5

and

3.6 a.u.

and a transverse momentum of less

0.6 a u . Thus, we read from the data in gure 4.21 that their energy resolution is
between 10 and 11 eV at the ele tri eld E1 = 291 V/m, and similar at the other settings.

than

For the se ond, slow ele tron, we
than

1.5 eV,

an assure that the energy resolution is always better

be ause the regions of higher un ertainty are lled by other spe trometer

settings that have a smaller error.
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Figure 4.20: Polar angle resolution for ele trons at the spe trometer eld
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Figure 4.21: Energy resolution for ele trons at at the spe trometer eld
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Figure 4.22: Energy sum of the s attered proje tile and the eje ted ele tron for the ionisation

of helium.

The mean error of the energy sum

Esum

( ompare se tion 4.7)

an then be amounted

to

δEsum =
Be ause

Esum

q

(δEe1 )2 + (δEe2 )2 = 10.6 eV.

equals the proje tile energy

E0

(4.31)

minus the

hange in internal energy

Q we

an verify the spe trometer's energy resolution for the ele trons. For this purpose we
use helium, where

Q

adopts well-separated dis rete values. The energy sum of single

ionisation of helium at the ele tri

eld of

293 V/m

is plotted in gure 4.22. Through

175 eV with a Gaussian distribution we obtain the
is even 3 eV better than the onservatively al ulated

a t of the main peak at around
experimental energy error whi h
value.

The angular resolutions for the s attered proje tile are of importan e to allow for a
sensible denition of s attering geometries.

Therefore, one has to take

are that the

rst ele tron is dete ted in a region of good transverse momentum resolution at all
spe trometer elds. Espe ially its polar s attering angle

θe1

momentum transfer and, hen e, the kinemati s of the

ollision.

is largely determining the
One

an already see

from gure 4.20 that the resolution is ex eptionally good for an absolute momentum of

3.6 a.u.

and small transverse

omponents. Figure 4.23 gives a more detailed look on the

s attering angle's error for the three dierent spe trometer eld values. The resolution
is always better than

3◦

and improves to below

The rst ele tron's azimuthal angle

φe1

1.5◦

for the smallest angles dete ted.

is used to rotate all parti les' momenta into
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Figure 4.23: Resolution for the s attering angle

θe1
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for the three spe trometer eld values

used.
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Figure 4.24: Resolution for the azimuthal angle

spe trometer eld values used.
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of the s attered proje tile for the three
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Figure 4.25: Azimuthal angle resolution for the se ond (slow) ele tron for the three used

spe trometer eld values for an energy of (a)
no a

3 eV

and (b)

10 eV.

Regions with

eptan e are omitted.

the s attering-plane system (see se tion 4.5).

Consequently, its error enters into the

determination of the se ond ele tron's and the ion's azimuth. The un ertainty in

φe1

varies strongly with the polar s attering angle as shown in gure 4.24 and ranges from

7◦

θe1 to 20◦ at the minimal angle. For the most frequently dete
5◦ , δφe1 amounts 13◦ , hen e, we will fold this into the error of

at large

angle of

ted s attering
the azimuthal

angles of the other parti les.
For the se ond ele tron itself the spe trometer resolution of the azimuthal angle is
shown in gure 4.25 depending on the polar angle
energies

3

and

10 eV.

Within the a

θe2

for the two most likely ele tron

eptan e region it is in both

10◦ . Hen e, we get an upper estimate for the total error
δφe2,total ≤

q

δφe1 2 + δφe2,max 2 = 16.4◦

ases never worse than

δφe2,total :
(4.32)
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Figure 4.26: Polar angle resolution for the se ond (slow) ele tron for the three used spe trom-

eter elds for an energy of (a)
are omitted.

3 eV

and (b)

10 eV.

Regions with no a

eptan e
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i
δpsum

x
y
z

0.75
1.06
0.71

δspe piH +
2
E1 = 291 V/m
0.10 0.05
0.28
0.10 0.05
0.28
0.12 0.03
0.27

0.82
1.10
0.75

E2 = 364 V/m
0.10 0.05
0.31
0.10 0.05
0.31
0.12 0.04
0.30

0.75
1.05
0.67

0.68
1.08
0.80

E3 = 423 V/m
0.11 0.05
0.33
0.11 0.05
0.33
0.13 0.04
0.32

0.58
1.02
0.72

x
y
z
x
y
z

δpie1

δpie2

i

δtherm piH

2

+

0.68
1.02
0.64

Table 4.1: Measured width of the momentum sum in ea h Cartesian

oordinate and

al ulated

resolution of the spe trometer for both ele trons, the mole ular ion and the resulting
estimate for the thermal momentum distribution in the gas jet

Over a large part of the angular range, the error in
un ertainty in the out-of-plane angle
was emitted into a spe i

α

φ

is the main

whi h is used to determine whether an ele tron

plane. Consequently, the minimal

onstrain on

8.2◦ .
The resolution for the se ond ele tron's polar angle
into the s attering-plane system.

It

ontribution to the

θe2

|α|

should be

is not ae ted by the rotation

an, therefore, be dire tly

al ulated from equa-

tion 4.29. The results are shown for the two most frequently dete ted kineti
in gure 4.26, while no values were plotted when there was no a

energies

eptan e for the given

energy and angle. The FWHM resolution is always better than ten degrees, therefore,
it is reasonable to present the fully dierential
polar angle. A better angular resolution

ross se tions with this bin size for the

ould be obtained by only taking the data from

the spe trometer eld with the lowest error at ea h point. However, this was not done
due to the limitted amount of data available.

4.8.3 Resolution for ions and the mole ular alignment
For ions the temperature of the mole ules in the gas jet is another fa tor limiting the
resolution. The thermal broadening

an be estimated from the translational temperature
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of the gas jet (see se tion 3.2):

δtherm p = 2.35 ·

p

3 · kB · T · m

However, the momentum
jet (x and
further

z)

(4.33)

omponents perpendi ular to the propagation dire tion of the

will have a narrower distribution be ause of the skimmers employed to

ollimate the jet after the expansion.

They ee tively remove the mole ules

with high transverse momentum as sket hed in gure 3.2.
mal broadening is given as the

δtherm pi where

i

δtherm p =
where ea h

is a Cartesian

q

Ti

ombination of the three one-dimensional distributions
oordinate:

(δtherm px )2 + (δtherm py )2 + (δtherm pz )2

δtherm pi

(4.34)

is given by

δtherm pi = 2.35 ·
Here,

Therefore, the total ther-

p

kB · T i · m.

(4.35)

is the ee tive translational temperature of the gas in the dire tion of

Experimentally, we

an

i.

he k the ions' momentum resolution only indire tly using

events with an undisso iated mole ular ion and momentum

onservation. Here, the sum

of all dete ted parti les' momenta (see equation 4.17) equals the proje tile momentum. If
we plot the momentum sum for ea h Cartesian
a Gaussian. Their widths
momentum

i

orrespond to the

an t its distribution with

onvoluted errors of the respe tive

omponents of all three parti les:

δpisum =
where

δpsum

oordinate we

q

2

2

δpie1 + δpie2 + δpiI

is either

x, y

or

z.

2

(4.36)

The measured momentum sum widths,

trometer resolutions and resulting thermal spreads are
dire tion, i.e.

along the jet around

1 a.u.

al ulated spe -

olle ted in table 4.1. In the

y

were obtained for the thermal distribution,

being signi antly higher than the value derived from the estimated jet temperature
of

1.76 K

in se tion 3.2. The measured width

orresponds to a temperature of

9.5 K.

Consequently, the mole ular jet performs signi antly worse than expe ted.
Another un ertainty to determine the momentum of the protoni
hen e, the mole ular alignment

fragments and,

omes from the rotation of the mole ular ion during dis-

so iation, as was pointed out by Wood et al. (1997). They have also proposed a method
to

al ulate the magnitude of this error. We will use their approa h to study the ground-
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Figure 4.27: Evolution of the rotation angle during ground-state disso iation of H2

J =1

+

in the

initial rotational state as a fun tion of the internu lear separation.

state disso iation pro ess in H2

+ . Disso iative autoionisation and ionisation-ex itation

hannels usually fragment faster, be ause repulsive potential
lassi al motion of the nu lei along the potential

urve

V (r)6

urves are involved. The
of the H2

+ ground state

(see gure 2.2) is simulated stepwise in time. After ea h step the a tual angular momentum is

al ulated and the angle relative to the mole ular axis during the

obtained. For the initial mole ules we

hoose the rotational quantum number

be ause the population of higher ex ited states is less than

3%

ollision

J = 1,

at our target tempera-

ture ( ompare gure 2.4(a)). Rotational ex itation during ionisation has been negle ted
as well, sin e it does not lead to a signi ant number of states with
angular

hange

δ

J > 1.7

The total

as a fun tion of the internu lear separation is shown in gure 4.27.

For large internu lear separations

δ

is asymptoti ally approa hing a value around

19.2◦ .

We simulated the rotation during disso iation for fragments with a nal momentum of

3 a.u.,

whi h is our lower boundary for using an ion to determine the mole ular align-

ment. For higher nal momenta the disso iation will happen faster and, therefore, less
rotation will take pla e.
Due to the random alignment of the initial mole ules, the rotation during disso iation
will o

ur isotropi ally. Therefore, the un ertainty in determining the alignment

represented as a
6
7

one with apex angle

̟ = 2·δ =

an be

38.4◦ . As we sele t the mole ules

We used the potential urve from Hunter et al. (1974).
Vanishing rotational ex itation has been stated by Weigold et al. (1973) in one of the rst (e,2e)
measurements on hydrogen mole ules following the observation of strongly de reasing ross se tions
for rotational ex itation with in reasing impa t energy (see e.g. Gibson (1970)). For the ionisation
of HD the ee t was also onrmed in a detailed spe tros opi study by Carrington and Kennedy
(1985).
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Figure 4.28: Apex angle

̟

of the un ertainty

one resulting from (a) the momentum resolu-

tion of the spe trometer (b) the thermal velo ity distribution of the jet.
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belonging to a given alignment

~a

through a

one we would also like to express the

δ~a as a oni al solid angle. To do so we assume the un ertainty
δΩ = sin θ · δθ · δφ to be oni al. Then we an determine its apex angle:

total error

̟ = 4 · arcsin

r

δΩ
= 4 · arcsin
4π

r

solid angle

sin θ · δθ · δφ
4π

(4.37)

Hereby, we ee tively average the azimuthal and polar un ertainties. The resulting apex
angle from the ioni

spe trometer resolution as well as the thermal velo ity spread in

the target is plotted in gure 4.28(b) as a fun tion of the dete ted polar angle
various absolute momentum values
the azimuth

φ

p.

θ

for

The spe trometer resolution is independent from

be ause the dete tor resolution is identi al in

x

polar angle dependen e, it shows a distin t minimum around at
that the best resolutions for ions is a hieved in the

z

and

90

y

dire tions. In the

degrees whi h shows

dire tion. Furthermore, there is a

strong in rease in the angular un ertainty with smaller momentum values.
As we

an see from table 4.1, there is a signi ant dieren e in the

mal distribution widths, whi h is a result of the skimmers used to
jet.

Therefore, a

nal mole ular

φ

φM

dependen e of the un ertainty

one is expe ted.

θ

polar angle

and

y

ther-

ollimate the gas
However, the -

angle is not measured in the laboratory frame but relative to the

s attering plane, whi h itself has a random azimuthal angle.
average over all

x

φ

angles to determine the un ertainty

To a

ount for this we

one's apex angle for a given

◦
as shown in gure 4.28(b). Here, the 90 minimum is not so pronoun ed

as in in gure 4.28(a), but the strong inverse dependen e on the total momentum value
is also present. However, the un ertainty

one's apex angle resulting from the thermal

distribution of the mole ules is around three times larger than the spe trometer error.
The total error in determining the mole ular alignment

~a

is nally given by the the

square root of the sum of squared individual un ertainties:

δ~a =

q

δspe

2

+ δthermal 2 + δrotation 2 .

(4.38)

As the spe trometer term is the only one with a strong anisotropy the apex angle of the
ombined un ertainty

one only exhibits a small anisotropy of mostly less than

10 %.

However, the strong inverse dependen e of the resolution on the total momentum value
prevails, as

an be seen in gure 4.29, where the spheri al average of the apex angle

is plotted as a fun tion of

p.

One

̟

an see the steep in rease towards small momentum

values. Therefore, we will only use protons with more than
information on the mole ular alignment. For this value the

3 a.u.

momentum to extra t

ombined apex angle of the
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Figure 4.29: Average apex angle

̟

of the

ombined un ertainty

10

one for the determination

of the mole ular axis as a fun tion of absolute momentum

un ertainty

one averages to

70.8◦

p.

whi h is equal to a solid angle of

1.16 sr

or

9.3 %

of

a spheri al surfa e.
Another problem of the ion dete tor is the inhomogeneous dete tion e ien y. It is
on the one hand

aused by problems in the reading out of the signals (see se tion 4.2.2)

and on the other hand by the

entral hole, whi h leads to a non-a

eptan e area as

dis ussed in se tion 4.7.2. Due to the shift indu ed by the dire ted momentum in the
gas jet the transverse momentum distribution is not
fore, the hole

entred at

(x = 0, y = 0).

uts away events with a momentum predominantly pointed in positive

dire tion. However, to obtain of fully dierential

is uniformly distributed in the

[0, 2π[

φe1

interval, this will

of the rst ele tron.
ause the a

hanges with the length of its momentum ve tor and the polar angle
ross se tions the evaluation of the

As

φe1

eptan e hole to

manifest as a drop in dete tion e ien y that is independent of the proton's

not measuring absolute

y

ross se tions we will rotate all mo-

mentum ve tors of an event by the azimuthal angle

but

There-

θ.

φ

angle

As we were

omplete e ien y fun tion

was not performed in this work. Instead we estimate its ee t by a relative systemati
error of

10 %.
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5 Results and dis ussion
In the

ourse of this work kinemati ally

omplete measurements on disso iative and

non-disso iative ele tron impa t ionisation of hydrogen mole ules were performed. In
the rst se tion of this

hapter a short overview of the available data is given and the

separation into dierent

hannels is explained.

of randomly oriented mole ules and

Then we will

onsider the ionisation

ompare the data to results from the atomi

two-

ele tron system helium. Dieren es between non-disso iative and disso iative ionisation
are also investigated and tra ed ba k to the dierent internu lear separation for the
respe tive transition.
ioni

The dependen e on alignment of the ionisation of H2 into the

ground state is dis ussed in se tion 5.3 while se tion 5.4 deals with autoionisation

where asymmetri

disso iation was observed.

These are the rst results where fully dierential

ross se tions of ele tron impa t

ionisation were obtained as a fun tion of mole ular alignment that was determined by
post- ollision disso iation. The main experimental di ulty is to dete t the fragment
ion over a large solid angle while maintaining an a

eptable resolution for the ele trons.

This was a hieved by using mainly a disso iation pro ess leading to low-energeti
ments. Additionally, by de reasing the distan e of the ion dete tor to the
the transverse a

frag-

ollision region

eptan e was in reased while maintaining a low ele tri

eld whi h is

ru ial for the ele tron resolution. Another problem espe ially en ountered in similar
studies using ion impa t (see e.g.
ponent in the measured protoni

Dimopoulou et al. (2005)) is the

al ulate this

om-

momentum whi h hampers the determination of the

mole ular alignment. By performing a kinemati ally
to

ollisional

omplete experiment, we were able

ontribution for ea h event (see se tion 4.6). Consequently, we

ould

determine the momentum that the ions gain from disso iation. Unless stated otherwise
this quantity is meant by momentum of the proton during this

hapter.

5.1 Overview
The ionisation of hydrogen mole ules by ele trons features various me hanisms ( ompare
se tion 2.3). Apart from the emitted ele tron three dierent fragments

an emerge: The
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Figure 5.1: Ion time-of-ight spe trum for the ionisation of mole ular hydrogen at the spe -

trometer eld

E1 = 291 V/m.

All events where at least one ele tron is measured in

oin iden e with the ion are in luded. The thi kness of the
lo al statisti

urve represents the

error. Forward protons are emitted in dire tion of the dete tor,

ba kward in the opposite.

mole ular ion H2

+ , protons and neutral hydrogen atoms. We

as our experiment is only sensitive to

harged parti les. Protons are mainly produ ed

in two energy regions: Slow meaning less than
kineti

annot dete t the latter,

0.5 eV

and fast ions with at least

energies. These two fragment types as well as the mole ular ion

3 eV

an be identied

in the spe trum of the dete ted ion's time-of-ight (ToF) whi h is shown in gure 5.1.
The dominating peak in the ToF spe trum is the sharp signal of the H2
ion at about

4.6 µs.

Its sharpness

+ mole ular

orresponds to the small momentum spread of these

parti les. They are stemming from the non-disso iative single ionisation (SI)
and, hen e, gain little momentum during the

ollision. They should a

hannel

ount for

92 %

of all single ionisation events (Straub et al. (1996)) whi h roughly agrees with our
observations.
For fast protons, the experimental a

eptan e is not

4π

(see se tion 4.7). They are

essentially only dete ted when in luding a small angle with the

z

axis. Therefore, no

ontinuum of fast protons is seen in the time-of-ight spe trum but two separate broad
distributions for the two

ases of emission in

+z

and

+ ions.
in gure 5.1 as forward and ba kward H

−z

dire tion. These are denoted

Fast protons are predominantly

the results of an ionisation-ex itation (IE) pro ess into a repulsive state of H2
ould also

+ . They

ome from double ionisation. Then, three ele trons and two protons should

be available for dete tion, but this was not tested in the

urrent work, as there was
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no interest in the fast fragments. Additionally, the

ross se tion for double ionisation

should be almost 2 orders of magnitudes smaller than the one for disso iative single
ionisation ( ompare Edwards et al. (1988) and Straub et al. (1996)). Due to the small
angular a

eptan e (less than

5 %) and expe

pro esses ( ompare se tion 2.5.3) we

ted anisotropies of the ionisation-ex itation

an give no values for the relative

ontribution of

this pro ess.
Slow protons up to an energy of

0.5 eV

are dete ted over almost the

angle, hen e, a single albeit broad peak around
presented in this work, the fo us is on events

reated in its vibrational

ontinuum.

During our measurements we

1.5 % whi

by Bleakney (1930). A similar value was

(2000). Protons

For the results

hannel, where the ground state of the

+
have obtained a ratio of slow protons to H2 ions of
results, e.g.

is observed.

ontaining su h an ion. They are mostly

related to the ground-state disso iation (GSD)
mole ular ion is

3.3 µs

omplete solid

h agrees well with earlier

al ulated by Wells et al.

oming from auto-ionisation (AI) after ex itation of a doubly-ex ited

state yield energies asso iated with both the fast and the slow protons' peak as well
as the areas between them. Edwards et al. (1990) found that the amount of AI ions
has a maximum

lose to zero fragment energy and de reases steadily with higher values

until it vanishes around

8 eV

in the middle of the IE peaks. However, at the low-energy

end, GSD is outweighting autoionisation by an order of magnitude, but its rate drops
steeply and at
and

3.5 eV

1 eV

AI is

both pro esses

ontribute equally. For fragment energies between

1

onsidered to be the dominant pro ess. Similar results were found for

proton impa t on D2 by Laurent et al. (2006).
One should also mention the set of small and sharp peaks in the time-of-ight spe trum whi h o

ur around

2.9

and

3.9 µs.

They are attributed to the feedba k ions

reated in the ele tron dete tor mentioned in se tion 3.4. Their magnitude was largely
redu ed by using a third MCP at the ele tron dete tor and after sele ting only triple
oin iden es they are negligible.
During the experiment, double
re orded at a rate of about

500 Hz.

oin iden es between an ion and an ele tron were
For non-disso iative ionisation this allowed to take

enough data to obtain triply dierential

ross se tions in a few days. Therefore, these

events were only re orded for a small fra tion of the measurement period, namely everytime when experimental parameters were

hanged.

During the rest, an ele troni

ondition was put on the ions' time-of-ight to ex lude the H2
total amount of saved data during the
kept around

100 GB,

whi h

+ events. In this way the

omplete measurement period of three months was

orresponds to a few hundred million events. For the gener-

ation of alignment-dependent

ross-se tions

2.4 million triple

oin iden es in luding two
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Figure 5.2: Energy distributions of the emitted ele tron for disso iative and non-disso iative

ionisation of hydrogen mole ules.
identi al total

Both distributions have been normalised to

ount rate. The statisti al errors are smaller than the point size at

any point.

ele trons and a slow proton were nally available. This

omprises events gained from

re onstru tion of lost dete tor signals as dis ussed in se tion 4.2.1. Consequently, the
ee tive measuring rate for triple

oin iden es was around

0.3 Hz whi

h would have been

mu h more di ult to a hieve using a-priori alignment of mole ules (see se tion 2.5.1)
with the te hnology available today.

5.2 Ionisation of randomly aligned mole ules
In a rst step we will dis uss the results obtained with randomly aligned hydrogen
mole ules. Triply dierential

ross se tions (3DCS) for these

an be obtained studying

the dominant non-disso iative ionisation of hydrogen mole ules. Examples for dierent
kinemati s

an be found in Cherid et al. (1989); Colgan et al. (2009 ); Gao et al.

(2006a ); Jung et al. (1975). Ex ept for the unpublished results of Haag (2006) no

om-

prehensive set of 3DCS on randomly aligned hydrogen mole ules at moderate ele tron
impa t energies is available in literature. Via the ground-state disso iation
was also possible to gain
tion of the nu lei. For

hannel it

ross-se tions for the ionisation of H2 at non-equilibrium posi-

omparison, 3DCS for single ionisation of helium were taken at

the same experimental settings, allowing a dire t
in three dierent two-ele tron systems.

omparison of the s attering dynami s
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5.2.1 Identi ation of ionisation me hanisms
As dis ussed above, there are two me hanisms of disso iative ionisation that
protons of less than

8 a.u.

an lead to

momentum: Ground-state disso iation (GSD) and autoioni-

sation (AI). However, the relative

ontribution of the two pro esses is a strong fun tion

of both the proton energy and the energy of the emitted ele tron whi h has been found
in

omparable studies on ele tron-impa t (Edwards et al. (1990)) and ion-impa t ion-

isation (Ben-Itzhak et al. (1996); Laurent et al. (2006)).
The two

hannels

an be identied best in the se ond ele tron's energy spe trum,

whi h is shown for both disso iative and non-disso iative single ionisation in gure 5.2.
While the distribution for pure single ionisation displays a typi al exponential de rease
as reported for example by Rudd et al. (1993) dierent features appear in the dissoiative

ase. Generally, there is a relative enhan ement of ele trons with high energies,

but there also appear two slight peaks
energies are usually

hara teristi

entred around

6.5

and

11 eV.

Distin t ele tron

for autoionisation pro esses, be ause they in lude ex-

itation into a dis rete state. In su h a

ase the energy loss of the proje tile

∆E

an be

written as

∆E = Ee2 + 2EI + D0
D0

where

is the energy of the ioni

(5.1)

disso iation limit measured above the ground state

of the neutral mole ule. This amounts to

18 eV

in the

ase of H2 .

energies of the emitted ele tron and the proton, respe tively.
with less than

0.5 eV

are in luded, hen e, we

Ee2

In our

and

EI

are the

ase, only ions

an negle t this quantity in equation 5.1,

leading to:

Ee2 ≈ ∆E − D0 .

(5.2)

For ea h autoionising state a range of energy transfers is possible given by the extension
of the state in the Fran k-Condon region ( ompare gure 2.3). Therefore, the spe trum
of

Ee2

yields broad peaks for autoionisation. Their presen e

an be seen more

learly

when plotting the se ond ele tron energy distribution for dierent values of the protoni
momentum. This was done in gure 5.3 where ele trons related to ions with either

2 a.u.

or

6

to

8 a.u.

0

to

are drawn. The spe trum for slow protons almost resembles the ex-

ponential de ay known from non-disso iative ionisation, however apart from remains of
the autoionisation peaks there still seems to be a relative enhan ement of high energeti
ele trons. A strong eviden e for autoionisation is seen in the ele tron energy distribution
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Figure 5.3: Energy distributions of the emitted ele tron for disso iative ionisation of hydrogen

mole ules where protons with either low or high momentum were sele ted. The
two distributions have been normalised to the respe tive total
statisti

ount rate.

The

errors are smaller than the point size at any point.

asso iated with faster protons. Here, the two peaks are mu h more pronoun ed than
in the average

7.5 eV.

ase in gure 5.2, espe ially the rst whi h appears now around

Most notably, there is a distin t drop at the low-energy end of the spe trum, showing
that GSD is indeed dwindling in this regime.
The identi ation of spe i

doubly-ex ited states

ontributing to autoionisation is

di ult, be ause there are many su h levels having an energy range in the Fran kCondon region of more than

10 eV

with spa ings between them of only a few

eV

(see

Guberman (1983)). Therefore, it is likely that the two peaks visible on top of the
se ondary ele tron spe trum are infa t belonging to the summed

ontribution of all

available autoionising states. This assumption is supported by the spe trum belonging
to fast protons shown in gure 5.3, where the minimum between the two peaks also seems
to lie signi antly above any exponential de rease. A

omparable two-peak stru ture of

the energy transfer spe trum in ele tron impa t ionisation of H2 doubly ex ited states
was reported by Odagiri et al. (1996).
Consequently, if one wants to study ground-state disso iation alone, one has to
events with slow protons.

hoose

However, for these the error of determining the mole ular

alignment is very large (see se tion 4.8.3). Therefore, a better way is to sele t se ondary
ele tron energies outside of the AI stru tures. Autoionisation, on the other hand,
be best studied right in said stru tures, but preferably at large protoni

momenta.

an
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5.2.2 Triply dierential ross se tions
During our experiments, triply dierential

ross se tions (3DCS) for the single ioni-

sation of hydrogen mole ules were obtained.
mi ros ope, we

Exploiting the

apabilities of a rea tion

an present the angular distribution of the emitted ele tron over the full

solid angle. In gure 5.4 this is shown for an energy of this ele tron of
a s attering angle of

(5 ±

(5 ± 1) eV

and

1)◦ . We distinguish between events where the residual ion is

in a bound vibrational state (subgure (a)) or where it disso iates (subgure (b)). In
both plots one

an see the

hara teristi

double-lobe stru ture. We

an identify these as

q~, and the
−z dire tion

the binary peak, pointing roughly in the dire tion of the momentum transfer
re oil peak on the opposite side. Both lobes are a tually shifted slightly in
whi h is attributed to post

ollision intera tion, i.e.

the mutual repulsion of the two

outgoing ele trons.
Proportions between the binary and re oil peaks signi antly dierent from those in
gure 5.4

an be found in gure 5.5 where now ele trons emitted with an energy of

(15 ± 2) eV

are plotted for a s attering angle of

subgures

(10.0 ± 1.5)◦ .

Again, the (a) and (b)

+ ions. Compared to the respe tive
orrespond to bound and disso iating H2

binary stru tures, the relative intensities of the re oil lobes are now mu h smaller than
in the previous images, be ause mu h more energy and momentum are transferred into
the emitted ele tron. Consequently, the potential of the ioni
its motion, redu ing the probability for a
Independent of the kinemati

ore has less inuen e on

omplete ba k-s attering.

onditions, we

an also see

hanges in the angular

distributions of the se ond ele tron for a bound or disso iating ion.

In gures 5.4

+
and 5.5 the relative intensity of the re oil peak is larger when H fragments are dete ted
in

oin iden e with the two ele trons than in the

the disso iative events to

ase of stable H2

ome from the ground-state disso iation

 whi h at the se ondary ele tron energies
 this is surprising be ause in both

+ . If we

onsider

hannel ex lusively

onsidered here is a justied assumpltion

ases the mole ular ion is

reated in its ground

state. However, re alling the potential energy diagram of gure 2.2 we nd that GSD
an only happen at internu lear separations signi antly smaller than the equilibrium
value. This leads to an ee tive deepening of the ioni

potential, whi h also manifests

in the in reased ionisation energy.
To take a

loser look on the dierent ele tron emission patterns for the SI and GSD

hannels we show their angular distribution in the s attering plane in gure 5.6. This
orresponds to a

ut through the three dimensional images along the plane

the three indi ated arrows

p0 , p~e1
~

and

~q.

Additionally to the two rea tion

ontaining
hannels
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θe1 = (5.0 ± 1.0)°
Ee2 = (5.0 ± 1.0) eV
pe1
q

z

p0
H2 Σg non-dissociative
x

(a)

θe1 = (5.0 ± 1.0)°
Ee2 = (5.0 ± 1.0) eV
pe1

q

z

p0
H2 Σg dissociative
x

(b)
Figure 5.4: 3DCS for the ionisation of randomly oriented hydrogen mole ules with a (a) stable

or (b) disso iating residual ion. Shown is the distribution of the se ond ele tron
(5 ± 1) eV at a s attering angle of (5 ± 1)◦ . The dire tions of

with an energy of
the initial

p~0

and s attered

indi ated by arrows.

~pe1

proje tile as well as the momentum transfer

~q

are
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θe1 = (10.0 ± 1.5)°
Ee2 = (15.0 ± 2.0) eV
pe1
q

z

p0
H2 Σg non-dissociative
x

(a)

θe1 = (10.0 ± 1.5)°
Ee2 = (15.0 ± 2.0) eV
pe1
q

z

p0
H2 Σg dissociative
x

(b)
Figure 5.5: 3DCS for the ionisation of randomly oriented hydrogen mole ules with a (a) stable

or (b) disso iating residual ion. Shown is the distribution of the se ond ele tron
◦
with an energy of (15 ± 2) eV at a s attering angle of (10.0 ± 1.5) .
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studied in H2 , we also show the

ross se tions for single ionisation of helium that was

performed under the same experimental

onditions.

The He atom

an be seen as a

hydrogen mole ule with zero internu lear separation, be ause it has the same number of
ele trons. For the data representing disso iative H2
where protons with less than

5 a.u.

+ ions we have only sele ted events

momentum are produ ed to redu e the

ontribution

of autoionisation. Additionally, an energy range for the se ond ele tron was sele ted,
where this

hannel is less likely. The out-of-plane angle

◦
allowed to be within ±15 of the
The

(x, z)

α

for the se ond ele tron was

plane.

urves in gure 5.6 are normalised to the integral intensity of the binary lobes

whi h peak a few degrees above the angle of the momentum transfer.

Consequently,

the height of the re oil lobe in ea h data set is representing the proportion between
the two features. As dis ussed before, the relative probability of emission opposite to

~q

is higher for ground-state disso iation of H2 than for pure single ionisation. But for

helium we observe the strongest

ontribution of the re oil peak to the total

ross se tion,

whi h agrees with the assumption that a deeper nu lear potential in reases it. To verify
this we have performed a BBK
Benna eur Najjari that

an treat hydrogen- and helium-like systems. For the

with our experimental
ee tive

harge

Ze

energy in atomi
for GSD and

al ulation (see se tion 2.4), using an implementation by

ross se tions we

of the ioni

hose the H-like des ription where we varied the

ore so that

Ze 2

units. The resulting values are

1.35

was mat hing the target's ionisation

1.06

for helium. Figure 5.7 shows the

have normalised ea h

omparison

for single ionisation of H2 ,

al ulated

1.15

ross se tions. Again, we

urve to the integral intensity of the binary lobe.

The general trend of in reasing re oil-to-binary proportion from lower to higher ee tive

harge is well reprodu ed by the

al ulations. Additionally, the theoreti al results

also indi ate a larger dieren e between helium and disso iating H2
latter and bound H2

+ , similar to our data.

seems stronger than in the

But in the experiments the whole ee t

al ulations. From that we

on lude that the relative height

of the re oil lobe is not only ae ted by the ee tive ioni
by the passive target ele tron. Therefore, we have
with the hydrogen-like BBK
a

onvergent

the re oil lobe

potential but for example also

he ked our results obtained for He

al ulation with the helium-like des ription as well as with

lose- oupling (CCC)

the previous plots, all

+ than between the

al ulation provided by Igor Bray in gure 5.8. As in

urves have the same integral intensity in the binary lobe. Indeed,

ontributes signi antly higher in both the CCC and helium-like BBK

al ulations than for the hydrogen-like system.

Still, the experimentally determined

binary-to-re oil proportion is slightly stronger.
From the dierential

ross se tions in the s attering plane one

an also see that the
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Scattering plane, θe1 = (10.0 ± 1.5)°, Ee1 = (15.0 ± 2.0) eV
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of the experimental 3DCS in the s attering plane for single ionisation

of helium as well as disso iative and stable single ionisation of H2 . The data sets
are normalised relative to ea h other through the integral over the binary peaks
◦
◦
from 20 to 140 .

Scattering plane, θe1 = 10°, Ee2 = 15 eV
H, Zeff = 1.35
H, Zeff = 1.15
H, Zeff = 1.06
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Figure 5.7: Cal ulated 3DCS using the BBK method for a hydrogen-like target with an ee -

tive nu lear

harge

Ze

orresponding to the ionisation energies for He, disso iat-

ing and non-disso iating H2 . The data sets are normalised relative to ea h other
through the integral over the binary peaks.
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Scattering plane, θe1 = 10°, Ee2 = 15 eV
BBK H, Zeff = 1.35
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of the 3DCS result representing He in gure 5.7 with a BBK and CCC

al ulation that (at least partially) in lude the passive ele tron.

Experimental

points are also shown. The data sets are normalised relative to ea h other through
the integral over the binary peaks.

binary lobe is not

entred exa tly around the dire tion of momentum transfer but shifted

a few degrees up. This

an be attributed to the repulsive intera tion between the two

outgoing ele trons whi h is also

alled post- ollision intera tion (PCI). Consequently,

the maximum of the re oil peak is shifted to lower angles. This ee t is well reprodu ed
by the BBK

al ulations that in lude the intera tion between the outgoing ele trons.

Additionally, the theory predi ts a drift of the binary lobe's position towards larger
angles with de reasing ee tive

harge.

At least for the two extreme

ases of helium

and non-disso iating H2 this is also observed in the experiment.
As dis ussed in se tion 2.5.3 the mole ular BBK (MBBK) approa h is also often
used to

al ulate dierential

aligned mole ules.

ross se tions for ele tron impa t ionisation of randomly

Good agreement between this model and experimental results is

often interpreted as a signature of two- entre interferen e (see Chatterjee et al. (2008);

Kamalou et al. (2005); Stai u Cassagrande et al. (2008)). In the MBBK framework
3DCS are given by equation 2.21. We have employed this approa h to obtain the
se tions for H2 shown in gure 5.9 using the BBK results for atomi

ross

hydrogen from the

implementation mentioned above. The overal shape of the binary peak is not varying
with the interatomi

distan e, but the shift of its angular position predi ted with the

ee tive- harge method is not reprodu ed.

It is nevertheless in reasonable agreement

with the experimental data. In the re oil region, the general trend of in reasing re oil
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al ulated with the mole ular BBK approa h for randomly aligned hydrogen

mole ules with a internu lear separation

r

of

1.4, 1.1

and

0 a.u.

The data sets are

normalised relative to ea h other through the integral over the binary peaks.

ontribution with smaller interatomi

distan es is also reprodu ed, but the ee t is mu h

weaker than observed experimentally. It is even a fa tor of two smaller than estimated
with the ee tive- harge model.

We, therefore,

on lude that two- entre interferen e

is at least not the dominating me hanism behind the observed

ross se tions.

ontradi ts the ndings of Milne-Brownlie et al. (2006), who attributed the
in the binary-to-re oil ratio between helium and H2 at

250 eV

This
hange

impa t energy solely

to interferen e ee ts, although they did not report a signi antly better agreement
between the MBBK model

al ulations and experimental results than we have. A more

detailed test of the theory

an only be provided by ve-fold dierential

ross se tions

that in lude the mole ular alignment, as presented later in this work.

5.3 Alignment-dependen e of ground-state ionisation
Ionisation of H2 into the vibrational

ontinuum of the ion's ele troni

ground state was

studied as a fun tion of the mole ular alignment and ve-fold dierential
ould be obtained.

Throughout this se tion we have suppressed the

ross se tions
ontribution of

autoionisation to the results by sele ting emitted ele tron energies outside the strongly
enhan ed features attributed to this

hannel in gures 5.2 and 5.3.
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Ee2 = (3.0 ± 2.0) eV
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Ee2 = (16.0 ± 4.0) eV
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Figure 5.10: Angular distributions of proton emission from the ground-state disso iation of

Ee2 = (3 ± 2) eV
Ee2 = (16 ± 4) eV. The indi ated dire tions of s attered proje tile p~e2
momentum transfer ~
q are only approximate be ause all dete ted s attering

ionised H2 for dierent energies of the se ond ele tron: (a)
and (b)
and

angles are in luded into this gures.

5.3.1 Distribution of mole ular alignment
As derived in se tion 2.5.3 from simple symmetry arguments, the ionisation of mole ular
hydrogen into the ioni

ground state should show no strong dependen e on the alignment

of the internu lear axis at the time of
in ion

ollision. Johnson et al. (2005) also observed this

ollision experiments. In the present measurement, the total

GSD pro ess

ould not

ross se tion for the

ompletely be separated from autoionisation. Therefore, we will

present the angular distribution of the protoni

fragment and, hen e, the mole ular axis

only for energies of the emitted ele tron where AI is not believed to make a signi ant
ontribution, whi h is below

5 eV

and above

12 eV.

The full angular distributions of protons for the two

ases of low and high energies

of the se ond ele tron are shown in gure 5.10. The viewing dire tion is perpendi ular
to the s attering plane.

Note that both the

olour of a tile and its distan e to the

origin refer to the proton yield at the given angles. Yellow
rate, blue to the lowest.

orresponds to the highest

Clear maxima are visible around the momentum transfer

and its opposite dire tion whi h is

ontrary to the results obtained by Johnson et

al. (2005). Additionally, the anisotropy seems to be stronger at low emitted ele tron
energies (gure 5.10(a)).
For a

loser investigation of the anisotropies, we look at the angle

mole ular axis

~a

and the momentum transfer

~q.

γ

between the

Although there might be some hints to
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Figure 5.11: Dependen e of the ionisation

ross-se tion for H2 on the angle between the mole -

~q. The emitted ele tron's energy is (3 ± 2) eV
◦
◦
while the s attering angle varies from (5 ± 2) (green) and (9.5 ± 2.5) (blue)
◦
to (16 ± 4) (red). The large open symbols for ea h olour are obtained by inular axis and momentum transfer

tegrating over the 5DCS

al ulated with the 3DW method.

All data sets are

normalised to one at their maximum.
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Figure 5.12: Same as gure 5.11, but at an emitted ele tron energy of

(16 ± 4) eV.
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asymmetries between the emission in positive and negative dire tion of

◦
orientation here, whi h results in an angular range of 0 to
may well be a

~q we will negle

t

90◦ , be ause the dieren es

onsequen e of the dete tion e ien y that varies with the polar angle

of the proton (see se tion 4.8.3). Additionally, we will not integrate over all s attering
angles of the fast ele tron but show the distribution of

γ

for xed ele tron

parameters ex ept the solid angle of the emitted ele tron. Hen e, the
in gures 5.11 and 5.12

onstitute triply dierential

urves presented

ross se tions. Figure 5.11 shows

the situation at se ond ele tron energies below the AI region and the
dierent values of the s attering angle. The systemati

ompared data sets and, hen e, should not ee t any relative

the preferen e along

q
~

an be seen.

urves represent

error stemming from the inho-

mogeneous dete tion e ien y is irrelevant in this plot be ause it is
three

ollision

onstant for the

on lusions. Clearly,

Additionally, it in reases with larger s attering

angles. A slightly dierent pi ture presents itself at higher energies of the se ond ele tron, where the anisotropy is less pronoun ed and not signi antly

hanging with the

s attering angle.
The general preferen e for ionisation of mole ules aligned along

~q

is

ontradi ting to

estimations following the model of two- entre interferen e as obtained from the mole ular BBK theory. If we assume that the se ond ele tron was emitted in the exa t dire tion
of the momentum transfer

1

the

ross se tion ratio

I

in equation 2.18 be omes

I = 1 + cos [(|~
pe2 | − |~
q |) · r · cos(γ)] .
I has a maximum if
|~
pe2 | = |~q| or γ = 90◦ . The

(5.3)

Obviously,

the argument of the outer

for

latter is absolutely

osine is

0.

This o

urs

ontradi tory to our observation.

Consequently, the trend reported in se tion 5.2.1 is supported, i.e.

that two- entre

interferen e does not play a role in the ionisation of hydrogen mole ules by

200 eV

impa t at the given energy of the se ond ele tron or that the assumptions made in the
mole ular BBK theory are not justied at this energy.
For the ve-fold dierential
se tion,

ross se tions in the s attering plane presented in the next

al ulations using a mole ular 3DW (distorted wave) method were supplied. By

integrating these we

an estimate the dependen e of the ionisation rates on alignment.

The resulting values are in luded in gures 5.11 and 5.12 as large open symbols. Only
three dierent

γ

angles were available for ea h set of kinemati

onditions. However,

the preferen e of small gammas is reprodu ed as well as the approximate degree of
1

In the present experiment most ele trons are indeed roughly emitted in the dire tion of + or −~
q , see
e.g. gure 5.5.
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Figure 5.13: Illustration of the mole ular alignments inside the s attering plane as

in gures 5.14, 5.15, 5.16, and 5.25.

φ = 0◦

anisotropy. Distin t dis repan ies exist for the dependen e on the kinemati
espe ially the s attering angle.

These

ould stem from the fa t that the

only in ludes ele trons emitted into the s attering plane and their relative
hanges with the kinemati

onsidered

for all situations depi ted.

parameters,
al ulation
ontribution

onditions.

5.3.2 Mole ular frame FDCS
Five-fold dierential (5DCS)
mole ules were measured.
mole ular alignment

ross se tions for the ground-state ionisation of hydrogen

Thus, emission spe tra of the se ond ele tron for a xed

an be presented. The range of kinemati

limited to those where autoionisation does not

onditions, however, is

ontribute strongly. A sele tion of spe tra

is shown in gures 5.14 to 5.16. Three distin t alignments of the internu lear distan e
were hosen:

0◦ (red), 45◦ (green) and 90◦ (blue) with respe

t to

~q (see gure 5.13).

In all

ases the mole ule was lo ated in the s attering plane. Protons going in either dire tion
were in luded, while the apex angle of the allowan e
total to

9.4 %

of-plane angle

ones was

50◦ ,

orresponding in

of a spheri al surfa e. The absolute value of the se ond ele tron's out-

α

was limited to

15◦ .

For all spe tra presented in gures 5.14 to 5.16

al ulations using a mole ular 3DW (see se tion 2.4) were provided by Ola Al-Hagan
and Don Madison.

The theoreti al results are available in atomi

experimental data was s aled arbitrarily to mat h in height. For

units, while the

onsisten y, the same

fa tor was applied to all mole ular alignments in a given plot.
Figure 5.14 shows

(3.5 ± 2.5) eV

s attering angles. The
with a high relative

ele trons emitted into the s attering plane for three

hara teristi

two-lobe stru ture is

learly shown by all

urves,

ontribution of the re oil peak, whi h is typi al for low-energeti
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Scattering plane, θe1 = (9.5 ± 2.5)°, Ee2 = (3.5 ± 2.0) eV
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(b)
Scattering plane, θe1 = (16.0 ± 4.0)°, Ee2 (3.5 ± 2.0) eV
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Figure 5.14: Coplanar 5DCS for mole ules aligned in the s attering plane at an angle of

(red),

45

◦

(green) and

90

◦

0◦

(blue) relative to the momentum transfer. The se ond
2)◦ , (b)

ele tron energy is (3.5 ± 2.5) eV while the s attering angle is (a) (5 ±
(9.5 ± 2.5)◦ and ( ) (16 ± 4)◦ . The dashed lines are 3DW al ulations.
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Scattering plane, θe1 = (5.0 ± 2.0)°, Ee2 = (5.0 ± 1.0) eV
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Figure 5.15: Same as gure 5.14(a), but the emitted ele tron energy was risen to

to over ome a

ele trons.
feren es

eptan e problems.

(5 ± 1) eV

Between the dierent mole ular alignments no pronoun ed stru tural difan be seen in the experimental data, whi h agrees well with the

drawn for a

+
Σ+
g → Σg

ionisation from basi

on lusion

symmetry arguments in se tion 2.5.3. The

intensity, however, varies with the angle between the internu lear axis and momentum
transfer in the same way as reported in the previous se tion.
spe tra exhibit a signi ant dis repan y between

200◦ and

240◦ . This we

in this region, whi h o

In the re oil lobe all

al ulation and measurement between

an largely attribute to an experimental a
urs for ele trons with less than

4 eV

eptan e problem

energy. As a

omparison,

gure 5.15 displays the 5DCS for the same mole ular alignments as before, but with
slightly higher ele tron energy. Be ause up to

6 eV ele

starts to play a role, whi h leads to an in reased

trons are in luded, autoionisation

ount rate in the dire tion of

~q.

But,

in the re oil area the former dip is partly lled, leading to a better agreement with the
3DW

al ulations. Another signi ant dis repan y between the 3DW results and the

experiment at low ele tron energies

(16 ±

4)◦ : Around

an be seen in the re oil lobe at a s attering angle of

250◦ a strong enhan ement of ele tron emission for mole ules aligned

along momentum transfer was measured and

of

annot be seen in the

al ulation.

In gure 5.16

oplanar ele tron emission spe tra are shown for a se ond ele tron energy

(16 ± 4) eV.

Here, the plots are strongly dominated by the binary lobe, with little

dependen e of its magnitude and stru ture on the mole ular alignment. But the trend of
preferred ionisation for small angles between the internu lear axis and
re oil lobes it is di ult to mark out

~q remains.

In the

lear dieren es for the three alignments from the

experimental data. But there are distin t dis repan ies to the 3DW results. Espe ially
for s attering angles of

(9.5 ± 2.5)◦

(gure 5.16(b)) and

(16 ± 4)◦

(gure 5.16( )) the
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Scattering plane, θe1 = (9.5 ± 2.5)°, Ee2 = (16.0 ± 4.0) eV
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(b)
Scattering plane, θe1 = (16.0 ± 4.0)°, Ee2 = (16.0 ± 4.0) eV
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Figure 5.16: Same as gure 5.14, but at an energy of the se ond ele tron of

(16 ± 4) eV.
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Scattering plane, θe1 = 16°, Ee2 = 3.5 eV
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Figure 5.17: Cal ulated

oplanar 5DCS using the mole ular BBK approa h for a se ond ele 3.5 eV and a s attering angle of 16◦ where the mole ule is aligned
◦
◦
◦
in the s attering plane at an angle of 0 (red), 45 (green) and 90 (blue) relative
tron energy of

to the momentum transfer. The

orresponding experimental

ross se tions are

shown in gure 5.14( ).

re oil peak is signi antly underestimated by the

al ulation.

Only at

general shape and height are reasonably reprodu ed whereas the

(5 ± 2)◦

the

omplete stru ture is

shifted about twenty degrees upwards in the experiment. Most notably, in gure 5.16(a)
the theory predi ts a

entral dip in the re oil stru ture that o

urs only for a

ollinear

alignment of the mole ule with respe t to the momentum transfer. Unfortunately, this
feature

annot be tested in the present experiment be ause it is

axis where we have no a

lose to the spe trometer

eptan e.

As a theoreti al model often used to predi t ve-fold dierential
ionisation of mole ular hydrogen we also

ross se tions in the

ompared the results of the mole ular BBK

approa h to our data. We obtained the 5DCS using equation 2.18 and 3DCS
for atomi

al ulated

hydrogen following the BBK method. An exemplary result is shown in g-

ure 5.17 whi h should

ompare to the experimental data of gure 5.14( ).

previous se tion the mole ular BBK

ross se tions

ompletely

As in the

ontradi t with the mea-

sured ones. Although the position of the binary peak is in good agreement, the theory
predi ts the highest intensity for alignment perpendi ular to
the

ollinear

~q,

while in the experiment

ase was preferred. Even larger dis repan ies are visible in the re oil peak,

whi h almost vanishes in the MBBK

ross se tions, but still gives the highest rates for

perpendi ular alignment. At other kinemati
experimental data and the mole ular BBK

onditions the dis repan ies between the
al ulation are similar.

Strong mole ular and alignment ee ts have been predi ted for ele tron emission out-
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Normal plane, θe1 = (15.0 ± 5.0)°, Ee2 = (3.5 ± 2.0) eV
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Figure 5.18: 5DCS in the normal plane at a s attering angle of

(15 ± 5)◦

and se ond ele tron

(3.5 ± 2.0) eV. The mole ule is aligned in the s attering plane at an
0◦ (red), 45◦ (green) and 90◦ (blue) relative to the momentum transfer.

energy of
angle of

360

side the s attering plane (see e.g. gure 2.5), be ause these geometries should be very
sensitive to the position of the nu lei. This is explained by the fa t that out-of-plane
tributions in most

on-

ases in lude s attering of at least one of the ele trons with the ioni

ore. The importan e of su h pro esses in mole ular ionisation was re ently dis ussed
by Al-Hagan et al. (2008). In the

urrent experiment, however, only small

were observed outside the s attering plane.

ount rates

Consequently, alignment-dependen e was

hardly dete table due to large relative statisti al errors. Nevertheless, in gure 5.18 an
example for ele trons emitted into the normal plane as dened in gure 4.12 is shown.
This plane is oriented perpendi ular to the proje tile beam and is equivalent to imaging
the azimuth

φe2

for a xed polar angle

θe2

of

90◦ .

The mole ular alignments in luded in

gure 5.18 are the same as dis ussed before. For all three

ases the normal plane spe -

trum looks rather symmetri

10◦

◦
be expe ted to be at 0 and

with mirror planes lo ated at

180◦ , but we observe this shift

fore, be attributed to a systemati

190◦ .

These would

onsistently. It

ould, there-

and

ee t in the analysis pro edure whi h has not been

identied yet. Anyhow, it has no inuen e on relative dieren es between the

urves for

◦
aligned mole ules. The highest ount rates are observed around the 10 symmetry point
where the normal plane

uts through the binary lobe of the ele tron distribution. Here,

no stru tural distin tions are apparent, while the intensity varies as dis ussed before,
i.e. there is a preferen e for small angles

90◦ and
γ = 0◦

γ between the mole ular axis and ~q. Between
γ = 45◦ and 90◦ while a small hump rises for

290◦ a broad plateau is visible at

around

φe2 = 190◦ .

The reason for this stru tural dieren e is un lear.

Up to now, we have only dis ussed results for internu lear distan es lo ated in the
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Figure 5.19: Illustration of the mole ular alignments
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onsidered in gure 5.20.

θ = 90◦

for

all situations depi ted, i.e. the internu lear axis is always lo ated in the plane
normal to

~q.
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Scattering plane, θe1 = (9.5 ± 2.5)°, Ee2 = (16.0 ± 4.0) eV
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(b)
Figure 5.20: Coplanar 5DCS for mole ules aligned perpendi ular to

imuthal angles, see gure 5.19 for geometries.

~q

but at dierent az-
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s attering plane. As the protons were essentially dete ted over the
we

an also study other

ionisation

omplete solid angle

ases. However, as we have already observed in se tion 5.3.1 the

ross se tion is predominantly varying with the angle between mole ular axis

~q.

and momentum transfer but little with the azimuthal angle around
veried with fully dierential

This ee t

an be

ross se tions. In gure 5.20 exemplary 5DCS are shown

for dierent alignments where the mole ule is always perpendi ular to the momentum
transfer. The geometries are illustrated in gure 5.19. Opposite to the previous

ross

se tions no general trend is visible: Espe ially in gure 5.20(a) there seems to be no
dieren e between the three alignments.
perpendi ular

ase (φM

=

90◦ ,

θM =

Only at higher ele tron energies the fully

90◦ ) features a slightly enhan ed binary peak.

5.4 Mole ular autoionisation
Autoionisation (AI) is a fundamentally dierent pro ess than dire t
of a mole ule.

In the

ase of H2 disso iative AI su

ollisional ionisation

eeds double ex itation of the

neutral mole ule. Therefore, it is subje t to stri ter sele tion rules than dire t ionisation.
Autoionisation

ould not be

ompletely separated from ground-state disso iation in the

urrent experiment, but the dierent behaviour in angular dependen e and the distin t
ele tron emission patterns

ould be

learly identied.

5.4.1 Alignment dependen e
The angular distribution of protons emerging from disso iating H2

+ for se ond ele tron

energies attributed to autoionisation is displayed in gure 5.21. The anisotropy is remarkably more pronoun ed than that reported for ground-state ionisation (gure 5.10),
but again,

ollinear alignment of the mole ule with respe t to the momentum transfer

is the preferred situation. For a more detailed analysis, the angle
nu lear axis and

q
~

γ

between the inter-

is plotted for dierent ele tron s attering angles in gure 5.22. All

urves are normalised to unity at their maximum.

The values of the minima at

90◦

are signi antly smaller than reported for ground-state ionisation ( ompare gures 5.11
and 5.12). The anisotropy is
momentum transfer

learly in reasing with growing s attering angle and, hen e,

q.
~

As dis ussed before, we

annot easily distinguish between the various doubly ex ited

states that lead to the observed autoionisation produ ts, be ause ea h state has a wide
range of energy transfers and the spa ing between neighbouring states is relatively narrow. However, Edwards and Zheng (2001)

laimed at an impa t energy of

400 eV that
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Ee2 = (9.0 ± 3.0) eV

pe1

q

z

p0

pH+ = 3...8 a.u.

x
Figure 5.21: Angular distribution of protons emitted for a se ond ele tron energy of

where autoionisation plays an important role.
s attered proje tile

pe1
~

(9 ± 3) eV

The indi ated dire tions of the

and momentum transfer

~q are

only approximate be ause

all dete ted s attering angles are in luded into this gure.

the lowest lying

1 Σ+ state is the major
g

ontributor. Their protoni

angular distribution

looks similar to ours, ex ept that they observe a larger drop relative to the maximum
value as the angle approa hes
where the less anisotropi

90◦ .

But they have dete ted ions with an energy of

2 eV ,

ground-state disso iation pro ess does not play a role.

our experiment, dete ting su h fast protons would only be possible at the

In

ost of the

ele trons' momentum resolution ( ompare se tions 4.7.2 and 4.8.2).
A strong dependen e on the mole ular alignment for the ex itation of ground state
H2 into

Σ+
g

But in this

symmetry appears to be

ounterintuitive following Dunn's sele tion rules.

ase both ele trons will nally populate the

2p σu

orbital, whi h

an only

be a hieved by an indire t me hanism. There are basi ally two pathways: One is the
subsequent ex itation of the two target ele trons by two intera tions with the proje tile,
whi h is

alled a two step-2 (TS2) pro ess.

The other in ludes only one intera tion

between the proje tile and a bound ele tron, whi h is ex ited into a very high state.
After that, intera tion between the target ele trons leads to the nal state. This is
the two step-1 (TS1) me hanism. In both
be of

Σ+
u

ases the intermediate state will most likely

symmetry. Hen e, the primary ex itation is a

forbidden a

alled

+
Σ+
g → Σu

transition whi h is

ording to the sele tion rules dis ussed in se tion 2.5.3 if the mole ule is

aligned perpendi ular to the momentum transfer.
Other low lying doubly ex ited states that

+
are of Σu and

Πg

ould

ontribute to the dete ted protons

symmetries. For the rst one, Edwards and Zheng (2001) expe t a

proton angular distribution similar to the

Σ+
g

ase. The

laim is supported by ionisation-
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Figure 5.22: Distribution of the angle

γ

between mole ular axis and momentum transfer.

The emitted ele tron energy is xed to (9 ± 3) eV while the s attering angles are
(5 ± 2)◦ (green), (9.5 ± 2.5)◦ (blue) and (16 ± 4)◦ (red). Ea h urve is normalised
to unity at its maximum.
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Figure 5.23: Energy distribution of the se ond ele tron for dierent alignments of the mole -

50◦

ular axis. The un ertainty

ones for the alignments were

isation was applied to the

urves, be ause all were taken from the same set of

wide. No normal-

data. The statisti al errors are in the order of the symbol size.
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ex itation measurements performed by Mangan et al. (1999) and Edwards and Zheng
(2000). Its relative

ontribution

ompared to the

∆E

spe trum of proje tile energy loss

for

2 eV

1 Σ+ was estimated by analysing the
g

protons emitted in the dire tion of the

momentum transfer. As dis ussed in se tion 5.2.1, in our experiment
to

Ee2 + D0

D0

where

emitted ele tron.
the dire tion of

is the disso iative ionisation potential and

Ee2

∆E

is equivalent

the energy of the

The latter is plotted in gure 5.2 for three distin t alignments.

q the
~

distribution looks strongly dierent from the averaged

In

ase shown

in gure 5.23. Instead of two only one broad peak is visible on top of the exponential
de ay asso iated with ground-state ionisation. This single stru ture was also observed
by Edwards and Zheng (2001) at

1 Σ+ and minor 1 Σ+
g
u

400 eV impa

ontributions.

t and

Therefore, we

ould be well explained by major

on lude that in similarity to their

1 +
observations, in the present experiment Σg is the dominant autoionising onguration.
1
◦
◦
Collisional ex itation into the Πg state should have vanishing rates at 0 and 90
angle between the mole ular axis and

+
rules if a Σg

→ Πg

transition is

~q.

This

an also be derived from Dunn's sele tion

onsidered. Edwards and Zheng (2001)

laim that

◦
there should be non-vanishing rates at an relative angle of 45 whi h they did not prove
experimentally. The energy spe trum in gure 5.23 for this alignment shows two small
features

entred at

7 eV

11.5 eV. So far we
1
the Πg state or other

and

than autoionisation from

Zheng in their study of the

ollinear

annot link this to any other

hannel

states not identied by Edwards and

ase.

For perpendi ular alignment the se ond ele tron's energy spe trum shows a at plateau in the low-energy range before it joins the
low energeti

ommon tail at the other end. Obviously,

ele tron emission is suppressed in disso iative ground-state ionisation of

H2 relative to the non-disso iative

ase. This

ould

ome from a de rease of the mo-

mentum spa e wave fun tion of the bound ele trons at the low-magnitude side when
the internu lear separation be omes smaller.

5.4.2 Ele tron emission patterns
In the

ase of autoionisation the se ond ele tron is not dire tly emitted during the

ollision but in a subsequent step.
pro ess is similar to atomi

It is then also

alled

Auger ele tron,

be ause the

Auger de ay. The ele tron's angular distribution, therefore,

annot be des ribed by means of an
in the mole ular system. In our

(e, 2e) rea

tion, but as a resonant pro ess happening

ase, autoionisation

ould not be

ompletely separated

from disso iative ionisation, su h that determining the angular distribution fun tions
of the Auger ele trons is di ult. For some autoionising states su h emission patterns
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θe1 = (6.0 ± 3.0)°
Ee2 = (9.0 ± 3) eV
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Figure 5.24: Three dimensional emission pattern of

(6 ± 3)◦ where the
◦
with 50 apex angle.

of

(9 ± 3) eV

ele trons at a s attering angle

mole ule was aligned along momentum transfer in a

one

ould be obtained by photo-ex itation (see Lafosse et al. (2003)). However, the alleged
main
not a

ontributing state in the present experiment,

1 Σ+ is dipole forbidden and is, hen e,
g

essible by photon impa t. Angular emission patterns of autoionising ele trons

from H2 indu ed by ele tron impa t have not been reported up to now. From symmetry
arguments the Auger ele trons' distribution should transform like

Σ+
g.

This

on lusion,

however, does not mean that the ele tron will be emitted isotropi ally. The distribution
should only not

ontain any nodes in either the azimuthal or polar angle.

What we observe, however, is slightly dierent. The three-dimensional emission pattern of a

(9 ± 3) eV

ele tron for a s attering angle of

(6 ± 3)◦

where the mole ule is

aligned parallel with the momentum transfer is displayed in gure 5.24.

On the rst

glan e, it looks rather similar to the previous ones for dire t single ionisation: A strong
binary lobe in the dire tion of

q
~

and a smaller re oil stru ture on the opposite side.

+
Espe ially a Σg nature of the emission pattern is not apparent, be ause there seems to
be a nodal plane perpendi ular to the momentum transfer.
For a

loser look, we have produ ed

oplanar 5DCS in gure 5.25 that are similar

to those shown for ground-state ionisation in se tion 5.3.2.

Three alignments of the

mole ular axis in the s attering plane are shown.

The s attering angle is also varied

while the emitted ele tron's energy remains xed

(9 ± 3) eV,

autoionisation region.

therefore,

overing the

It is immediately apparent that the dieren es in the ele tron

spe tra between the distin t alignments are signi antly larger than for dire t ionisation.
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Scattering plane, θe1 = (16.0 ± 4.0)°, Ee2 = (9.0 ± 3.0) eV
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Figure 5.25: S attering plane 5DCS for

oplanar alignment of the mole ule at an angle relative

q~ of 0◦ (red), 45◦ (green) and 90◦ (blue). The se ond ele tron's energy is
(9 ± 3) eV, where autoionisation should ontribute strongly. S attering angles
◦
◦
◦
are (a) (5 ± 2) , (b) (9.5 ± 2.5) and (b) (16 ± 4) .
to
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Figure 5.26: Illustration of the mole ular alignments

onsidered in gure 5.27. The angle
45◦ in all ases.

between the internu lear axis and the momentum transfer is

As expe ted, a big enhan ement is visible for alignment along the momentum transfer. In
this

ase the ele tron emission strongly peaks in the dire tions of

to the

+ and −~q.

In

ontrast

◦
ommon binary and re oil lobes, no shifts towards 180 due to post- ollision

intera tion

an be observed.

This demonstrates that the Auger ele tron is emitted

later and, thus, remains un orrelated to the dire tly s attered proje tile. Instead, the
mole ular axis seems to be

hara teristi . In the

ase of

ollinear alignment it has the

same dire tion as the momentum transfer. This explains the strong preferen e of ele tron
emission along

+

and

−~
q.

Still un lear in this pi ture is the dieren e of enhan ement

in forward and ba kward dire tion.
Remarkable in gure 5.25 is also the slightly in reased rate enhan ement on the right
ank of the binary lobe around
relative to

q.
~

This ee t is

90◦

most pronoun ed for mole ules aligned at

+45◦

onsistent for all s attering angles. In the s attering plane

oordinate system (see gure 2.1) the polar angle of the internu lear axis ~
a
with the region of higher ele tron rate. This allows the

◦
a and
still present at an angle of 45 between ~

~q, whi

oin ides well

on lusion that autoionisation is

h was hinted by the small stru tures

in the emitted ele tron energy spe trum in gure 5.23. But similar to parallel alignment,
the enhan ement is not seen in the ba kward dire tion.
To further investigate the

ase of

γ = 45◦

we

relative angle between the mole ular axis and

~q

ompare three distin t

in gure 5.27. The dieren e between

the three data sets lies in the azimuthal angle of

ollision

~a

around the dire tion of momentum

45◦ out of the s attering plane
oloured urve) the spe trum resembles a lassi al (e, 2e) pattern where post◦
intera tion shifts the binary and re oil peaks towards 180 . If Auger ele trons

transfer. In the
(salmon

ases with this

ase where the internu lear axis is aligned

5.4 Mole ular autoionisation
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Scattering plane FDCS, θe1 = (15.0 ± 5.0)°, Ee2 = (6.5 ± 2.0) eV
700
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(a)
Scattering plane, θe1 = (15.0 ± 5.0)°, Ee2 = (10.5 ± 2.5) eV
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(b)
Figure 5.27: S attering plane 5DCS where the polar angle of the mole ular axis with respe t

◦
to the momentum transfer is always 45 , but the the azimuth around ~
q varies
◦
◦
◦
from 0 (bright green) via 90 (salmon) to 180 (dark green), see gure 5.26 for
illustration.
olour.

The small arrows indi ate the mole ular alignment for the given

(6.5 ± 2.0) eV
(15 ± 5)◦ .

Shown are (a)

s attering angle of

and (b)

(10.5 ± 2.5) eV

ele trons at the
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Figure 5.28: Illustration of the

oherent superposition of ele troni

homonu lear diatomi

mole ule of

σg

and

σu

wave fun tions for a

symmetry leading to a net lo-

alisation of the ele tron at one of the two nu lei.

were to be emitted preferably along the mole ular axis their maxima should hen e also
lie outside of the s attering plane. The dieren e between the two green

◦
the bright one is aligned at +45 relative to
in gure 5.27 are for the s attering angle of
ele tron range

urves is that

◦
and the dark one at −45 . Both plots

q~
(15 ± 5)◦

while the energy of the se ond

overs the rst (gure 5.27(a)) and se ond (gure 5.27(b)) hump observed

θM = 45◦ . Most notably, the
hanges with the energy. At (6.5 ± 2.0) eV the binary

in the se ond ele tron energy spe trum in gure 5.23 for
shape of the ele tron distributions
lobe of the

−45◦

alignment features only slight enhan ement on the left ank while in

the re oil region a sharp peak appears approximately in the dire tion of the mole ular
axis.

This stru ture vanishes for

(10.5 ± 2.5) eV

ele trons.

Instead, higher rates are

◦
re orded around the binary lobe. For the alignment at +45 in the s attering plane less
dieren es between the two energy regimes are visible.

In both

ases the right ank

of the binary lobe is enhan ed, roughly at the intermediate angle of
dire tly in the dire tion of the internu lear axis.

γ

angle,

and

The stru tures observed

1
explained easily. If one expe ts the Πg doubly ex ited state to
at this

~q

~a,

but also

annot be

ontribute dominantly

ompli ated angular emission patterns are possible (see Lafosse et al.

(2003)). But again the ba kward/forward asymmetries remain un lear. On the other
hand, the dependen e on the emitted ele tron energy and, hen e, the proje tile's energy
loss suggests that more than one state

ontributes here.

5.4.3 Orientation ee ts
The emission pattern of Auger ele trons presented in the last se tion already indi ated
a

ounterintuitive asymmetry with respe t to ba kward or forward emission along the

internu lear axis. This seems

ontrary to the assumption that autoionisation is happen-

ing independent from the initial

ollision. Re ently, however, Fernández and Martín

(2009); Martín et al. (2007) reported asymmetries in the ele tron emission patterns

5.4 Mole ular autoionisation
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Scattering plane, θe1 = (6.0 ± 3.0)°, Ee2 = (6.5 ± 2.0) eV
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(a)
Scattering plane, θe1 = (6.0 ± 3.0)°, Ee2= (9.0 ± 4.0) eV
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(b)
Scattering plane, θe1 = (6.0 ± 3.0)°, Ee2 = (10.5 ± 2.5) eV
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( )

+~q
(6 ± 3)◦ throughout these plots
hanges from (a) (6.5 ± 2.0) eV to (b) (9 ± 4) eV and ( ) (10.5 ± 2.5) eV .

Figure 5.29: S attering plane 5DCS for mole ules where the resulting proton is emitted in

(dashed) or
while

Ee2

−~
q (dotted).

The s attering angle is
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Scattering plane, θe1 = (10.0 ± 4.0)°, Ee2 = (9.0 ± 4.0) eV
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(a)
Scattering plane, θe1 = (15.0 ± 5.0)°, Ee2 = (9.0 ± 4.0) eV
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(b)
Figure 5.30: Same as gure 5.29, but the s attering angle is (a)

at an energy of the emitted ele tron of

(9 ± 4) eV.

(10 ± 4)◦

and (b)

(15 ± 5) eV

as well as in the distribution of protons obtained from photon-indu ed pro esses in H2 .
This ee t was explained by a

oherent superposition of two possible ionisation pathways

that lead to the same nal state produ ts. One route was passing a

Σ+
g

intermediate

+
state, the other one a Σu . As illustrated in gure 5.28, a

oherent sum of mole ular

ele troni

on entration of the prob-

wave fun tions of these symmetries

an lead to a

ability density at one of the two nu lei. Consequently, the ele tron experien es a net
lo alisation. If the nu lei are in a repelling disso iative motion at the same time this
will lead into a preferred emission dire tion with respe t to either the proton or the
hydrogen atom. The intermediate states of dierent symmetry in our

ase would be the

doubly ex ited states of H2 .
To study this, we have produ ed a few 5DCS spe tra where not only the alignment,
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Scattering plane, θe1 = (6.0 ± 3.0)°, Ee2 = (10.5 ± 2.5) eV
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Figure 5.31: Orientation dependen e of 5DCS for a mole ule aligned in the s attering plane

at

+45◦

relative to momentum transfer. The green arrows depi t the dete tion

dire tions of the protons for the two

but also the orientation of the disso iating H

ases.

+ H+

system was xed. As the strongest

ontribution from autoionisation is observed for mole ules parallel to the momentum
transfer, we will fo us on this geometry. In gure 5.29, we start with emitted ele trons
measured at a s attering angle of

(6 ± 3)◦ ,

while the energy en ompasses almost the

omplete AI range in subgure (b), the lower half in subgure (a) and the upper one in
subgure ( ). The rst graph shows essentially the same binary peak for both orientations, with a slight but insigni ant preferen e for proton emission in
the re oil lobe, however, there are
to

+~q.

+~q

dire tion. In

learly higher rates when the neutral atom disso iates

With in reasing energy of the displayed ele tron the dieren e in the binary re-

gion in reases while the one in the re oil area almost vanishes. These opposite trends in
the re oil and binary lobes indi ate that no systemati

experimental ee t is observed

but rather there is indeed an asymmetry in the disso iation of the doubly ex ited states.
The dependen e of this asymmetry on the Auger ele trons' energy
the fa t that the relative
transfer

∆E

1
1
ontribution of the Σg and Σu states

ould be linked to

hanges with energy

(see Edwards and Zheng (2001)).

The dieren es in the ele tron emission spe tra for protons emitted in

+

or

−~q

di-

re tion might also slightly vary with the s attering angle and, hen e, the momentum
transferred to the mole ule. In gure 5.30 two examples at

θe1 = (10 ± 4)◦ and (15 ± 5)◦

are shown. While it seems that the asymmetry de reases in the binary lobe with larger
s attering angles it stays essentially

onstant within the errorbars in the re oil region.

Interesting stru tures in the Auger ele tron spe tra with forward/ba kward asymmetries were found in se tion 5.4.2 for mole ules aligned at

45◦

relative to

~q.

Therefore,
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one might expe t orientation dependen e of the 5DCS in this

ase. Figure 5.31 presents

an example for mole ules aligned in the s attering plane at an angle of
momentum transfer.

+45◦

to the

In the binary lobe no signi ant asymmetry ee ts are found,

but in the re oil region there is large angular range
the internu lear axis where the two

entred around the dire tion of

urves dier almost by a fa tor of two. Similar to

the previous orientation dependen ies, ele tron emission is enhan ed when the proton
disso iates in the same dire tion. However, the nature of the autoionising states interfering in this

ase is un lear.

Previously, we have stated that at an alignment of

relative to the momentum transfer
ele troni

Πu

1 Π is a likely
g

wavefun tion at one of the nu lei

ontributor. A net lo alisation of the

an only be a hieved by superimposing a

onguration. The rst autoionising state of su h symmetry lies about

1
than Πg and

ould well

ontribute. That

45◦

2 eV

higher

ould also explain, why the dis repan y seen

in gure 5.31 is not appearing at lower values of the energy transfer.
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This work was dedi ated to studying ele tron impa t ionisation or

(e, 2e)

hydrogen mole ules. The main goal was to pioneer ve-fold dierential

of aligned

ross se tions

(5DCS). Up to now, these were only known theoreti ally, be ause earlier experiments
were restri ted to randomly oriented mole ules or

ould not retrieve statisti ally sig-

ni ant data for aligned H2 (Takahashi et al. (2005)).

We exploited post- ollision

+ to determine the Euler angles of the internu lear axis.
disso iation of the residual H2
A purpose-built rea tion mi ros ope (see Dürr (2006); Haag (2006)) was used to
simultaneously measure three-dimensional momentum ve tors of the two nal state ele trons and one ion, whi h was either H2

+ or a proton. For non-disso iative ionisation,

it is not possible to obtain information on the alignment.
used to

Instead, this pro ess was

alibrate the parti les' momenta pre isely. Of the disso iative events, we only

fo ussed on those where the total momentum of the proton was less than
ing to maintain a full angular a

allow-

eptan e and simultaneously a reasonable resolution.

Su h ions are only produ ed in about
quently, the

8 a.u.,

1.5 %

of all single ionisation rea tions.

Conse-

ount rate was relatively low, whereas the measurement of 5DCS requires

an enormous amount of data. Therefore, optimisation of the analysis routines and espeially the re onstru tion of lost dete tor signals was
Still, almost

100

days of

ru ial for the su

ess of this work.

ontinuous data a quisition were needed to obtain su ient

statisti al signi an e.
The rea tion

+ is
where H2

hannel most frequently observed was ground-state disso iation (GSD),
reated in the vibrational

ontinuum of its ele troni

ground state.

It

diers from non-disso iative single ionisation by a smaller separation between the two
nu lei. This was found to have an ee t on the measured triple dierential

ross se tions

(3DCS) obtained for random alignment: The relative amount of emitted ele trons that
are ba ks attered at the ioni

potential is in reasing.

this observation by a higher ee tive nu lear

We

ould qualitatively explain

harge seen by the ele tron

the shorter internu lear separation. The in rease in ba ks attering will
nu lei are even
in a

loser and,

aused by

ontinue, if the

onsequentially, the potential deeper. We followed this trend

omparative study of the atomi

two-ele tron system helium whi h

orresponds to
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a internu lear distan e of zero.
We found that ionisation of hydrogen mole ules into ground-state H2

+ slightly favours

alignment of the internu lear axis in the dire tion of momentum transfer. This

ontra-

di ts the results of the mole ular BBK model and the related pi ture of double-slit like
interferen e at the two nu lear

entres.

Five-fold dierential

ross se tions with sta-

tisti ally signi ant data were obtained in the s attering plane and the normal plane
perpendi ular to the in oming beam. At most kinemati al situations, no stru tural differen es in the 5DCS spe tra for distinguished mole ular alignments were found, whi h
is in good agreement with simple symmetry arguments. Theoreti al
lated within a distorted wave model that were available for
the
At

ross se tions

al u-

oplanar geometry reprodu e

hanges in intensity between distin t Euler angles reasonably.
hara teristi

served.

energies of the emitted ele tron, autoionisation (AI) of H2 was ob-

This rea tion

an o

ur, when both ele trons of the initial mole ule

are ex ited into higher orbitals. The

orresponding energy levels lie above the ground

state of H2

+.

hannel

As the potential

urves of the doubly ex ited states of hydrogen are

repulsive, the mole ule starts to disso iate. During this, spontaneous ionisation is possible, yielding a neutral hydrogen atom and a proton.

Similar to the GSD

hannel,

mole ular alignment parallel to the momentum transfer is preferred, but to a larger
extent. We have explained this with sele tion rules derived from the symmetry of the
doubly-ex ited states. In autoionisation, the emission of the se ondary ele tron is not
dire tly

orrelated with the kinemati s of the

ollision. Instead, we observe a high

ross

se tions in the dire tion of the internu lear axis. However, unambiguous identi ation
of the stru tures belonging to AI was di ult, be ause dire t ionisation

ould not be

ompletely separated from it. Additionally, no theoreti al 5DCS for autoionisation were
available.
In the ele tron energy region asso iated with autoionisation another ee t so far unknown in ele tron

ollisions was observed during this work: At some geometries, the

stru ture of the ele tron emission patterns
disso iating H

+H

+

hanges signi antly upon inversion of the

system. Su h asymmetries were observed in single-photon indu ed

disso iation pro esses in H2

+ by Martín et al. (2007), albeit yielding mu h higher

proton energies. The ee t was explained by a net lo alisation of the remaining bound
ele tron resulting from a superposition of intermediate states of gerade and ungerade
symmetry. If this model

an also be applied to the present results, still has to be shown.

Wihtin this work the viability of measuring fully dierential

ross se tions of ele tron

impa t single ionisation of aligned mole ules with a rea tion mi ros ope was proven.
This is the rst step towards testing existing theories experimentally on the most dif-
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ferential level. For hydrogen, a large interest lies at low impa t energies where strong
mole ular ee ts have been observed by Al-Hagan et al. (2008). Cal ulations using
the time-dependent

lose

oupling methods have also predi ted signi ant stru tural

dieren es in 5DCS at distin t mole ular alignments (Colgan et al. (2008)).
For the further understanding of ele tron-mole ule intera tions o
and te hni al appli ations, examining the ionisation of aligned H2

uring in nature
ould only be the

rst step, be ause at least on earth, mole ular hydrogen is extremely rare and larger
system are of higher signi an e. As an example of a more

omplex mole ule,

a etone was studied following this work under similar experimental
target, the majority of single ionisation events
bonds, allowing a high

oin iden e

(e, 2e)

on

onditions. For this

auses disso iation along one of the C − C

ount rate between two ele trons and the fragment

ion. The results still have to be analysed.
In the future, signi ant modi ations to the rea tion mi ros ope or even a newly
built apparatus are advisable for extended

(e, 2e)

studies on aligned mole ules.

ideal spe trometer should be highly assymmetri , with a short a

An

eleration distan e

towards the ion dete tor and a long one on the ele tron side. With su h a set-up one
an a hieve

4π

a

eptan e for mu h faster ions than presently while maintaining the

resolution for ele trons.
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A Tables

A.1 Atomi units
The atomi
atomi

me ,

unit system frequently used in atomi

and mole ular physi s sets typi al

dimensions to unity, namely the elementary

the

onstant

lassi al Bohr radius

1/(4πǫ0 ).

a0 ,

the redu ed Plan k

The symbol used for atomi

the quantity. Symboli

expressions and

harge

e,

onstant

the ele tron's rest mass

~

and the Coulomb for e

units is always  a.u., independent from

onversion fa tors to SI units for atomi

used in this work are listed in table A.1. Therein,

α

is the nestru ture

units

onstant and

c

the va uum speed of light.
Quantity

Expression

mass

me
e
a0
~ = h/2π
~2/me a0 2
me a0 2/~
~/me a0 = c · α
~/a0

harge
length
angular momentum

1

energy
time

velo ity
momentum

Table A.1: Atomi

Value in SI units

9.109 382
1.602 176
5.291 770
1.054 571
4.359 744
2.418 884
2.187 691
1.992 851

× 10−31
× 10−19
× 10−11
× 10−34
× 10−18
× 10−17
× 106
× 10−24

kg
C
m
kg m2/s

J
s
m/s
kg m/s

units for sele ted quantities.

A.2 Chara ter tables of sele ted point groups
Chara ter tables of the point groups mentioned in this work are listed:

C∞v  table A.3 and C2v 
Mulliken symbols. For the
orbitals in atomi
1

D∞h

 table A.2,

table A.4. The irredu ible representations are labelled by
innite point groups also the

Σ, Φ, ∆

notation similar to

physi s is given. The tables are taken from Demtröder (2003).

The atomi unit for energy equals the ele tri potential energy of the Hydrogen ground state and is
sometimes also alled Hartree energy. Its value in eV is 27.211 .

A Tables
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A1g = Σ+
g
A2g = Σ−
g
A1u = Σ+
u
A2u = Σ−
u
E1g = Πg
E1u = Πu
E2g = ∆g
E2u = ∆u
...

E

ϕ
2C∞

∞σv

i

ϕ
2S∞

∞C2′

1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
...

1
1
1
1
2 cos(ϕ)
2 cos(ϕ)
2 cos(2ϕ)
2 cos(2ϕ)
...

1
−1
1
−1
0
0
0
0
...

1
1
−1
−1
2
−2
2
−2
...

1
1
−1
−1
−2 cos(ϕ)
2 cos(ϕ)
2 cos(2ϕ)
−2 cos(2ϕ)
...

1
−1
−1
1
0
0
0
0
...

Table A.2: Chara ter table of the

A1 = Σ+
A2 = Σ−
E1 = Π
E2 = ∆
E3 = Φ
...

point group.

E

ϕ
2C∞

∞σv

1
1
2
2
2
...

1
1
2 cos(ϕ)
2 cos(2ϕ)
2 cos(3ϕ)
...

1
−1
0
0
0
...

Table A.3: Chara ter table of the

A1
A2
B1
B2

D∞h

C∞v

E

C2

σv

σv′

1
1
1
1

1
1
−1
−1

1
−1
1
−1

1
−1
−1
1

Table A.4: Chara ter table of the

C2v

point group.

point group.
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B Newton's method for re onstru tion
of longitudinal momentum

Newton's method

1

is an iteration formula to nd a root of a non-linear, at least on e

ontinuously dierentiable fun tion

f (x),

where the

(k + 1)-th

approximation is given

by:

x(k+1) = x(k) −
In

f x(k)

f ′ x(k)

on rete, the tangent to

x(k+1)



(B.1)



f (x)

at position

x(k)

is

al ulated. The next approximation

is given by the interse tion of the tangent with the

usually stopped when either the dieren e between to
or the

urrent fun tion value

In our

f (x(k) )

x-axis.

This iteration is

onse utive points

x(k+1) − x(k)

is rea hing below a desired threshold.

ase of re onstru tion of longitudinal momentum for a given time-of-ight

t

( ompare with se tion 4.3) the fun tion to nd the root of is

f (pz ) = m ·

2la
p

pz 2 + 2mqU ± pz

+p

ld
pz2 + 2mqU

!

−t

(B.2)

where  + is used for ele trons and  − for ions. The rst derivative is

′

z

f (p ) = m ·

ld · pz
p
− z2
∓
(p + 2mqU )3/2
pz 2 + 2mqU ± pz pz2 + 2mqU
2la

We have to verify the

onvergen e of Newton's method in our

be guaranteed generally.

z
the initial value p (0) .

!

.

(B.3)

ase be ause it

The behaviour is also strongly dependent on the

z
As shown in gure B.1, f (p ) is stri tly monotoni

annot

hoi e of
over the

desired momentum range for both ele trons and ions. Therefore, there is only one root
in this interval, whi h is a tually the root we are looking for, namely the solution to
our problem of nding
1

pz

for a given time

For introdu tion, see for example

S hwarz

t.

For the ele trons the fun tion is stri tly

(1989), pp. 209212.
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15

(see equation B.2) over the desired momentum range for ele trons (left)

and ions (right).

de reasing, hen e

f ′ (pz ) < 0

over the whole range. Additionally, the

urve is

onvex,

′′ z
i.e. f (p )

≥ 0. If we now hoose an initial value pz (0) whi h is smaller than the root,
z
the iteration will onverge monotoni ally on the desired value p , be ause ea h tangent

at a given point

pz (k)

is always interse ting the

other words, the tangents will never
enough, Newton's method will always

ross the

x-axis

between

pz (k)

and the root or in

z
urve of f (p ). Hen e, if

onverge on the

pz (0)

is small

orre t momentum value for the

ele trons. This works analogue for the ions, ex ept that we have to

hoose

pz (0)

larger

z
than all expe ted momentum values, be ause here f (p ) is stri tly in reasing but also
onvex.
The a tual implementation of the method in C++
absolute time-of-ight is
in

n_pz.

alled

n_tof and the

Multipli ation of some

ode is shown in listing B.1. The

al ulated momentum will nally be stored

onstants is done in the initialisation of the obje t

exe uting Newton's method to make the evaluation of ea h event faster. The variable

n_dm

for example

ontains the produ t of the drift length ld and the parti le's mass

Additionally, ea h iteration step is optimised to
Although the

m.

ontain as little operations as possible.

onvergen e was shown in the desired range, we in luded the possibility

to set a limit to the number of iterations, whi h in listing B.1 appears as

fParamome->

NewtonMaxI.
With the above mentioned

onsiderations and optimisations the method

the momenta of ele trons and ions reliably and fast.

al ulated

The mean number of iterations

was usually between 3 and 4. Compared to formerly used methods for the momentum
re onstru tion no signi ant de rease in performan e was found.
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1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14

15

n_epsilon = n_tof_input * fParaMom -> NewtonEpsilon; // threshold
value at which the equation should be fulfilled
n_pz = fParaMom -> NewtonPo; // set momentum to start value;
n_arg = n_pz* n_pz + mNewton_twomq;
n_sqrtarg = sqrt( n_arg);
n_tof = - n_tof_input + mNewton_dm / n_sqrtarg + mNewton_twoam / (
mACCEL_DIRECTION * n_pz + n_sqrtarg ); // value of the tof
function at initial pz
n_i = 0;
while ( ( n_i < fParaMom -> NewtonMaxI) && ( n_epsilon < fabs( n_tof) ) )
{
n_dtof = - mNewton_dm * n_pz / pow(n_arg , 1.5) - mACCEL_DIRECTION
* mNewton_twoam / (n_arg + mACCEL_DIRECTION * n_pz *
n_sqrtarg); // value of the derivative dt/dp_z at current p_z
n_pz = n_pz - n_tof / n_dtof ; // Newton step to get new p_z
n_i ++;
n_arg = n_pz* n_pz + mNewton_twomq;
n_sqrtarg = sqrt( n_arg);
n_tof = - n_tof_input + mNewton_dm / n_sqrtarg + mNewton_twoam /
( mACCEL_DIRECTION * n_pz + n_sqrtarg ); // value of the tof
function at current p_z
}
Listing B.1: Newton's method for the

al ulation of longitudinal momentum
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